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Abstract 
 
In a democracy like our own, the media ideally function to effectively disseminate information 
on political issues, with language that treats equally the viewpoints of both Democrats and 
Republicans. An existing literature on media bias seeks to determine how, when and why the 
media may, instead, favor the perspective of one party at the expense of the other. In this paper, I 
explore the underlying rhetorical mechanisms driving the appearance of such media favoritism 
through a comparative phrase frequency analysis of congressional and media language on three 
highly partisan social issues: gun control, abortion and gay rights. Based on the results of the 
analysis, demonstrating the particular types of partisan language adopted and avoided by the 
media, I argue that language resemblance between Congress and the media is an insufficient 
measure for media bias—despite literature that conflates one with the other. By illuminating the 
nature of both congressional and media language, the phrase frequency analysis serves to shed 
light on the complex, circular relationship between the two. 
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1. Introduction 

Because the news media function as the primary connector between politicians and the 

electorate, media content has great potential to influence public opinion. The media have the 

power not only to determine issue salience and set the political agenda (McCombs and Shaw 

1972), but to frame the portrayal of an issue in partisan terms (Callaghan and Schnell 2001) and 

directly impact the vote share of a particular candidate (DellaVigna and Kaplan 2007). In short, 

the media play a major role in shaping public policy debates. Studies on media bias have sought 

to determine the extent to which media outlets have published content favoring one political 

party over the other, based on measures of language resemblance (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2010); 

issue framing strategies (Callaghan and Schnell 2001; Entman 2007); think tank citations 

(Groseclose and Milyo 2005); editorial or opinion-based content (Ho and Quinn 2008); and the 

tendency for ideologically distinct news outlets to emerge in a media-saturated market (Baum 

and Groeling 2008; Iyengar and Hahn 2009). Taking into account the media’s unique role as 

disseminator of political information to the mass public, the presence of media bias may directly 

affect politics by shifting the public conscience toward (or away from) a particular party’s 

platform.  

In this paper, I explore the underlying mechanisms at work—in both the development of 

political language by Congress members and media language by journalists—that may cause the 

media to appear to favor one political party over the other. By conducting a comparative textual 

analysis of political and media language, I examine similarities and differences between the two 

sets of language at the level of individual two- and three-word phrases—the functional building 

blocks for the respective rhetoric employed by Congress members and the media. In order to 

isolate major differences in party rhetoric, I restrict my attention to three highly partisan issues: 
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gun control, abortion and gay rights. The presence (and absence) of particular types of partisan 

language in the media over time and across issues sheds light on both the media’s role and the 

relationship between congressional and media language; these factors, in turn, influence the 

appearance of media favoritism toward one party or the other. Through this sophisticated 

understanding of how, when and why the media adopt certain partisan phrases and avoid others, 

I discount or minimize charges of bias attributed to the media in previous studies.   

After situating my study in the literatures of textual analysis and media bias, I outline my 

argument for the ways in which a media outlet may appear to favor a particular party without 

demonstrating bias (based on a narrower, normative definition of  “media bias”). In the Data and 

Methods section, I describe my dataset of political and media content, as well as my method for 

identifying Democratic and Republican phrases from congressional speech; these phrases form 

the basis for comparison to media language in the subsequent phrase frequency analysis. The 

Results and Analysis section tabulates the results of the phrase frequency analysis by issue and 

provides an interpretation of these results in context, noting implications for media bias.   

The results of my study demonstrate the limitations of using resemblance between 

partisan congressional speech and media language as a sufficient measure for media bias—in 

light of the rhetorical strategies of Congress members and the media’s needs and purposes. In 

measuring such resemblance, the comparative phrase frequency analysis serves to illuminate the 

particular categories of political language generating similarities and differences between 

congressional and media language—namely, rhetorical narrative, political terminology and 

congressional jargon. A closer look at the patterns dictated by these categories provides insight 

into the nature of both congressional and media language, as well as the complex, circular 

relationship between the two.  
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2. Literature Review 

By examining how media outlets reflect the language of one or both political parties in 

coverage of gun control, abortion and gay rights, this paper builds on two existing literatures. 

The first is on the use of computational text analysis in order to quantify ideological or partisan 

position, and the second is on measures for tracking the media’s partisan bias.  

 

2.1 Political Text as Data 

Existing studies analyzing text can be divided into two main approaches: qualitative (i.e. 

based on the results of coding by human analysts and subsequent interpretation) and 

computational or statistical (i.e. based on the results of computerized coding). Often, 

computational analyses involve an interpretive, human element at some stage, whether to select 

particular inputs for a statistical program or effectively analyze the results of such a program; 

these types of computational studies with human input are called “supervised” analyses. As a 

result of the wide availability of texts online and the advent of increasingly advanced 

computational linguistics tools, the majority of recent text analyses involve a substantial 

computerized component.  

Quinn et al. (2010) use an unsupervised computational method for text analysis through 

topic-coding that estimates keywords and divisions of topics directly from the language itself. 

Diermeier et al. (2011) also use a fully computational method by creating a measure of word 

occurrence to predict the ideologies of extreme liberal and conservative Congress members, and 

then applying the resulting prediction parameters to less ideologically extreme members. The 

study by Laver, Benoit and Garry (2003) includes an interpretive component and could thus be 

classified as a supervised computational analysis: they combine hand-coding of political 
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reference texts with a computerized word scoring process (Laver, Benoit and Garry 2003). 

Similarly, my study’s approach to text analysis combines elements of human and computer 

processes: I select search terms for determining relevant speeches and articles to analyze, apply a 

computerized statistical method for conducting a comparative phrase frequency analysis, and 

finally, interpret the results in context.  

The above methodological approaches are frequently applied to political text in the 

interest of evaluating ideology. Specifically, text has been used to examine the subjects of 

political conflicts and attention (Quinn et al. 2010); identify language used distinctly by one or 

more political groups or actors (Monroe, Colaresi and Quinn 2008); determine the content of 

party positions (Laver, Benoit and Garry 2003); and classify party affiliation (Yu, Kaufman and 

Diermeier 2008). Laver, Benoit and Garry (2003) express the reasoning for using political texts 

in analysis of ideology, as opposed to surveys or estimates based on vote patterns: “Political texts 

are the concrete by-product of strategic political activity and have a widely recognized potential 

to reveal important information about the policy positions of their authors” (Laver, Benoit and 

Garry 2003, 311).  

For example, Diermeier et al. (2011) seek to determine the language distinguishing 

conservative from liberal congressional speeches by relating words used to the voting tendencies 

of the Congress members who used them. They first ranked senators according to DW-

NOMINATE scores and used the speeches by the twenty-five most liberal and conservative 

senators to train a Support Vector Machine classifier. This allowed for the extraction of terms 

deemed indicative of each set of speeches, which were then used to predict the ideologies of less 

extreme senators. Laver, Benoit and Garry (2003) seek to predict the ideological positions of 

party manifestos based on their textual content. First, they asked political experts to hand-code a 
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set of European party manifestos along an ideological scale, at which point a computer program 

was used to calculate word scores based on relative frequency. Virgin texts (manifestos from 

parties in different years) were then categorized along the same ideological scale based on their 

usage of the scored reference text words. Although my textual analysis seeks to establish a 

rhetorical comparison between the language of Congress and the media, as opposed to the 

ideological distinctions established above, my analysis is similarly predicated on the usefulness 

of political text as data containing partisan information about its source. In fact, Diermeier et al. 

(2011) specifically note the importance of expanding upon their static analysis of congressional 

text to determine how the content of left and right ideological stances among members of 

Congress has changed over time; a key part of my thesis encapsulates a similar measure, in 

looking at the variation of partisan phrase frequencies in congressional speech over the past 20 

years.  

 

2.2 Media Bias 

By specifically considering the ways in which the media adopt or avoid elements of 

partisan language, my thesis adds to the large body of literature on media bias. While Groseclose 

and Milyo (2005) found an overwhelming tendency for political media to slant toward the left 

through an analysis of think tank citations, many others have sought to find the reason behind 

this often-cited claim. Groseclose himself cites the large number of liberal journalists (according 

to survey research), and references Sutter (2001), which notes that it may be less costly to 

provide liberal news than unbiased news, due to the fact that the majority of journalists are 

liberal.  
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Baum and Groeling (2008) attempt to surmount the issue of distinguishing media bias 

from the simple reporting by the media of real statements by political elites that happened to fall 

primarily on one side in a particular issue. For example, if a media outlet portrays politicians as 

criticizing the President 90% of the time, this may be indicative of biased reporting (against the 

President), or it may simply denote an accurate representation of politicians who were, in fact, 

criticizing the President 90% of the time. Therefore, Baum and Groeling compare overtly 

partisan websites with supposedly non-partisan newswires, which they hypothesize will show no 

preference for stories harmful to either Democrats or Republicans. Although Reuters supported 

this hypothesis, the Associated Press (often recognized as a non-partisan source) favored stories 

critical of Republicans in 2006, despite controls for the anti-Republican national sentiment 

leading up to that year’s midterm elections—which supports the prevailing liberal media bias 

theory (Baum and Groeling 2008). Iyengar and Hahn (2009) note that the sheer quantity of 

media outlets via the Internet, cable television and radio allow for each to distinguish itself by 

catering to a niche, partisan audience; FreeRepublic.com (right-leaning) and DailyKos.com (left-

leaning), both analyzed by Baum and Groeling, fall into this growing category of news sources 

that, by nature, will demonstrate a partisan slant.  

Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) develop a method for determining such partisan slant 

through comparison of a news outlet’s language to that of congressional Republicans and 

Democrats. The methodological basis for my thesis emerges from Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) 

as I similarly compare media language to congressional speech and use their process for 

categorizing the phrases of speeches as particularly Democratic or Republican. Gentzkow and 

Shapiro go on to view observed media slant in comparison to expected slant based on a model of 
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newspaper demand, and find evidence for an economic incentive for newspapers to tailor 

language to the perspective of the majority in their jurisdictions.  

It should be noted that Gentzkow and Shapiro equate media bias (“slant”) with language 

resemblance between the media and Congress members of a particular party, just as Groseclose 

and Milyo (2005) equate such bias with resemblance between the media and Congress members 

of a particular party, in terms of the think tanks they cite. I, instead, avoid this conceptual leap 

from resemblance to bias by taking into account an understanding of how the media’s larger 

goals (related but not restricted to economic incentives) may require it to use elements of 

partisan language. In light of a narrower definition of bias—restricting the notion to where there 

exists a level of real partisan intent—there emerge several circumstances in which an unbiased 

media outlet may, in fact, resemble the language of a particular party. Thus, my thesis lends a 

critical eye to existing literature that considers resemblance (i.e. based on phrase counts or think-

tank citations) a sufficient measure for evaluating media bias. 

In a different type of media bias analysis, Callaghan and Schnell (2001) identify the 

media as either creator or conduit of political rhetoric. This is a complicated task if there exist for 

a particular issue competing rhetorical frames or different thematic spins used to further certain 

viewpoints. Callaghan and Schnell explain the media’s role in framing: “By selectively choosing 

to cover one side or both sides of an issue, putting forth their own interpretation, simplifying 

events or stories, or by simply allocating greater coverage to one issue over another, the media 

act as gatekeepers, advocates, and interpreters of political themes and information” (Callaghan 

and Schnell 2001, 187). Specifically, Callaghan and Schnell study whether the final presentation 

of news in the media on the topic of gun control is comprised of the rhetoric of one ideological 

side or the other; a combination of all sides (with the media acting as arbiter); or a purely media-
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generated version of the debate. They conduct a qualitative (i.e. non-computational) analysis by 

asking human coders to identify whether frames highlighted in congressional speeches on gun 

control and in press releases by gun control interest groups are present in a set of news articles 

(excluding statements attributed to other sources). They find that two frames surrounding the 

discussion were invented by the media: the frame posing the two sides as engaged in a political 

contest and the one highlighting court challenges; moreover, the media did not follow in line 

with the main congressional opinion at the time, which framed the gun control debate in terms of 

domestic terrorism (Callaghan and Schnell 2001). My thesis similarly examines when the media 

choose to adopt existing rhetorical frames emerging from either party—and then presents a 

broader argument for why and in what circumstances they might do so. 
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3. Argument 

By investigating the partisan content of media articles in three social issues, this paper 

evaluates the extent of media bias that can be understood through media resemblance to 

Democratic and/or Republican language. Although definitions vary, the term “media bias” has 

been defined previously as a type of “content bias” whereby the media “favor one side rather 

than providing equivalent treatment to both sides in a political conflict” (Entman 2007, 163). 

This is the type of bias that Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) and Groseclose and Milyo (2005) 

attempt to measure empirically through surface-level features of media coverage—respectively, 

resemblance of language to that of congressional Democrats or Republicans, and resemblance of 

think-tank citations to those of liberal and conservative Congress members.  

Because the term “media bias” carries a negative connotation, however, I take issue with 

the ways in which the above studies equate such bias with the simple existence of surface-level 

content resemblance between the media and a particular party. Thus, I adopt a normative 

definition of media bias, similar to the “decision-making bias” proposed by Entman, whereby 

bias is attributed to the intent or motivations of journalists (Entman 2007). In order for media 

bias to exist, I posit that the media article must be written with intent to advantage one political 

party over the other by purposefully including the former party’s rhetoric, while excluding the 

latter’s (for no other reason than the party to which it belongs). This narrower, nuanced 

definition of media bias implies that media articles may, in fact, resemble the language of one 

party without demonstrating bias toward that party. This is because journalists’ use of partisan 

terms is affected by several factors other than intent to favor that party—namely, by the nature of 

the media’s broader goals and the various qualities of partisan language itself.  
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The language used by members of Congress to discuss political events and social issues 

can be understood broadly through the lens of classical rhetoric, which centers itself around the 

three points of the rhetorical triangle: speaker, speech and audience. It is through the language 

used in the speech that the speaker can inform or persuade her audience by appealing to her 

sense of logic (logos), emotion (pathos) or desire for credibility (ethos), see for instance Covino 

and Jolliffe (1995). For a member of Congress, these appeals work toward a primary goal: 

persuade the listeners to perceive the world and the role of government in a particular way, 

favorable to the politician’s own perspective.  

Because the impact of such effective political rhetoric is well known, politicians and, in 

fact, whole parties collectively, devote significant time and energy toward developing the words 

and phrases that, when repeated in the context of specific issues, powerfully portray a certain 

notion. In order for a speech to function as an adequate connector between speaker and audience, 

it must be structured in familiar and understandable terms, and touch on ideas connected to the 

values of the listeners. Frank Luntz, the political consultant best known for his work with the 

Republican party on the wording of the Contract with America, has developed a set of rules for 

effective political language (Luntz 2015). His book Words That Work provides a list of these 

rules—including using small words, short sentences and aspirational language—and highlights 

the importance of how words sound and the larger images they serve to create. Luntz notes a few 

recent examples of how Republicans have used words in their favor: “estate tax” was swapped 

for “death tax,” “drilling for oil” for “energy exploration,” and “crime agenda” for “a safety and 

security platform”—all in service of particular Republican viewpoints (Luntz 2015). With 

regards to such careful issue framing, Luntz says, “Americans will often come to diametrically 

opposite conclusions on policy questions, depending on how the questions are phrased—even if 
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the actual result of the policies is exactly the same. In effect, positioning an idea doesn’t merely 

‘frame’ it so that it carries a certain meaning; it actually defines the terms of the debate itself” 

(Luntz 2015, 46).  

While media outlets also seek such effective language to appeal to their readers’ senses of 

logos, ethos and pathos, the media’s purpose diverges from that of a Congress member, or 

politician more generally, in that it is not necessarily to persuade. In a normative sense, the 

media’s goal is to inform a general public; in a practical sense, each media source seeks to create 

material that will keep readers engaged and continually purchasing content—which often entails 

satisfying the ideological predilections of its geographical constituency (Gentzkow and Shapiro 

2010). But regardless of whether a given media outlet is primarily motivated by its role as 

disseminator of information or by the practical need for reader engagement, it will often seek out 

the most effective existing political rhetoric to portray complex social issues for a general 

audience. It should be noted here that the term “rhetoric” throughout this paper will refer to that 

specific portion of congressional or media language specially selected to influence an audience 

via one or more of the above appeals. By contrast, the term “language” will be used more 

generally to refer to the full set of phrases employed by either one of the parties or the media. 

Because language is an important vessel for party strategy, and the media has been shown 

often to mirror congressional language in describing political issues, a comparative phrase 

frequency analysis of congressional and media language provides key insights into how the 

media perpetuates certain partisan rhetorical strategies. In other words, party rhetoric—because 

of the extensive thought put into developing it—necessarily embodies some essence of the party 

to which it pertains; thus, frequent use by the media of one particular party’s rhetoric may, in 

some instances, be connected with media bias toward that party. The comparative partisan phrase 
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frequency analysis allows for an understanding of the building blocks of partisan language, and 

the particular circumstances (i.e. bias or otherwise) in which those elements of language are 

adopted by the media. Similar textual analysis has previously proven itself useful in studies of 

media bias and, more broadly, studies assessing Congress members’ ideal points along an 

ideological spectrum (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2010; Laver, Benoit and Garry 2003; Quinn et al. 

2010; Diermeier et al. 2011).  

That said, in examining the details of phrase usage presented by the frequency analysis, 

various nuances in the relationship between congressional and media language become 

apparent—which render the analysis a less straightforward metric for determining real media 

bias. These nuances are related to the media’s tendencies to adopt or avoid elements of partisan 

language in keeping with its purpose, without necessarily demonstrating any partisan bias. 

Specifically, an unbiased media source will use partisan language whenever it comprises a 

relatable narrative or has become the established way of discussing an issue; will avoid partisan 

language whenever it consists of congressional jargon; and may occasionally use partisan 

language when it consists of general political terminology—in which case the partisan nature of 

the language may be purely an artifact of language conventions, and therefore unconnected with 

newspaper partisan bias.  

 

3.1 Narrative 

One of the primary ways for members of Congress to effectively frame a political issue is 

to develop a narrative or story that makes it easy to view the issue from one side, or to situate the 

issue in an existing narrative. By telling a compelling story, a Congress member has the chance 

to “take the imaginative leap of stuffing [himself] right into [his] listener’s shoes,” in Luntz’s 
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terms (Luntz 2015, ix). This means using familiar, understandable words and phrases, along with 

the appealing narrative elements of characters, plot, conflict and resolution. Because political 

rhetoric can only fully realize its goal of persuading the public through its frequent appearance in 

the media, the development of a narrative is particularly useful: it can be easily understood by 

the media’s general audience. Using a partisan narrative of this sort thus serves both the media’s 

goal of informing the public in understandable terms, and its desire to satisfy readers with a 

particular ideological predisposition. Linguists Geoffrey Nunberg and George Lakoff have 

addressed the importance of narrative in discussing the Republicans’ recent “success in using 

language to advance and often obscure their agenda.” (Nunberg 2006, 2). Nunberg describes the 

Republican narrative as follows: 

 
“…stories that illustrate declining patriotism and moral standards, the out-of-touch media 

and the self-righteous liberal elite, the feminization of public life, minorities demanding 

special privileges and unwilling to assimilate to American culture and language, growing 

crime and lenient judges, ludicrous restrictions on permissible speech, disrespect for 

religious faith, a swollen government that intrudes officiously in private life […] and an 

America divided into two nations by differences in values, culture, and lifestyle” 

(Nunberg 2006, 35). 

 
While Nunberg argues that the Democrats lack altogether an equivalent narrative (as a result of 

inconsistent phrase usage and the absence of an overarching theme), Lakoff describes the 

problem for the Democrats in terms of their being “less aware of the implicit view of morality 

and the family that organizes their own political beliefs” (Lakoff 2002, 31).  
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 Lakoff explicitly outlines two models that encapsulate the moral worldviews of the 

Republicans and the Democrats respectively, taking into account the forms of reasoning 

associated with each party’s rhetoric, as well as the various issue positions at the foundation of 

each party’s platform. He calls the Republican model the “Strict Father” model, which posits a 

traditional nuclear family where the father has primary responsibility for protecting the family 

and the authority to set and enforce rules. Children in this family must learn and practice self-

discipline, self-reliance and respect for authority. The Democratic model, on the other hand, 

Lakoff calls the “Nurturant Parent” model, which posits a family system with equal parental 

control, revolving around love, empathy and nurturance. Parents raise children to lead fulfilled 

and happy lives, and children’s obedience of their parents comes from love, rather than fear of 

punishment. Such distinct moral principles and priorities between the parties encompass the 

different Republican and Democratic viewpoints observed across social issues—but it is 

Lakoff’s argument (in accordance with Nunberg above) that the Republicans have more 

successfully integrated their moral worldview into the rhetoric used to define their position on 

various issues.  

To develop their consistent narrative, Republicans have also adapted familiar, symbolic 

words and phrases that were already part of “the basic vocabularies that most Americans rely on 

to form their political judgments”—words like “patriotism” and “values” (Nunberg 2006, 31). 

According to Nunberg, Republicans have successfully “captur[ed] the language of everyday 

political discussion” (Nunberg 2006, 3). Taking into account the relationship between political 

language and media language established above and the necessity of the media to address the 

general public, it makes sense that the media have often adopted the more prevalent and cohesive 

of the two partisan narratives: the Republican one. In other words, the media have adopted words 
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and phrases associated with the Republican narrative, not necessarily because of real bias (i.e. 

with partisan intent), but instead because this rhetoric comprises a relatable, understandable way 

of telling a story. The media’s frequent use of the language then serves to further popularize it 

and establish it as the primary way of discussing the issue—which only encourages its continued 

use by the Congress members who initially developed it. This allows for a circular relationship 

that reflects how political language takes on meaning in the context of a specific issue. Nunberg 

elaborates on how the media have recently adopted Republican language, but without an 

intention toward bias: 

 
“When a newspaper decides to use ‘death tax’ or ‘personal account,’ it’s usually the 

result of a deliberate editorial decision. But the skewings in usage of words like ‘values’ 

and ‘elite’ don’t grow out of any explicit or momentary policy. […] It’s simply that 

whatever their personal political views, journalists have unconsciously accepted the 

Right’s depiction of liberalism as a middle class lifestyle choice…” (Nunberg 2006, 33-

34, emphasis added). 

 
Thus, it is possible that the media are using Republican phrases not due to Republican bias, but 

because the phrases comprise the most effective narrative (or even the only present narrative) on 

a certain issue—a rhetorical tactic useful for the media in catering to its general audience. It is 

also the case that a particular narrative may work more effectively for discussion of a particular 

social issue—or that the issue fits well within the framework of a certain narrative. In that case, 

the party to whom the most effective narrative belongs has the advantage. Because that party’s 

narrative makes more sense in context of the issue, it will also be inherently more appealing for 

media usage. In that case, the media will adopt the terms of this narrative, not because of bias 
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toward the associated party, but simply because the narrative is the most understandable way to 

portray the issue at hand.  

A related phenomenon occurs when certain words or phrases from the narrative of one 

party or the other have become the established terms to discuss an issue—thus providing the 

media little choice but to adopt these terms in order to effectively and systematically describe the 

issue at hand. For example, “gun control” is the established way to discuss policies centered on 

restricting general access to firearms, so the media is bound to use this term in articles related to 

gun control, regardless of the fact that the term is more often associated with the Republican 

narrative. Similarly, the term “sexual orientation” has become the established way to discuss the 

gender of the person to whom someone is attracted—and thus, the media is bound to use this 

term in articles related to gay rights, regardless of its frequent appearance in the Democratic 

narrative. Thus, media bias cannot be attributed to those media outlets that use either the most 

effective narrative available to frame an issue, or the established terms developed for an issue. 

Such usage simply reflects the media’s purpose, and not necessarily the intent of journalists to 

advantage one party over the other—a requirement for media bias established in the normative 

definition of the term above. 

 

3.2 Non-narrative Partisan Language  

 On the opposite end of the rhetorical spectrum from narrative and established terms, 

Congress members of both parties frequently use jargon in order to reference legislation or 

general proceedings—such as “HR 3700” and “Mr. Speaker.” Such jargon is inapplicable for 

media use because of the media’s general audience of the public. In certain issues and years, this 

jargon is deemed partisan in a phrase frequency analysis of Democratic and Republican 
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congressional language, meaning that one party uses it significantly more often than does the 

other. Although such jargon is not directly linked to any partisan narrative, it is often the 

particular party that either opposes or does not hold a strong stance on an issue that is the one 

using jargon more frequently. An example in the forthcoming text analysis is the Democrats’ 

frequent use of jargon on the subject of abortion, in almost every year. The Democrats 

exclusively used phrases like “the bill,” “this bill” and “bill would” in reference to the Partial 

Birth Abortion Ban Act, representing a concerted rhetorical effort to avoid the term “partial birth 

abortion”—which carries a far more negative connotation than the preferred Democratic phrase 

“late term abortion.” Because of this type of partisan strategizing that may encourage the use of 

congressional jargon over substantive terms, such jargon cannot be omitted from the analysis as 

random noise. In the cases where this jargon makes up most of the partisan language 

distinguishing Republicans and Democrats, the media will appear to favor whichever party 

happens to be using that jargon less frequently. It is clear, though, that a media outlet’s 

avoidance of the phrase “HR 3700,” for example, when the Democrats have used it frequently in 

discussion of an issue, does not make the media outlet any less similar to the Democrats (nor 

biased toward the Republicans). Thus, the presence of congressional jargon, sometimes deemed 

partisan language, creates an additional complication to using a phrase frequency analysis in 

evaluation of media bias.  

Falling somewhere between the two ends of the rhetorical spectrum—characterized by 

language used to craft a partisan narrative and the above congressional jargon—are the words 

and phrases used generally, by members of Congress and the media, to discuss politics. These 

include references to the White House, the President, Congress, the United States and the 

Supreme Court. The difficulty arises when such general political terms are used at significantly 
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different rates by Democrats and Republicans in Congress, causing them to be deemed partisan 

phrases in a phrase frequency analysis. It is possible that in some cases, Congress members of 

one party are using these general, media-applicable words as part of a larger rhetorical strategy to 

craft a narrative in relatable or popular terms (i.e. use of “the White House” as opposed to “the 

current administration,” which may have less appeal to the general public). But it is also true that, 

in other cases, Congress members may be using such general political terminology for no other 

reason than to refer to actions or institutions of government. Similarly, when a media outlet later 

adopts such phrases, it is possible that it is engaging in a rhetorical maneuver to reflect the 

language of a particular party, but it also may be using such phrases simply to detail action in the 

political arena. In fact, some generalized political terms almost always appear in media coverage 

of political issues to provide necessary context. Thus, it is not the case that the media’s frequent 

usage of those terms in a given year and subject necessarily reflects bias toward the party that 

also used those phrases more often in the same year and subject—or, in the opposite scenario, 

that the media’s relatively infrequent usage of those terms in any year or subject necessarily 

reflects bias against the party that used them more often. Thus, the presence of general political 

terminology in partisan language represents another limitation of using a phrase frequency 

analysis to evaluate media bias.  

 

3.3 Conclusions on Phrase Frequency and Media Bias 

Because of the relationship between political and media language and the unique role of 

the media as disseminator of political information to an inherently partisan audience, a 

determination of media bias cannot be based strictly on the media’s adoption of partisan phrases. 

The media’s overall purpose makes certain elements of partisan language more appealing for its 
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use than others, namely a coherent narrative and widely established terms to describe an issue. 

Congressional jargon, on the other hand, does not coincide with the media’s primary 

responsibility toward the general public, and is thus systematically avoided by the media. This 

leaves the more ambiguous middle ground: political language that is applicable to the general 

public—where media usage does not necessarily denote bias toward the party that used such 

phrases more often, only if for the fact that the media may need to use certain political terms 

regardless of its position. Through the forthcoming phrase frequency analysis, the above 

categories of political language become apparent and both serve to illuminate the complex, 

circular relationship of congressional and media language, as well as shed light on the 

circumstances in which an unbiased media source may choose to use the language of a particular 

party. 
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4. Data and Methods 

4.1 Speeches and Articles 

As a barometer for Republican and Democratic partisan language, I use the text of 

congressional speeches specifically from the House of Representatives in three different subjects 

(gun control, abortion and gay rights) over the past six presidential election years (2016, 2012, 

2008, 2004, 2000 and 1996). I focus on the above three social issues because there are 

established platforms on each one in both parties, and all three of these issues have been 

prevalent over the course of the past six presidential elections. This narrower analysis maximizes 

chances of finding partisan rhetoric in action, allows for appropriate normative interpretation of 

partisanship (i.e. generates expected phrases like “gun violence” and “second amendment”) and 

holds constant possible unmeasured differences between speech topics that would arise if I chose 

instead to analyze all congressional text. 

The congressional speeches were downloaded directly from the Library of Congress’ 

online Congressional Record. For the analysis on gun control, speeches are selected using the 

terms “gun control” and “second amendment” to prevent against a Democratic skew in the 

results (because of the fact that limiting public access to firearms through a form of “gun control” 

is a primarily Democratic position in the first place). For the analysis on abortion, speeches are 

selected with the search terms “abortion” and “reproductive rights,” and for the analysis on gay 

rights, with the search terms “gay rights” and “homosexual,” both for similar reasons as in the 

gun control example—to provide for best access to speeches on both sides of each issue. I then 

use a script to break down the raw text from each set of subject-specific speeches into individual 

speeches. The script identifies when a new speech begins by looking for a declaration of the 

speaker’s name (i.e. “Mr. AL GREEN of Texas”). Then, I match speaker names to members of 
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Congress in the Voteview Roll Call Data to determine party affiliation. Within each subject, I 

use a separate script to group all speeches made by Republicans into one text corpus and all 

speeches made by Democrats into another, leaving out any speeches made by unaffiliated or 

independent members. This allows for a bag-of-words (or rather, bag of n-grams) approach to 

comparing the full content of Republican language to the full content of Democratic language 

per year and subject. 

For an accurate comparison of congressional language to media language, newspaper 

articles were also selected based on discussion of the same three social issues above: gun control, 

abortion and gay rights. The above search terms used to extract speeches are also used for 

downloading Washington Post, Boston Globe and USA Today articles from the database Factiva. 

All articles available on Factiva within each topic and year are used, without discretion as to the 

section of the newspaper in which the articles originally appeared (i.e. editorial, news, political, 

etc.). All articles from each media outlet are then grouped into separate corpuses for the three 

topics in each of the six years, so that the full body of text per each year, topic and media outlet 

can be compared to the above congressional speech corpuses.  

While the three media outlets were selected primarily based on the availability of articles 

on Factiva, each one also represents a unique niche in the media world, allowing for a well-

rounded analysis of major newspapers. The Washington Post is D.C.’s oldest and most widely 

circulated newspaper, winner of 47 Pulitzer prizes and one of the few newspapers in the U.S. 

with foreign bureaus. Because of its history and situation in the DC area, it is a particularly 

politics-focused paper. Its weekday circulation is 360,000, and the Post regularly exceeds 50 

million unique monthly visitors to its website. The Boston Globe, on the other hand, fills a more 

local niche—despite being the largest newspaper publication in New England—and is not a 
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particularly politics-focused paper. A single issue of the Globe reaches 571,000 people in the 

Boston Designated Market Area. Unlike the Post, which has attempted to moderate its content in 

response to its more conservative counterpart, The Washington Times, the Globe is outwardly 

liberal. In fact, former editorial page editor Renee Loth told Boston University Alumni Magazine, 

Bostonia, that the Globe is a “progressive institution, especially on the social issues” (Buccini 

2001). USA Today represents a notable departure in style and form from the above publications, 

in that it is considered a middle-market newspaper: it caters to those readers who seek a mixture 

of entertainment and important news coverage. It is also known to produce short, simple news 

stories with graphic designs and visuals that make tough issues easier to understand. These type 

of concise reports, along with a substantial amount of pop culture news, make for less (or 

different) political rhetoric than either the Globe or the Post. With a website that regularly 

exceeds 88 million unique monthly visitors, and an average daily print circulation of almost 

895,460, USA Today has the widest reach of any U.S. newspaper, along with the New York 

Times and the Wall Street Journal—meaning that topic selection and language use reflect a 

broader demographic than either of the two above papers1. It is also notable that USA Today has 

upheld a policy against endorsing any political candidate for office, only (somewhat) breaking 

this policy in 2016 by condemning Donald Trump—to which the paper added that it still did not, 

in fact, endorse Hillary Clinton (“USA Today Editorial Board” 2016). 

The presidential election years from 1996 to 2016 are used for analysis of speech and 

article language in order to track rhetorical changes efficiently over the past 20 years. Both 

																																																								
1The above information about the Washington Post, the Boston Globe and USA Today can be found in the 
newspapers’ respective online media kits at https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-stat/ad/public/static/media_kit/16-
3365-01-AdBook.pdf, http://www.bostonglobemedia.com/bostonglobe and http://marketing.usatoday.com/about, all 
viewed on December 20, 2016.	
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speeches and articles selected for the year 2016 include content available from January 1, 2016 

to August 26, 2016. 

With regard to both the data sets of speeches and articles, limitations are inherent in the 

selection of search terms (i.e. it is always possible that more articles or speeches on the relevant 

topics exist, and yet were not captured by the search terms used). Similarly, it may be the case 

that the search algorithms used by the Library of Congress website and the Factiva database are 

different, meaning that certain relevant speeches or articles may have been excluded from results 

by using the same search terms in each. Tables 1, 2 and 3 give the quantities of speeches and 

articles used for each topic, as well as the number of Democratic and Republican bigrams 

extracted from each set of speeches (method to follow) and the total number of bigrams in each 

set of articles. It should be noted that the number of trigrams for each speech and article is 

exactly one fewer than the number of bigrams. 

 

Table 1. Gun Control: Speech, article and bigram counts 
 

Year Democratic 
speeches 

Republican 
speeches 

Post articles Globe articles USA Today 
articles 

1996 193 161 94 110 103 
2000 377 206 628 258 172 
2004 125 75 229 64 54 
2008 112 63 239 72 52 
2012 141 83 292 106 85 
2016 239 112 452 397 135 

 

Year Democratic 
bigrams 

Republican 
bigrams 

Post bigrams Globe 
bigrams 

USA Today 
bigrams 

1996 159455 87961 170723 58671 64006 
2000 206365 101629 461484 165417 116904 
2004 93071 26515 160723 47464 39544 
2008 52995 45930 141295 43648 29243 
2012 60437 31458 160814 50333 32771 
2016 57046 50629 279711 216820 56820 
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Table 2. Abortion: Speech, article and bigram counts 

Year Democratic 
speeches 

Republican 
speeches 

Post articles Globe articles USA Today 
articles 

1996 274 327 278 733 622 
2000 250 248 1089 648 323 
2004 181 243 798 479 269 
2008 43 148 550 256 329 
2012 204 193 804 370 184 
2016 184 261 483 313 100 

	
	

Year Democratic 
bigrams 

Republican 
bigrams 

Post bigrams Globe 
bigrams 

USA 
bigrams 

1996 132731 183911 679693 428523 366516 
2000 90904 251564 808008 412811 218470 
2004 76407 95899 540894 306293 181593 
2008 16709 78347 401269 160877 186035 
2012 69420 93784 450920 210607 92490 
2016 62904 85303 344487 183498 49503 

 

 Table 3. Gay Rights: Speech, article and bigram counts 

Year Democratic 
speeches 

Republican 
speeches 

Post articles Globe articles USA articles 

1996 38 45 125 237 139 
2000 24 17 379 199 82 
2004 60 28 417 383 116 
2008 38 17 188 98 43 
2012 9 3 323 149 53 
2016 12 8 196 106 34 

 

Year Democratic 
bigrams 

Republican 
bigrams 

Post bigrams Globe 
bigrams 

USA 
bigrams 

1996 13741 85320 211264 148130 92606 
2000 20702 38716 288445 124741 50920 
2004 16766 13702 353143 252404 80019 
2008 20878 7855 120931 62049 26901 
2012 7181 4191 201911 85372 27525 
2016 5153 10767 142244 74423 14798 
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4.2 Data Parsing 

I complete a standard procedure for pre-processing the text to allow for an effective 

analysis. First, English stopwords listed in the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) corpus are 

removed to eliminate from analysis various common words, including those listed in Table 4.  

 
Table 4. Examples of NLTK English Stopwords 

i/me/myself do/does/did/doing because 
is/are/was with/about/against this/that/these/those 
during/before/after have/has/had until/while 
above/below/to/from be/being been into/through 

 
 
Then, the NLTK Snowball Stemmer is used on each full corpus, reducing words to their roots 

through the removal of all prefixes and suffixes; this prevents me from counting words like “gun” 

and “guns,” for example, as distinct2. Despite the fact that stemming allows me to avoid counting 

variations of words as parts of unique phrases, it also creates some ambiguity, occasionally 

developing phrases with little substantive value (i.e. the bigrams “i m” and “s forc”). In some 

cases, these ambiguous or seemingly senseless phrases are later assigned a partisan attribution 

(method to follow below), which raises questions about their original significance. After the 

stopword removal and stemming processes, the remaining text in both the Democratic and 

Republican corpuses is parsed first into bigrams and then into trigrams, generating separate 

corpuses to be analyzed individually.  

 

4.3 Constructing Partisan Phrase Lists 

In order to determine the extent to which certain bigrams and trigrams are used at 

statistically significantly different rates in the Democratic and Republican speech corpuses, I use 
																																																								
2 Bigrams and trigrams presented in the forthcoming Results and Analysis section, and in the results tables of the 
appendices, will be in their stemmed form (i.e. with prefixes and suffixes removed). 
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a method involving a chi-squared analysis, originally developed for a similar purpose by 

Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010). They developed the chi-squared analysis for sorting phrases by 

frequency of partisan usage in the creation of a “media slant” index used later in a model of 

newspaper demand.  

The chi-squared analysis looks at the probability that the phrases used in congressional 

speeches within each subject by Democrats and Republicans came from the same distribution. 

For each phrase, I construct a 2x2 contingency table, including the variables of whether a 

specific phrase was used in a set of speeches and whether it was used by a Democrat or a 

Republican each time that it appeared. This shows how often that phrase, versus all other phrases, 

was used by Democratic versus Republican speakers. 

To shed light on this method, I have created an example of a 2x2 table used to compare 

variables in the chi-squared analysis (Table 5). Suppose I want to know whether the bigram “gun 

control” is a Democratic or Republican phrase in 2016, based on how frequently each party uses 

the phrase in congressional speech.  

 
 Table 5. Partisan analysis of the bigram “gun control” 
 

 Speech by D Speech by R Total 
Bigram is “gun 
control” 

33 72 105 

Bigram is 
anything else 

57,013 50,557 107,570 

Total 57,046 50,629 107,675 
 
 
The rows reflect how often the bigram “gun control” appears in Democratic language (Speech by 

D) and Republican language (Speech by R), relative to all other bigrams, while the column totals 

give the total number of bigrams used by Democrats and Republicans.  
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If the chi-squared test indicates that the two variables, frequency of use and speaker party, 

are associated, then speakers of one party were significantly more likely to use the phrase than 

those of the other. Thus, the end goal of the chi-squared analysis is to determine whether 

Democrats or Republicans are using each bigram or trigram statistically significantly more often 

than the other party. In keeping with Gentzkow and Shapiro’s method, bigrams and trigrams 

used fewer than five times overall (by both parties) are excluded from the chi-squared analysis 

because for small numbers of observations, chi-squared is not an appropriate test statistic for the 

multinomial. For a portrayal of the “gun control” example in general terms, see Table 6. 

 
  Table 6. Contingency table for partisan phrase analysis 
 

 Speech by D Speech by R Total 
Phrase P X1 Y1 (X1 + Y1) 
Not Phrase P X2 Y2 (X2 + Y2) 
Total X1 + X2 = ND  Y1 + Y2 = NR ND + NR =  N 

 
 
The expected value for each cell is the proportion for its row multiplied by the proportion for its 

column, multiplied by the total for the table. For use of phrase P by speaker of party D, the 

expected frequency of usage (that is, if the usage of phrase P is independent of party) is: 

 

𝐸!" =
𝑋! +  𝑌!
𝑁 ×

𝑋! + 𝑋!
𝑁 × 𝑁 

 

𝐸!" =  
𝑋! +  𝑋!  × 𝑁!

𝑁  

 
So, in the standard chi-squared formula: 
 

𝜒! =  
(𝑂! − 𝐸!)!

𝐸!!
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The chi-squared test is first completed on the set of bigrams used by Democrats and 

Republicans in 1996 on the topic of gun control and then repeated for each year in that topic. The 

same is done for the bigrams in the abortion and gay rights corpuses. Then, the test is replicated 

for the full set of trigrams used by Democrats and Republicans in each year’s corpus for each 

topic. The term “phrase,” from this point forward, refers to the bigram or trigram in question; the 

analyses of bigrams and of trigrams are identical.  

The chi-squared statistic serves to summarize the partisan asymmetry in the usage of each 

phrase. Those phrases that receive large chi-squared values via the formula above, specifically 

larger than the critical value of 3.8415 given for the 0.05 significance level at one degree of 

freedom, are then deemed to be characteristically Democratic or characteristically Republican, 

based on whichever party is found responsible for the high frequency of usage (using initial 

bigram and trigram counts). Thus, this operation results in the creation of a list of characteristic 

phrases for each party, for each issue in each year. These phrases, which I call “partisan phrases,” 

form the foundation of my analysis, as the basis for comparison to media language.  

 

4.4 Comparing Newspapers to Congress 

After identifying partisan phrases via the above method, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) 

proceed to sort newspapers based on their respective frequencies of these phrases. Specifically, 

they “index newspapers by the extent to which the use of politically charged phrases in their 

news coverage resembles the use of the same phrases in the speech of a congressional Democrat 

or Republican” (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2010, 36). This creates a measurement that they call 

“slant” for each newspaper, relative to the other newspapers in their study. They affirm that this 

measure is appropriate for comparing newspapers’ relative partisan “slant” based upon a close 
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reading indicating the appearance of established partisan language (i.e. “death tax,” “estate tax”) 

in newspapers known to prefer the associated party’s viewpoint. Gentzkow and Shapiro then use 

this index of media slant in comparison to a separate model, which maps profit-maximizing 

points for media language with regards to geographic jurisdiction of readership. They find that 

newspapers with more conservative jurisdictions tend to use Republican phrases more often than 

newspapers who do not cater to majority conservative jurisdictions.  

Similar to Gentzkow and Shapiro, I find correspondence between the phrases associated 

with a particular party based upon the chi-squared analysis and their known partisan slant (i.e. 

“second amendment” appears as a Republican phrase, while “gun violence” appears as a 

Democratic one). But beyond these results noted by Gentzkow and Shapiro, my analysis reveals 

a set of phrases deemed partisan that do not appear to be substantively related to the issues at 

hand, notably general political terms and congressional jargon used significantly more often by 

one party or the other. These elements raise doubts about interpreting the Gentzkow-Shapiro 

media slant index as a real measure of media bias (i.e. with partisan intent). At this point, I 

proceed differently from Gentzkow and Shapiro in that I do not assign media bias based on the 

resemblance established in the above analysis, but instead seek to distinguish when and why an 

unbiased media outlet would use certain partisan phrases whenever it does so. This takes into 

account the fact that the media may use partisan phrases without demonstrating any bias, simply 

because these phrases allow the media to accurately describe political issues in the best way 

possible for an audience of the public. In other words, I examine closely what is captured by the 

Gentzkow-Shapiro measure of slant in order to develop an understanding of how, when and why 

the media reflect Democratic or Republican viewpoints through use and avoidance of certain 

partisan phrases. 
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To analyze partisan phrase frequency in media language, I employ a statistical model 

focused on a newspaper's relative propensity to use phrases favored by Republicans or by 

Democrats—and in that respect, the extent to which the newspaper's language on an issue more 

closely resembles that of one party or the other. 

My statistical model relies upon a particular data-generating process characterized by 

how the media tend to select phrases for use in articles on political issues. It is assumed here that 

an unbiased media outlet—in the purely statistical sense of Gentzkow and Shapiro’s “slant,” 

based on phrase frequency alone—will select among partisan phrases at random with the same 

probability that Congress does. In other words, whenever a reporter comes to the point at which 

he must choose a Democratic or Republican phrase, he chooses based on the relative frequency 

of this phrase in Congress as a whole. In effect, my model of a neutral political journalist views 

the journalist as something like a stenographer, working to report (literally) what was said in 

Congress. This model underlies the null hypothesis that the resulting media source will use 

Democratic and Republican phrases at a frequency resembling that of Congress as a whole. 

Under this null hypothesis then, the relative frequency of partisan phrases in Congress by 

members of both parties generates the relative frequency of such phrases in the media.  

To assess a newspaper’s relative tendency to select partisan phrases of one party versus 

the other, I calculate its usage of Democratic phrases as a proportion of all partisan phrases. 

Under the model of random, neutral choice of partisan phrases described above, if the newspaper 

chooses n partisan phrases, then the number of Democratic phrases it uses is a binomial random 

variable with n trials and probability of success equal to the proportion of Democratic phrases 

spoken in Congress by members of both parties. For large n, this distribution is approximately 

normal with the same mean np and variance np(1-p) as the binomial. Let F be this normal 
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cumulative distribution function and let x be the observed frequency of Democratic phrases. If 

F(x) is less than 0.05, the null is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis that the newspaper 

uses more Republican phrases than Congress members as a whole, and if F(x) is greater than 

0.95, the null is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis that the newspaper uses more 

Democratic phrases than Congress members as a whole. Whenever F(x) falls between 0.05 and 

0.95, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected: the media outlet is not strongly enough favoring the 

language of one party or the other so as to reject the null hypothesis of neutrality. It is possible in 

this case that the distribution of partisan phrases in the media outlet was drawn from the same 

distribution of partisan phrases present among Congress members. I perform this test for bigrams 

(per newspaper in each subject, in each year), and then repeat it on the full set of trigrams3 in the 

same fashion. Based on the development of a media “slant” index (using the same chi-squared 

method above), Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) implies that the rejection of the null in either 

direction (i.e. newspaper uses more Democratic or more Republican phrases than do members of 

Congress as a whole) constitutes a measure of media bias. As will be discussed, however, several 

complications relating to the nature of political and media language interfere with this conclusion. 

 

4.5 Moderating Rhetorical Intensity  

In certain years, the distribution of partisan phrases in Congress shows far more 

Democratic phrases than Republican phrases, and vice versa, which may affect the appearance of 

media phrase distribution when analyzed in comparison. This happens because Democrats or 

Republicans occasionally develop many partisan phrases for a particular issue in a certain year 

(or a few partisan phrases that they use frequently, to an extent not matched by the other party). I 

																																																								
3 The trigram analysis excludes the issue of gay rights for the years 2008 and 2012, in which no trigrams were used 
at statistically significantly different rates by Democratic and Republican Congress members.	
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will refer to the party whose language accounts for the majority of partisan phrases in Congress 

as the “rhetorically intense” party in a given issue and year. An example of this occurs in the 

topic of gun control in 2000, for which about 72% of partisan bigrams and 93% of partisan 

trigrams used in Congress were Democratic.  

In cases like this, I wanted to ensure that the newspapers did not appear to be using 

mostly Democratic phrases just because those were the only phrases being used in Congress on 

the topic at the time—and also that the newspapers did not appear to draw language from a 

statistically significantly different distribution than that of Congress as a whole just because they 

were not using Democratic phrases at such a high frequency, for example. Thus, I complete a 

subsequent analysis for each topic where the partisan phrase distribution in Congress is 

moderated by changing the proportion Democratic to reflect a relatively even appearance of 

Democratic and Republican phrases. In order to avoid creating a situation that is impossible in 

the real world (i.e. using 0.5 for the proportion Democratic when 50% of the phrases used could 

not have been Democratic, simply due to the nature of the topic or the year), when moderating 

the proportion Democratic, I select the actual proportion Democratic from the year 

demonstrating the closest value to 0.5 within each of the three issues, and then substitute this 

value for the remaining five years of analysis. This proportion Democratic of a more “typical” 

year for each topic forms a reasonable counterfactual, a case where neither party appears 

particularly predominant due to high rhetorical intensity.  

It should be noted that each time I moderate the proportion Democratic, I am also 

effectively moderating the proportion Republican in the other direction (because the two 

proportions add up to 100% of the partisan phrases). In the forthcoming Results and Analysis 

section, whenever I discuss “moderating” the proportion of phrases spoken by one party or the 
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other, I mean specifically that I am reducing that proportion to account for the associated party’s 

relative rhetorical intensity. (Thus, “moderating the proportion Republican” means lowering that 

proportion—even though what I am doing effectively is raising the proportion Democratic, since 

only the proportion Democratic appears in the forthcoming results tables.) 

In some years, this moderation does, in fact, change whether the media phrase 

distribution shows resemblance to the overall distribution in Congress or an excess of 

Republican or Democratic phrases in comparison. In the above example of gun control in 2000, 

where the Democrats are rhetorically intense, the newspapers initially appear to favor 

Republican bigrams—but moderating the proportion Democratic causes each newspaper to 

instead appear to favor Democratic bigrams. This shows how the initial appearance of media 

favoritism toward Republican language was simply a function of the highly Democratic-skewed 

distribution of partisan phrases in Congress.  
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5. Results and Analysis 
 

The quantitative results of this analysis are divided into three primary components, per 

social issue: the summary tables depicting the results of the binomial test (comparing the 

distribution of partisan phrases in the newspapers to that of Congress); the results depicting a 

sampling of the partisan phrases spoken in Congress with the highest chi-squared values; and the 

results depicting a sampling of the most frequently used partisan phrases by each newspaper. The 

first component—the summary tables for the binomial test—appears below, in the sub-sections 

for each issue. Each summary table includes results from the given newspaper’s bigram and 

trigram analyses in each year. The null hypothesis for each table, as described in Data and 

Methods, is that the newspaper’s use of partisan phrases can be drawn from the same distribution 

as that of Congress. In each issue sub-section, these tables are preceded by a short summary of 

rhetorical trends in congressional and media language over time.  

Then, following the tables in each sub-section is a more detailed elaboration on notable 

rhetorical tendencies of Congress members and the newspapers, based on party. Through this 

interpretive analysis, I attempt to situate in context the tendencies of the three newspapers to 

favor the language of Democrats, Republicans or neither party in the issue at hand. This 

interpretation is based on both the quantitative results of the statistical analysis and a close 

reading of the speeches and articles in which frequently used partisan words appear; thus, I am 

able to discern some of the rhetorical strategies underlying the observed phrase frequencies in 

congressional and media language. 

Specifically, I work to piece together the rhetorical narratives of each party based on 

frequencies of substantively related phrases, and also to trace common themes and references 

back to the relevant aspects of each social issue per year. Such research into the political and 
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partisan climate underlying the discussion of each issue allows for an effective interpretation of 

partisan phrase frequencies, necessary for assessing the building blocks of party rhetoric. 

Through the close reading of partisan phrases used frequently by the newspapers in each issue 

and year—keeping in mind the unbiased media’s role as disseminator of information—I gain an 

understanding of when an unbiased newspaper might choose to use a partisan phrase. In many 

cases, this understanding sheds doubt on interpretations of media bias that one might be quick to 

make if judging solely on the quantitative results of partisan phrase frequency. In other words, 

my analysis reveals the nuanced elements of political language—that is, those elements that 

cannot be discerned strictly from phrase counts—at work, and the ways in which the particular 

relationship between media and congressional language conditions partisan phrase frequency in 

the media across issues and over time. After the party-based elaboration of rhetorical trends, each 

sub-section ends with a discussion on the larger implications for an evaluation of media bias. 

The final two sets of results noted above—those containing samples of partisan phrases 

used by Congress members and the newspapers—are located in three appendices based on social 

issue: A. Gun Control; B. Abortion; and C. Gay Rights. Each appendix lists results in 

chronological order for each year included in this study, beginning with 1996 and ending with 

2016. Within the section for each year, the first item is a table detailing the 20 bigrams and 

trigrams spoken in Congress with the highest chi-squared values, along with their associated 

statistics, including the frequency at which they were used by each party, the chi-squared value 

assigned to them and their resulting party designation. Following this table, for each year, there 

is a table for each newspaper listing the ten most frequently used bigrams and trigrams, along 

with their associated statistics, including the frequency at which they were used by each party, 

the chi-squared value assigned to them, their resulting party designation and the frequency at 
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which they were used by the newspaper at hand4. Throughout the forthcoming analysis, I will 

refer to tables in the Appendix by using the letter of the Appendix (i.e. A for gun control, B for 

abortion and C for gay rights) followed by the item number of the particular table (i.e. A.2 refers 

to the second table in A. Gun Control). It should be noted that although the appendices only 

include a sampling of the partisan phrases used by the parties and the newspapers, the full set of 

partisan phrases is taken into consideration in the overall analysis of the neutrality hypothesis, as 

well as in the interpretive analyses below. 

 
5.1 Gun Control 
 

Because the issue of gun control both poses a difficult question affecting individual rights 

and influences the American public’s conception of safety, it lends itself well to the creation of a 

relatable narrative, consistent with the general approaches of political parties noted by Lakoff 

and Nunberg (Lakoff 2002; Nunberg 2006). A Democratic narrative on gun control, highlighting 

the often-tragic consequences of lax gun legislation, surfaced in 2000 (i.e. “gun safeti,” “gun 

control,” “gun violenc”), reappeared to some degree in 2008 and flourished in earnest from 2012 

to 2016, as a rise in the number of mass shootings and instances of police brutality pulled on the 

heartstrings of this country. Its counterpart, the Republican narrative focusing on constitutional 

rights and law and order, erupted onto the scene in 2004, likely as a result of Republican 

congressional majorities in both houses and the National Rifle Association’s increasing presence 

surrounding the issue.  

 With the exception of 2012, Democrats were the rhetorically intense party on gun control 

in all years of this analysis. It is also true, however, that much of this Democratic speech over the 

																																																								
4 Appendix tables for congressional language containing fewer than 20 bigrams or trigrams, and appendix tables for 
media language containing fewer than 10 bigrams or trigrams show the full set of relevant partisan bigrams and 
trigrams, as expressed in the explanation of tables above.  
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six years in question was comprised of congressional jargon, including references to the Speaker, 

Chairman, Congress and various bills. Interestingly, the years in which the Democrats used the 

most congressional jargon were those in which they comprised the minority party in the House—

reflecting an opposition stance to bills proposed by the Republican majority. Often the official 

names of these bills represented a Republican viewpoint (i.e. Gun Crime Enforcement and 

Second Amendment Restoration Act of 1996), motivating the Democrats’ concerted rhetorical 

effort to instead refer to them with exclusively jargon terms (i.e. H.R. 125).  

While the Washington Post, the Boston Globe and USA Today, for the most part, 

appeared to favor Republican language over the six years in question, all three occasionally 

favored Democratic language or failed to demonstrate favoritism toward either party—once the 

Democrats’ often high rhetorical intensity was moderated (via adjustment of the proportion 

Democratic, described in 4.5 Moderating Rhetorical Intensity, in the Data and Methods section). 

The Republican narrative, steeped in constitutional rights, remained relatively consistent until 

2012, when the emotional power of the Democratic gun violence narrative successfully flooded 

the media. By 2016, however, the three newspapers did not continue to use Democratic language 

enough to show any favoritism toward the Democrats, nor even to match the general proportion 

Democratic in Congress as a whole.  

Tables 7-9 represent the results of the phrase frequency analysis for gun control. The first 

of the two tables for each newspaper reflects the bigram analysis, and the second, the trigram 

analysis. The following variables apply for all tables in this section: 

• p = proportion Democratic among partisan phrases in congressional speeches on gun 
control 

• x = newspaper uses of Democratic phrases in articles on gun control 
• F(x) = Pr(≤x) under H0: newspaper is “neutral” 
• F*(x) = Pr(≤x), same as F(x), but p moderated to the 2008 value 
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It should be noted that p, the proportion Democratic, is the value referred to in all forthcoming 

discussions of partisan “rhetorical intensity.” If p is high for a given subject in a certain year, the 

Democrats were the rhetorically intense party for that subject in that year (because the proportion 

of partisan language attributed to the Democrats is high), and if p is low, the opposite is true, 

meaning that the Republicans were the rhetorically intense party for the given subject and year.  

If F(x) or F*(x) ≤ 0.05, the null hypothesis can be rejected and the newspaper is said to 

favor Republican language in the respective column entitled “Favors D, R or NEUTRAL 

(NULL).” If F(x) or F*(x) ≥ 0.95, the null hypothesis can be rejected and the newspaper is said 

to favor Democratic language in that column. Wherever the null cannot be rejected, the 

newspaper receives the “NEUTRAL” value in that column. The value “n/a” is given in the 

columns for the secondary analysis in those years for which the p (proportion Democratic in 

Congress) was the one closest to 0.5 (and used to moderate p in other years)—and thus, a 

secondary analysis was inapplicable.  

 

Table 7. Washington Post use of partisan phrases on gun control (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
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Table 8. Boston Globe use of partisan phrases on gun control (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Table 9. USA Today use of partisan phrases on gun control (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the party-based elaboration of rhetorical trends that follows, I have chosen to discuss 

Republican trends first because the Republicans had more success overall than the Democrats in 

developing language on gun control that was subsequently adopted by the three newspapers. 

 

Republicans 

 The Republican narrative, centered around freedoms provided by the Constitution, 

surfaced in media language during the second half of the 1990s. The Republicans focus on the 
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language of the Second Amendment, which is referred to as the primary reason why restricting 

access to firearms is unconstitutional and therefore should be avoided at all costs. They also 

reference our Founding Fathers, who they claim would not have approved of gun control 

legislation, as well as the general idea that the role of the government does not allow for 

interference with our rights as Americans to defend ourselves in whatever way we choose. In 

1996, the three newspapers picked up on a few prominent phrases at the core of the Republican 

perspective, including “bear arm” by the Boston Globe, and “second amend” and “right bear arm” 

by all three newspapers (Tables A.2-A.4). In both the 1996 bigram and trigram analyses, all three 

newspapers appear to favor Republican language, even after the high proportion Democratic is 

moderated—with the exception of the Boston Globe in the bigram analysis, which appears to 

resemble the distribution of partisan phrases in Congress as a whole (Tables 7-9).  

 By 2004, the Republican narrative had made it to center stage in terms of both 

congressional and media language: Republican language accounted for 20% more of the partisan 

language in Congress on gun control in comparison to 1996 (Table 7), and with the exception of 

the singular bigram “the senat,” all phrases in the three newspapers’ 10 most frequently used 

bigrams are Republican (Tables A.10-A.12). By this point in time, Republicans had managed to 

secure majorities in both Houses of Congress and the National Rifle Association had risen to a 

new level of popularity. In fact, over the previous 30 years, the NRA had popularized its rhetoric 

surrounding gun rights, emerging from the conservative backlash of the 1970s and the Reagan 

revolution. At that time, the organization found itself at a crossroads, forced to choose between 

remaining an “establishment institution partnering with such mainstream entities as the Ford 

Foundation and focusing on shooting competitions” and fighting “hammer and tongs against the 

gun control advocates” (Achenbach, Higham and Horwitz 2013). Practically over night, the 
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choice was made toward the latter, and the NRA ousted moderate members and began pushing 

toward one singular goal: no gun legislation, no compromises. In 1980, Reagan wrote in Guns & 

Ammo magazine, “The Second Amendment is clear, or ought to be. It appears to leave little if 

any leeway for the gun control advocate,” clearly delineating the Republican position against gun 

control for the first time in a presidential campaign (Waldman 2015). By then, new scholarship 

funded by the NRA had begun to “re-write” the Second Amendment, often remarking that the 

Court had had it wrong in ruling against the individual right to own a gun for as long as the 

amendment existed. This new understanding, once it reached the general public, managed to stir 

up a veritable constitutional crusade. In Congress, the Republicans capitalized on the newly 

available language to bolster their narrative: “second amend,” “bear arm,” “Ronald Reagan,” 

“amend right,” “right keep” and “suprem court” emerged as popular Republican bigrams in 2004, 

along with trigrams “second amend right,” “keep bear arm” and “law abid citizen” (Table A.9).  

 This type of language continued to find its place in all three newspapers in 2004 and 

beyond, generating an apparent favoritism by the newspapers toward Republican language over 

time. This is only helped by the fact that language in Congress by the Democrats in 2004 was 

primarily comprised of congressional jargon, such as “new budget,” “budget author,” “mr 

speaker,” “108 congress” and “bill 108”—all terms inapplicable for newspaper coverage (Table 

A.9). The Washington Post, the Boston Globe and USA Today all appear to favor Republican 

bigrams in 2004—even after the proportion Democratic is moderated. With regards to the 

trigram analysis, Republican phrases like “right keep bear,” “keep bear arm” and “protect act 

would” used by the Washington Post, as well as “second amend right” and “law abid citizen” 

used by all three newspapers provide further evidence of this trend (Tables A.10-A.12). 
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 This apparent media favoritism of Republican language is skewed, however, by the 

bigram “gun control,” deemed a Republican bigram for its high relative frequency of usage by 

Republicans—but which was actually used an even 28 times by both parties in 2004 (Table A.9). 

It is likely that the Democrats, in general, use the term less frequently because they believe it has 

been assigned a pejorative connotation by the Republicans—who often use it in conjunction with 

negative words (i.e. “gun control agenda,” “aggressive gun control,” “strict gun control,” 

“impose gun control on…”). The three newspapers, however, all used this bigram very 

frequently in 2004—325 times for the Washington Post, 74 times for the Boston Globe and 78 

times for USA Today (Tables A.10-A.12). In this case, “gun control” is an example of an 

established term, the general way of speaking about a subject—meaning that the newspapers are 

required to use it by virtue of discussing the topic, and thus appear to favor Republican language 

to an artificially high degree. 

 In 2008, although Republican language accounted for just 4% more of total partisan 

language in Congress than Democratic, the newspapers still appear to favor the same Republican 

narrative—with the exception of the Washington Post, which appears not to favor either party’s 

language, resembling, instead, Congress as a whole (Tables 7-9). Despite the fact that by 2012, 

the Republicans had increased their rhetorical intensity on the subject, the majority of their 

language that year could be categorized as congressional jargon (“mr speaker,” “mr chairman,” 

“piec legisl”) or political terminology (“suprem court,” “white hous,” “unit state”)—

notwithstanding a new Republican religious frame (“almighti God,” “religi belief,” “holi land 

foundat”) (Table A.17). Although there was potential for the newspapers to appear to favor 

Republican language by using frequently the general political terms above, all three still do not 

use Republican bigrams enough to account for the party’s rhetorical intensity in Congress. Even 
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when the proportion Republican is moderated, only the Washington Post then appears to favor 

Republican bigrams, while the other two newspapers maintain their positions as favoring the 

Democratic ones. (It should be noted that results from the trigram analysis are inconclusive here 

because only one trigram was deemed Democratic.)  

The opposite occurs, however, in 2016, when the phrases directly associated with the 

Republican narrative (i.e. “second amend,” “law abid,” “american peopl”) comprised a more 

significant portion of the Republicans’ most commonly used phrases than they did in 2012. So 

although the Republicans did not speak frequently on gun control in 2016, the three newspapers 

appear to favor Republican language that year—even after the proportion Democratic is 

moderated. This apparent favoritism, though, may be skewed as a result of the general political 

terms attributed to Republicans, including “white hous,” “suprem court,” “presid obama” and 

“hillary clinton.” Thus, whenever the newspapers used any of those phrases in 2016—whether in 

a similar context as the Republicans or not—they moved closer toward favoring Republican 

language. Additionally, the same issue described above with the term “gun control” in 2004 

occurs in 2016, too: the phrase is attributed once more to Republicans, who used it 72 times 

compared to the Democrats’ 33—and all three newspapers likely found themselves required to 

use the term by virtue of discussing the topic. Thus, their frequent use of “gun control” (715 

times by the Washington Post, 552 times by the Boston Globe and 145 times by USA Today) 

causes them to appear to favor Republican language to an artificially high degree (Tables A.22-

A.24).  
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Democrats  

 The Democratic narrative on gun control first surfaced in 2000, comprising a story about 

the tragedies of gun violence and the consequences of legislation that does not effectively 

prevent those with mental illnesses from accessing guns. In more recent years, the Democrats 

also focus on instances of mass shootings and police brutality to bolster their perspective and 

provide the tragic evidence that seems to directly necessitate stricter gun control laws. In 

discussing solutions, the Democrats frequently reference the use of background checks, a ban on 

assault weapons, the importance of ensuring that those who operate firearms are in good mental 

health, and the elimination of the gun show loophole (whereby private sellers without a federal 

license are not required to conduct background checks on customers). 

 Despite the emergence of the Democratic narrative in 2000, the party’s language in 

Congress was still primarily congressional jargon that year. Specifically, they addressed gun 

control as a major budget concern, referring frequently to section 251 of the 1985 Balanced 

Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act specifying the designation of funds on the basis of an 

emergency requirement; thus, they used bigrams like “emerg require,” “congress emerg,” “emerg 

deficit,” “deficit control” and “section 251,” along with trigrams like “budget emerg deficit,” 

“emerg deficit control,” “control act 1985,” “provid that entir,” “that entir amount,” “emerg 

require pursuant” and “pursuant section 251.” Considering these phrases, it makes sense that all 

three newspapers in 2000 did not use Democratic language frequently enough to match the 

overall proportion Democratic in Congress, let alone to favor Democratic language. That said, 

when the proportion Democratic is moderated, all three newspapers do appear to favor 

Democratic language, for both bigrams and trigrams. Specifically, they use bigrams like 

“background check” (Washington Post and USA Today), “gun violenc” (the Boston Globe), 
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“gun show” (USA Today) and “million mom” (all three)—in reference to the Million Mom 

March held on the National Mall on Mother’s Day in 2000 for the promotion of safer gun 

legislation (Tables A.6-A.8). This demonstrates the media’s tendency to pull out the key phrases 

comprising an existing partisan narrative, regardless of whether such phrases were, in fact, the 

majority of those being spoken on the subject by the associated party in Congress.  

 Despite the fact that a consistent Democratic narrative—centered around the tragedies of 

gun violence and the necessity for proper precautions—emerged again in 2008, it only managed 

to effectively challenge the Republican narrative again by the end of 2012. Although gun control 

was not a hot topic in the 2012 presidential campaign (based on the 2012 Gallup poll5), the 

Sandy Hook Elementary shooting in Newtown, Connecticut brought the issue to the public eye 

once more by December of that year. A New York Times article published on December 19, 

2012 noted President Obama’s response: “Having avoided a politically difficult debate over guns 

for four years, Mr. Obama vowed to restart a national conversation about their role in American 

society, the need for better access to mental health services and the impact of exceedingly violent 

images in the nation’s culture” (Shear 2012). Thus, Sandy Hook allowed for a large resurgence 

of support for Democratic gun control measures as the nation rallied around the cries of parents 

who had lost children in this tragedy. Democrats in Congress capitalized on a rhetorical narrative 

focused on heartbreaking violence: “gun violenc,” “mental health,” “elementari school,” “hate 

crime,” “peopl disabl” and “year old”—referring to the ages of the children who were killed in 

the shooting (Table A.17). “Assault weapon” also emerged as a popular Democratic bigram 

																																																								
5 In the Gallup poll conducted February 16-19, 2012 asking U.S. registered voters what they thought were the most 
important issues in the presidential campaign, the top 10 issues include items like the economy, terrorism and 
immigration, but gun control is not on the list. See Gallup poll online, “Economy is Paramount Issue to U.S. Voters,” 
http://www.gallup.com/poll/153029/economy-paramount-issue-voters.aspx, viewed on December 20, 2016. 
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based on discussions of an assault weapon ban similar to the ones enacted in Connecticut and 

New York.  

 It is unsurprising that in 2012, all three newspapers latched on to this emotionally backed 

Democratic language to portray a cohesive narrative based in current events. In fact, all three 

newspapers appear to favor Democratic language in 2012, using bigrams like “gun violenc,” 

“assault weapon” and “mental health” (all three) and “elementari school” (the Boston Globe and 

USA Today) (Tables A.18-A.20). When the proportion Republican is moderated to account for 

the Republicans’ high rhetorical intensity on the subject in 2012 (albeit with language mostly 

comprised of jargon or political terms, as mentioned above), both the Boston Globe and USA 

Today still appear to favor Democratic bigrams (Tables 8-9).   

 By 2016, Democrats in Congress were the rhetorically intense party on gun control once 

more, having established a set of terms to support the growing significance of their narrative: 

“gun violenc” and “assault weapon,” along with new additions “expand background,” 

“background check,” “check system,” “commonsens gun,” “danger mental,” “victim gun” and 

“violenc prevent” (Table A.21). The issue of gun control figured prominently both in the 

presidential campaigns of Clinton and Trump and for President Obama during his last year in 

office. This was likely a result of the increased salience of issues centered around gun violence, 

including mass shootings and police brutality directed at African American men, engendering the 

growing Black Lives Matter movement. Such gun tragedies bolstered the Democratic narrative 

on gun control by allowing Democrats to highlight the necessity for stricter legislation.   

 Also in 2016, Democrats developed a set of phrases to discuss individual losses: 

“moment silenc,” “silenc hous,” “domest abus,” “save live” and “honor memori” (Table A.21) In 

fact, however, Democrats have harped on the idea of “taking a moment of silence to honor 
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someone’s memory” specifically in criticism of the Republicans, who they feel have restricted 

their solutions for the growing issue of gun violence to ineffectual moments of silence—as 

opposed to supporting gun control legislation with the potential to diminish the frequency of 

mass shootings. The trigram analysis for 2016 even more effectively demonstrates Democrats’ 

rhetorical intensity on the issue: 44 of the top 50 partisan trigrams in Congress on gun control are 

attributed to the Democrats. These include: “victim gun violenc,” “background check legisl,” 

“expand background check,” “bipartisan expand background,” “check legisl honor,” “never 

receiv moment,” “legisl honor memori,” “receiv moment silenc,” “danger mental ill,” “gun 

violenc prevent,” “background check system” and “end gun violenc” (Table A.21).  

 Despite the fact that all three newspapers appear to favor Republican bigrams in 2016, it 

should be noted that whenever the newspapers do choose to use Democratic ones, they are not 

general political terms (as occurs with newspaper use of Republican bigrams), but rather the 

phrases directly associated with the Democratic narrative: “background check,” “gun violenc” 

and “mass shoot,” for example. In the trigram analysis, when the proportion Democratic is 

moderated, all three newspapers appear not to favor either party, resembling instead the overall 

congressional distribution of partisan phrases (Tables 7-9).  

 

Implications for Media Bias 

 At a glance of the results demonstrating the comparison of congressional and media 

language on gun control, it appears that the three newspapers demonstrate a relatively consistent 

Republican bias. For the bigram analysis, the only years in which a favoritism toward 

Democratic language occurs are 2000 for all three newspapers (after the proportion Democratic 

is moderated) and 2012 for the Boston Globe and USA Today. For the trigram analysis, this only 
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occurs in 2000 after the proportion Democratic is moderated. A closer look at the phrases behind 

this surface resemblance between Republican language and the media reveals other factors at 

work, however, in terms of the language categories I describe in the Argument section—namely, 

language working toward a narrative, congressional jargon and general political terms.  

 It is difficult to conclude media bias toward Republicans in 1996 simply because the 

Democratic narrative on the issue was not fleshed out yet—and thus, the media naturally 

gravitated toward adopting the phrases of the Republican narrative in order to effectively portray 

the issue in understandable terms. By 2000, the Democrats had developed their gun control 

narrative, which the media notably picked up on. Thus, it may be possible to cite a Democratic 

media bias in 2000 because the newspapers had the option of Democratic and Republican 

narratives to choose from and, for the most part, chose the Democratic one—a trend that is 

especially clear in the trigram analysis. It is similarly possible to identify some level of 

Republican media bias in 2004 because the newspapers had precisely the same choice between 

Democratic and Republican narratives on gun control, and apparently favored the Republican 

one. That particular result may be skewed, however, by the established term “gun control,” 

deemed a Republican term in 2004, but which is also the term that the newspapers would have 

had to use frequently by virtue of discussing the issue. This would have caused the newspapers 

to demonstrate an artificially high favoritism toward Republican language in the phrase 

frequency analysis—which, therefore, cannot be interpreted as real media bias (i.e. with partisan 

intent). 

 In 2008, it is also possible to discern a Republican bias for the Boston Globe and USA 

Today—particularly in the trigram analysis, in which almost all partisan trigrams echoed by 

these newspapers are Republican ones substantively related to the issue at hand. It could be said, 
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though, that this simply reflects the relative strength of the Republican narrative that year—in 

which case, the newspapers may have chosen to draw from that narrative not because of bias, but 

simply because it was the more effective of the two (and the media require effective narratives 

for an audience of the general public). The above results also demonstrate the potential benefits 

of a trigram analysis in measuring partisan rhetoric over a bigram analysis: many more of the 

partisan trigrams appear directly related to the issue at hand simply because there are fewer 

elements of political terminology (i.e. “white hous,” “the senat”) and congressional jargon (i.e. 

“mr speaker,” “108 congress”) that are spoken in three-word phrases than the number spoken in 

two-word phrases. 

 In both 2012 and 2016, the Democratic narrative was relatively strong at the 

congressional level, as current events gave Democrats real examples to highlight in terms of the 

tragedies related to gun violence. That said, however, in these years, the majority of Republican 

language was comprised of general, media-applicable political terms, causing the Washington 

Post to appear as if it favored Republican language in the 2012 bigram analysis (just by its use of 

these terms)—and the same for all three newspapers in the 2012 trigram analysis and 2016 

bigram analysis. In those cases, it is not possible to discern Republican bias simply because the 

majority of Republican phrases used by the newspapers were general political terms, potentially 

used in contexts that varied from that of their initial usage by the party in Congress. It should be 

noted, too, that although all three newspapers appeared not to favor the language of either party 

on gun control in 2016, their use of Democratic language is complicated by the existence of a 

four-word phrase: “expand background check system.” Because the use of Democratic trigram 

“expand background check” by a newspaper makes far more likely the use of Democratic 

trigram “background check system,” it is possible that newspaper phrase usage is skewed in 
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favor of Democratic language: the single Democratic phrase receives additional weight because 

of the media’s likelihood of using both of the trigrams that comprise it, rather than just one.   

 

5.2 Abortion 

The primary difference between the narrative on abortion upheld by the Republicans and 

that upheld by the Democrats is the central figure: in the former, it is the fetus and, in the latter, 

the woman carrying it. The Republican rhetoric addresses the fetus as an unborn child, a fully 

formed human worthy of the same rights we provide to all living people in this country—notably 

the rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The fetus is described as innocent, little and 

unborn, a human, a child and a baby—and one of the primary concerns with regulation 

surrounding abortion is the use of American taxpayer dollars in association with the procedure 

itself, which many Republicans find morally or religiously reprehensible. The Democratic 

narrative, on the other hand, addresses human rights from the perspective of the mother carrying 

the fetus. Thus, the majority of language is centered on the necessity of promoting reproductive 

rights and freedoms, protecting American women via appropriate medical care and family 

planning, and making such protections accessible to low-income mothers.  

 Democratic language on abortion comprised about 75% of all partisan language in 

Congress on the subject in both 1996 and 2016 (the first and last years of analysis), and dropped 

in between, reaching a low of 13% in 2008. In those years of Democratic rhetorical intensity, 

however, a closer look at the bigram analysis reveals a substantial amount of congressional 

jargon and general political terminology, the former avoided by all three newspapers and the 

latter, adopted readily. The fact that newspapers may often use such general political terms 

without regard for the party that used these terms more often in Congress plagues almost the 
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entire bigram analysis for abortion. In other words, with a few pointed exceptions (such as the 

discussion surrounding partial birth abortions and related legislation), most of the partisan 

bigrams used by the newspapers on abortion do not appear substantively related to the subject—

and thus, it is difficult to discern, simply from their usage, any degree of meaningful resemblance 

between the newspapers and the parties. It is primarily through the language reflected in the 

trigram analysis that the distinct narratives of each party on abortion can truly be discerned, 

along with the ways in which each narrative manifests itself in the three newspapers over time.  

Tables 10-12 represent the results of the phrase frequency analysis for abortion. The first 

of the two tables for each newspaper reflects the bigram analysis, and the second, the trigram 

analysis. The following variables apply for all tables in this section: 

• p = proportion Democratic among partisan phrases in congressional speeches on abortion 
• x = newspaper uses of Democratic phrases in articles on abortion 
• F(x) = Pr(≤x) under H0: newspaper is “neutral” 
• F*(x) = Pr(≤x), same as F(x), but p moderated to the 2000 value  

 

Otherwise, the representation of the tables below and details of the hypothesis test are the same 

as described in the section on gun control. 

 

Table 10. Washington Post use of partisan phrases on abortion (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
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Table 11. Boston Globe use of partisan phrases on abortion (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12. USA Today use of partisan phrases on abortion (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom panel) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the party-based elaboration of rhetorical trends that follows, I have chosen to discuss 

Democratic trends first because the Democrats had more success overall than the Republicans in 

developing language on abortion that was subsequently adopted by the three newspapers. 
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Democrats 

 In 1996, both parties’ language on abortion was centered primarily around H.R. 1833 or 

the Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act of 1995, which subjected any physician who knowingly 

performed a partial birth abortion (partial delivery of living fetus through dilation and extraction 

method) to a fine, imprisonment or both, with a few exceptions. The Democrats referred 

frequently to the resolution by its number and through generic phrases like “the bill” and “the 

resolut” (Table B.1). This is notable because it reflects a concerted rhetorical effort on the part of 

the Democrats to avoid the phrase “partial birth abortion,” which carries a more negative 

connotation than their preferred “late term abortion.” They use other jargon bigrams like “i urg,” 

“urg colleag,” “i rise,” and “bill would” to express their opposition to the bill (Table B.1). In the 

trigram analysis, even more jargon reveals itself in discussions surrounding a conference report 

accompanying H.R. 1868. This report made appropriations for foreign operations in 1996, 

requiring that no funding made available through the act be used in relation to abortion. Action 

in the House was to waive all points of order against the report; clause 2 of the bill ran afoul of 

the prohibition against general appropriations for items not previously authorized. In discussing 

the waiver, Democrats used frequently the trigrams “waiv point order,” “waiv cl 2” and “open 

waiv cl” that year—all highly inapplicable for newspaper use (Table B.1).   

 Unsurprisingly, the partisan phrases adopted by the three newspapers in 1996 appear to 

represent only the effect of coincidence: they are primarily general political terms like “suprem 

court” and “u s,” along with other phrases that apply in many contexts beyond abortion, like “i 

think” and “said i” (Tables B.2-B.4). None of the three newspapers manage to use Democratic 

bigrams often enough to resemble the distribution in Congress, likely because of the Democrats’ 

frequent use of jargon—but when the proportion Democratic is moderated, USA Today switches 
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to resemble the overall distribution in Congress (Tables 10-12). Notably, in the trigram analysis, 

which is based on a selection of phrases more substantively related to abortion (as described 

above), all three newspapers appear to favor Democratic language after the proportion 

Democratic is moderated—based on their use of trigrams like “late term abort” and “woman 

right choos” (Tables B.2-B.4)  

 In the years from 1996 to 2004, the Democrats strengthened their abortion narrative 

through the development of more substantively relevant phrases. Bigrams “reproduct health,” 

“young women,” “famili plan,” “right choose,” “anti choic” and “women right” emerged as 

Democratic phrases as the party coalesced around the rhetorical frame highlighting the 

importance of support for mothers (Table B.9). The trigram analysis generates further evidence 

for this narrative with phrases like “intern famili plan,” “reproduct health care,” “reproduct 

health servic,” “famili plan servic” and “famili plan assist” also emerging as Democratic (Table 

B.9). Even though all three newspapers appear to favor Democratic language in the bigram 

analyses for 2000 and 2004, the phrases generating such resemblance still include many general 

political terms potentially unrelated to abortion (i.e. “d c,” “u s,” “unit state”) (Tables 10-12). In 

the trigram analyses for those years, however, the three newspapers adopt more clearly relevant 

partisan phrases on the issue, including a set of almost exclusively Democratic phrases in 2000 

(i.e. “woman right choos,” “late term abort,” “call partial birth,” “intern famili plan” and “health 

care plan”)—causing all three to demonstrate favoritism toward Democratic trigrams that year 

(Tables B.6-B.8). This is a result once more of the fact that the trigram analyses generally offer a 

selection of more substantively relevant terms than the bigram analyses, since elements of 

general political terminology and congressional jargon are not as often found in three-word 

phrases as they are in two-word phrases. In both 2000 and 2004, the three newspapers’ focus on 
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the Supreme Court can be traced to the relevance of a couple cases related to abortion: Stenberg 

v. Carhart, in which a Nebraska law prohibiting partial birth abortions was ruled unconstitutional, 

and Roe v. Wade, the original legalization of abortion referenced as precedent in Stenberg 

(Tables B.6-B.8; B.10-B.12). Both the Washington Post and the Boston Globe appear to favor 

Democratic language in the trigram analysis for 2004 after the proportion Democratic is 

moderated (Tables 10-11). 

 Because of the strong presence, once again, of general political terms in the three 

newspapers in 2008 (i.e. “suprem court,” “u s,” “unit state”), the bigram analysis offers little 

further evidence of rhetorical favoritism toward either party. Democratic language comprises 

only 12% of partisan language in Congress on the subject that year—but by using only some of 

the general political terms that Democrats used, the three newspapers appear to favor Democratic 

language (Tables 10-12). When the proportion Republican is moderated to account for their 

rhetorical intensity, all three newspapers switch to favor Republican language—which still does 

not reveal much because the Republican language that year was also primarily comprised of 

general political terminology (Tables 10-12). 

 By 2012, the Democrats had extended their narrative to reflect the importance of abortion 

service availability for all women—not just those with the means to seek it out. Thus, the 

narrative gained language revolving around the words “access” and “afford,” such as “access 

contracept,” “access care,” “access reproduct,” “access safe,” “afford care,” “afford comprehens” 

and “afford health” (Table B.17). The bigram “birth control” was also much more commonly 

used by the Democrats than the Republicans, as the issue gained prominence in the 2012 election 

when Obama insisted that all employers (including religious institutions) who provide health 

insurance include birth control at no cost, as part of the Affordable Care Act. And beyond the 
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phrases themselves, the Democrats regained rhetorical intensity in 2012 and 2016, as about 70% 

of partisan bigrams and 90% of partisan trigrams in Congress in both years on the subject of 

abortion were attributed to them.  

 The three newspapers manage to pick up the discussion on birth control in 2012, but 

other than that, the bigram analysis does not demonstrate much language that is distinct from 

previous years: many of the bigrams used by the newspapers are still substantively unrelated to 

the issue of abortion itself. When the proportion Democratic is moderated to adjust for the 

Democrats’ high rhetorical intensity in both 2012 and 2016, all three newspapers appear to favor 

Democratic language (Tables 10-12). Also similar to previous years, the trigram analyses for 

2012 and 2016 reveal far more examples of phrases that appear directly related to abortion and 

the relevant narratives of both parties. There is a focus among all three newspapers on 

Democratic language in 2012 (that increases in 2016), reflected by the use of trigrams like “low 

incom women,” “women reproduct right,” “woman right choos,” “women seek abort” and “use 

birth control” (Tables B.18-B.20; B.22-B.24). Thus, all three newspapers appear to favor 

Democratic trigrams in 2012 and 2016, after the proportion Democratic is moderated from its 

elevated rate in each of those years.  

 

Republicans 

 Although the extensive congressional jargon used by the Democrats (noted above) likely 

caused all three newspapers to appear to favor Republican bigrams in 1996, the Republicans’ 

frequent use of “partial birth abortion” caused the opposite effect for trigrams: all three 

newspapers, instead, appear to favor the Democratic ones. Unlike the Democrats, the 

Republicans frequently referred to the Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act of 1995 by its full name, 
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using the trigram “partial birth abort” 432 times and the bigram “partial birth” 461 times (Table 

B.1). The newspapers, however, demonstrated a slight preference toward the Democratic “late 

term abort,” leading to their favoritism, overall, of Democratic trigrams (Tables 10-12).  

 By 2004, the Republican narrative on abortion had emerged more fully—the same year in 

which the party’s narrative on gun control had also gained prominence. It is possible that the 

election of a Republican President and the presence of Republican majorities in both Houses was 

working to further the Republican agenda. Thus, Republican language on abortion expanded, 

including new rhetoric in opposition to stem cell research involving aborted fetal tissue. 

Republicans also frequently used the bigrams “human life,” “unborn child,” “human embryo,” 

“right life” and “pro life”— shaping the Republican story on the issue that is easily identifiable 

today (Table B.9). Also in 2004, the Republicans returned to a discussion on partial birth 

abortions—frequently using “partial birth,” “birth abort,” “partial birth abort,” “ban partial birth” 

and “abort ban act”—with regard to the 2003 Partial Birth Abortion Ban Act, signed into law by 

President Bush (Table B.9). 

 Because of the strong presence of general political terms associated with one party or the 

other and then picked up by the newspapers, the bigram analysis for 2004 does not provide much 

meaningful information. Despite the fact that all three newspapers do adopt key Republican 

trigrams like “partial birth abort,” “birth abort ban” and “abort ban act,” only USA Today 

appears to favor Republican language once the proportion Democratic is moderated (Tables 

B.10-B.12; Table 12). It should be noted, however, that such an appearance of favoritism may be 

exaggerated by the fact that the three common Republican trigrams noted above are often part of 

one longer phrase: “partial birth abortion ban act.” So if a newspaper uses one of the above 

phrases, it would almost certainly use the remaining two; thus, the single longer phrase gets 
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additional weight in the analysis due to the likelihood of a newspaper using each of its 

component parts.  

In both the bigram and trigram analyses in 2008, all newspapers appear to favor 

Republican language (Tables 10-12), but a closer look reveals complications: in the bigram 

analysis, most of the Republican bigrams echoed by the media are just general political terms, 

and in the trigram analysis, the Republican favoritism seems to be dictated entirely by frequent 

use of the single trigram “roe v wade” in reference to the Court case (the same problem as 

occurred with “gun control” above) (Tables B.14-B.16). This trigram is one of very few 

Republican trigrams used frequently by all three newspapers amid a sea of Democratic 

trigrams—and yet, all three newspapers appear to favor Republican language once the proportion 

Democratic is moderated. This is problematic not only because the phrase “roe v. wade” may not 

have held particular partisan significance for the Republican party when used in Congress, but 

also because the newspapers likely found themselves required to use the phrase in order to 

discuss current events—whether they desired to appear more similar to the Republicans or not. 

Thus, the weight that “roe v wade” carries in the trigram analysis for abortion in 2008—simply 

because of the three newspapers’ frequent references to the Court case—artificially elevates the 

apparent media favoritism of Republican language. 

 By 2012, the Republican narrative on abortion appears to have weakened, as there were 

very few substantively relevant partisan phrases. Only three bigrams (“mr. speaker,” “repeal 

obamacare,” “feder govern”) and three trigrams (“presid unit state,” “health save account,” 

“largest abort provid”) were attributed to Republicans in the lists of top 50 partisan bigrams and 

trigrams, respectively, on abortion. It is only the high extent to which the Democrats were 

speaking on abortion in 2012 that initially causes all three newspapers to demonstrate favoritism 
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toward the Republicans in the bigram analysis (Tables 10-12). As mentioned above, this result 

reveals less than the trigram analysis result, simply because many of the bigrams that the 

newspapers adopt are substantively unrelated to abortion. In 2016, the Republican narrative on 

abortion remains relatively weak compared to the Democratic one, as all three newspapers opt 

instead for a substantial number of Democratic terms substantively related to the issue. 

 

Implications for Media Bias 

 Overall, there appears to be a tendency for the newspapers to favor Democratic language 

on abortion when the proportion Democratic is moderated—to a similar extent as the tendency 

toward Republican language in the subject of gun control. The only real exception to this is 2008, 

which is not so surprising given that Democratic language only comprised about 12% of the 

partisan bigrams and 3% of the partisan trigrams on abortion that year (Table 10).  

 A closer look at the rhetorical narratives, political terminology and congressional jargon 

associated with the two parties in their discussions of abortion over time sheds light on the 

apparent media favoritism of Democratic language. The Democrats were the rhetorically intense 

party on abortion in 1996, 2004, 2012 and 2016, speaking not only with relevant partisan 

bigrams, but additionally using a substantial amount of congressional jargon and political 

terminology. When combined with a similar amount of political terminology deemed Republican 

(i.e. “unit state”), along with some basic conventions of language also deemed Republican (i.e. “I 

think” and “said the”), such terms create noise in the partisan bigram analysis—simply due to the 

fact that the newspapers may have used them or avoided them without regard for the party to 

which they belonged.  
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 The trigram analysis, on the other hand, provides a clearer picture of the narrative of each 

party on abortion. Because there are fewer elements of political terminology or congressional 

jargon that can be expressed in three-word phrases (as compared to two-word phrases), the 

trigram analysis experiences significantly less noise (i.e. most of the phrases appear to be 

substantively related to abortion). Democratic trigrams predominate in the list of partisan 

trigrams, and they were adopted consistently by all three newspapers over time. It may be 

possible then to attribute some degree of real media bias toward the Democratic party in years 

like 2000, 2012 and 2016 where almost all of the trigrams used by the three newspapers are 

Democratic ones—and the few instances of Republican trigrams appear unrelated to that party’s 

narrative on abortion. That said, however, it was not the case in each of those years that the 

newspapers had to make a choice between Democratic and Republican narratives equally present 

in Congress, and chose the Democratic one. Rather, it was often the case that the Republicans in 

Congress were not delivering any substantial amount of rhetoric related to the issue, making the 

Republican narrative effectively the weaker of the two. Thus, based on the media’s general 

audience, the choice of the Democratic narrative may not be evidence of bias, but instead, may 

simply reflect the media’s preference for a familiar narrative that appeals to the average reader. 

 

5.3 Gay Rights 

Based on the quality of partisan language on gay rights, it is clear that the Democrats 

have managed to develop a more nuanced perspective on the subject than the Republicans over 

the years represented in this analysis. This is likely an endogenous result stemming from the 

subject itself: the Democrats are the party whose platform effectively includes the notion of gay 

rights to begin with. Their narrative on the subject revolves primarily around the concepts of 
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equality and civil rights, with frequent references to the American people and American history. 

Democratic rhetoric also includes all phrases spoken in Congress with the words “gay men” and 

“lesbian,” as well as the phrase “sexual orient,” which appears in almost every year of this 

analysis as a Democratic bigram. The descriptors “lgbt” and “lgbtq” are almost exclusively used 

by the Democratic party as well. By contrast, the Republican narrative is one centered on 

religion and tradition—as expected based on the Republican perspective on a range of other 

social issues. When the Republicans do speak on the subject, it is often to advocate the view that 

a traditional marriage can only exist between one man and one woman—and that, in fact, we 

should preserve the institution of marriage as it is portrayed in the Christian faith. That said, the 

Republican language on gay rights is, for the most part, comprised of phrases not substantively 

related to the issue, including elements of congressional jargon and also some conventions of 

normal speech (i.e. “I know,” “I go”).  

 In the only years for which the Republicans are the rhetorically intense party on the 

issue—2000 and 2012—a closer look at the data reveals particular complications in interpreting 

the proportion Democratic: in 2000, the vast majority of Republican language on the issue was 

actually just congressional jargon (i.e. “congress senat,” “senat bill,” “106 congress senat”), and 

in 2012, only 7 bigrams in total are deemed partisan, none of which appear substantively related 

to the issue. Thus, regardless of the apparent Republican rhetorical intensity in 2000 and 2012, it 

can be concluded that the Democrats are the party with the more developed and consistent 

narrative on gay rights over the course of the six years in question.  

Tables 13-15 represent the results of the phrase frequency analysis for gay rights. The 

first of the two tables for each newspaper reflects the bigram analysis, and the second, the 

trigram analysis. The following variables apply for all tables in this section: 
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• p = proportion Democratic among partisan phrases in congressional speeches on gay 
rights 

• x = newspaper uses of Democratic phrases in articles on gay rights 
• F(x) = Pr(≤x) under H0: newspaper is “neutral” 
• F*(x) = Pr(≤x), same as F(x), but p moderated to the 2000 value  

 

Otherwise, the representation of the tables below and details of the hypothesis test are the same 

as described in the section on gun control. The gray rows in the tables represent years in which 

no phrases were identified as partisan (and thus, there were no phrases for which to compare 

congressional and media usage). This is a function of the relatively low number of speeches and 

articles available on the subject of gay rights, in comparison to gun control and abortion. 

 

Table 13. Washington Post use of partisan phrases on gay rights (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
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Table 14. Boston Globe use of partisan phrases on gay rights (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 15. USA Today use of partisan phrases on gay rights (bigrams in top panel, trigrams in bottom 
panel) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the party-based elaboration of rhetorical trends that follows, I have chosen to discuss 

Democratic trends first because the Democrats had more success overall than the Republicans in 

developing language on gay rights that was subsequently adopted by the three newspapers. 
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Democrats  

 Democratic rhetoric in 1996 on gay rights was focused on H.R. 3396, the Defense of 

Marriage Act (DOMA), which provided that no state, territory or possession of the United States, 

or Indian tribe, shall be required to give effect to any marriage between persons of the same sex. 

The Democrats used bigrams including “bill 3396,” “defens marriag,” “recogn marriage,” “sex 

marriag,” “live togeth,” and “undermin famili” (Table C.1). They also used language in favor of 

increased power for the states (likely in relation to an argument for the states to legislate 

individually on marriage): “state power,” “state law,” “amend constitut” and “state right” (Table 

C.1). It is notable that all of the top 50 partisan bigrams and the full set of partisan trigrams on 

gay rights in 1996 are attributed to the Democrats. The trigram analysis also reveals frequent 

discussion by the Democrats of the Full Faith and Credit Clause in relation to Baehr v. Miike, a 

case brought to the Hawaii Supreme Court. Trigrams include “full faith credit,” “faith credit 

claus,” “u s constitut,” “credit claus u,” “claus u s” and “Hawaii suprem court” (Table C.1). The 

Supreme Court of Hawaii ruled that the state must show a compelling interest in prohibiting 

same-sex marriage; this caused concern among opponents of same-sex marriage who worried 

that other states would be forced to recognize the same-sex marriages taking place in Hawaii 

under the Full Faith and Credit Clause. The Democrats were using phrases related to the case in 

their opposition to DOMA. 

 There was an overwhelming tendency across the three newspapers to adopt the 

Democratic narrative in 1996. In addition to bigrams and trigrams related to DOMA, media 

language for that year includes the Democratic bigrams “gay lesbian,” “sex marriag,” “civil right” 

and “gay marriag” (used by all three newspapers), “sexual orient” (used by the Washington Post 

and the Boston Globe) and “human right” (used by USA Today) (Tables C.2-C.4).  All three 
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newspapers appear to favor Democratic language in the trigram analysis after the proportion 

Democratic is moderated (Tables 13-15).  

 Despite the fact that Democratic phrases in 2000 accounted for less than half of partisan 

language on the subject in Congress, a closer look reveals that the majority of partisan language 

substantively related to gay rights was, in fact, Democratic. The 2000 analysis reveals an 

additional nuance of the Democratic narrative, too: its intersectionality with the rights of other 

minorities like African Americans. This presents itself as a focus on civil rights and decrying 

hate crimes through phrases like “hate crime,” “black caucus,” “civil right,” “police depart,” 

“african american,” “law enforc,” “hate crime legisl” and “civil right law,” in addition to the 

established Democratic bigrams on gay rights, “gay lesbian” and “sexual orient” (Table C.5). 

The three newspapers picked up on the nuance, using phrases like “civil right,”  “hate crime 

legisl” and “civil right law” (all three) and “african american” (Washington Post) (Tables C.6-

C.8). For both the bigram and trigram analyses, all three newspapers appear to favor Democratic 

language, both before and after the proportion Democratic is moderated (Tables 13-15).  

 The Democratic narrative was relatively weak in 2004 when compared to the emerging 

Republican one steeped in religion and traditional values. The Democrats in 2004 also used a 

substantial amount of congressional jargon, generating a large number of partisan bigrams and 

trigrams not applicable for newspaper use. But despite the fact that relatively few of the partisan 

bigrams used by the newspapers in 2004 are Democratic, the Washington Post and the Boston 

Globe still appear to favor Democratic language, and USA Today fails to favor the language of 

either party after the proportion Democratic is moderated (Tables 13-15). A closer look, however, 

reveals that the primary reason why none of the newspapers demonstrate favoritism toward 

Republican language is their frequent use of the singular Democratic bigram “gay lesbian.” This 
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represents another case similar to the issues above with both “gun control” and “roe v wade.” 

Because the terms “gay” and “lesbian” have become the established ones for describing men and 

women, respectively, who are sexually oriented to members of their same sex, the newspapers 

likely found themselves required to use the bigram “gay lesbian” (or rather, the phrase “gay and 

lesbian,” but the word “and” is a stopword removed in pre-processing of the text). Thus, the 

three newspapers’ favoritism toward Democratic language, in this case, is artificially inflated 

because of their very frequent use of the singular bigram “gay lesbian” (Tables C.10-C.12). 

 The Democratic narrative remains the same in 2008, and continues to be relatively 

overshadowed in congressional speech by the number of bigrams related to the emerging 

Republican narrative. The only three bigrams deemed Democratic in 2008 are “hate crime,” 

“sexual orient” and “gender ident”—but it should be noted that overall, the Democrats use these 

few bigrams far more frequently than the Republicans use any of their bigrams (which is why the 

Democrats still emerge as the rhetorically intense party in the 2008 bigram analysis) (Table 13). 

A similar situation occurs with the phrase “sexual orient” in 2008 as with “gay lesbian” in 

2004—whereby the three newspapers’ frequent use of this singular phrase is the primary factor 

causing them to appear to favor Democratic language (Tables C.14-C.16). Both in 2008 and 

2012, however, it is clear that gay rights was not a primary item on the agenda of either party: 

there are fewer than 15 bigrams deemed partisan in both years and no trigrams deemed partisan 

in either (Tables C.13 and C.17). Particularly in 2012, too, a closer look at the few bigrams 

deemed partisan reveals that they are not substantively related to the issue of gay rights—and 

thus represent a set of phrases that happen to have been used significantly more often by one 

party than the other (not in relation to any partisan narratives on gay rights).  
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 By 2016, however, gay rights had become a popular topic of discussion in light of the 

Obergefell v. Hodges Supreme Court ruling in June 2015 that made same-sex marriage legal 

across the United States. The Democrats in Congress capitalized on this success for gay rights 

activists by increasing their rhetorical intensity on the subject and using bigrams like “I proud,” 

“strength love,” “creat equal,” “lgbt communiti,” equal right,” “lgbtq communiti” and “lgbt 

pride”—in relation to H.R. 329, which encourages the celebration of the month of June as 

LGBTQ Pride Month (Table C.21). In fact, all of the top 50 partisan bigrams on the subject in 

Congress and the entire set of partisan trigrams are attributed to the Democrats. In the bigram 

analysis, all three newspapers appear to favor Democratic language after the proportion 

Democratic is moderated (Tables 13-15). The results of the trigram analysis are mixed, however, 

primarily as a result of the strong presence of congressional jargon on the part of both parties. 

Despite the fact that all newspapers use exclusively Democratic trigrams on gay rights in 2016, 

the Washington Post and USA Today do not use quite enough of them to reject the null that their 

distributions of partisan trigrams resemble that of Congress. This is a result of the newspapers’ 

avoidance of congressional jargon (accounting for a large portion of Democratic trigrams) due to 

its irrelevance for an audience of the general public.  

   

Republicans 

 Regardless of the fact that in 1996, all three newspapers appear to favor Republican 

language (even after the proportion Democratic is moderated), a closer look at the set of bigrams 

used by the newspapers reveals that almost all of those substantively related to gay rights are 

Democratic ones—and the same for 2000. This reflects the trend in Congress: Republican 
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language on the subject was not developed into a clear narrative, and was comprised mostly of 

congressional jargon inapplicable for media use.  

 As mentioned above, the Republican narrative on gay rights emerged in 2004, with a 

focus on the phrases “one man one” and “man one woman” (each one part of the larger phrase to 

describe the Republican perspective on marriage: “one man and one woman”) (Table C.9). It 

should be noted that 2004 is the year in which the Republican narratives on gun control and 

abortion effectively emerged as well. On the subject of gay rights, the party’s reiteration of its 

“traditional definition” of marriage was in response to Lawrence v. Texas (2003), which 

legalized same-sex sexual activity nationwide. The Republicans actively opposed the ruling 

because they saw it as imposing a new definition of marriage on the American public. It is only 

in the results of the trigram analysis, however, that the emerging strength of the Republican 

narrative is visible—due to the Democratic skew in the bigram analysis caused by the prevalence 

of the singular term “gay lesbian.” In the trigram analysis, the newspapers use exclusively 

Republican phrases, notably “one man one,” “man one woman” and “marriag man woman” (by 

all three) and “tradit institut marriag” (by the Boston Globe) (Tables C.10-C.12). Thus, all three 

newspapers appear to favor Republican language both before and after the proportion 

Democratic is moderated (Tables 13-15). It is the case, however, that interpreting newspaper use 

of the longer Republican phrase “one man one woman” generates the same problem as 

interpreting use of longer phrases “expand background check system” in the gun control analysis 

and “partial birth abortion ban act” in the abortion analysis. Because a newspaper’s use of 

Republican trigram “one man one” makes almost certain its use of Republican trigram “man one 

woman,” the full phrase gets additional weight in the partisan analysis. Thus, the three 
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newspapers may appear to favor Republican language to a higher extent simply because of the 

likelihood that they use both constituent trigrams of “one man one woman,” rather than just one.  

 Although the Republicans continued to employ their religious narrative on gay rights in 

2008 and all three newspapers echoed Republican bigrams like “religi belief” and “faith base,” 

the 2008 bigram analysis is skewed as a result of the singular Democratic phrase “sexual orient” 

(noted above). It should be noted, too, that media coverage of the topic in both 2008 and 2012 is 

low overall, likely a reflection of the low partisan relevance of the topic in Congress (i.e. low 

numbers of bigrams and trigrams deemed partisan). Thus, the results from the 2008 and 2012 

analyses provide little meaningful information on newspaper favoritism toward either party on 

gay rights. In 2016, there were no trigrams deemed Republican in Congress, reflecting the 

relative strength of the Democratic narrative. The five bigrams deemed Republican represent the 

party’s narrative on religion (i.e. “religi freedom”), but also include a few political terms 

unrelated to the issue (i.e. “white hous”). Although some Republican phrases are adopted by the 

three newspapers, their appearance does not serve to counter the relative prominence of the 

Democratic narrative and its associated phrases.  

  

Implications for Media Bias 

 Although there appears to be a preference across the three newspapers for Democratic 

bigrams on the subject of gay rights over the six years in question, the evidence is mixed when it 

comes to trigrams—especially as a result of the fact that there are no trigrams deemed partisan 

on the subject for 2008 and 2012. The bigram analyses for these years are also inconclusive as 

far as determining media bias, simply because they include so few bigrams in total—and even 

fewer that are substantively related to the topic at hand.  
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 For both the 1996 and 2000 bigram and trigram analyses, it is also difficult to discern 

media bias primarily because the Republicans had not yet developed their narrative on gay 

rights—and the issue itself was relatively less formed politically than the other issues in this 

study. The majority of the Republicans’ phrases on the subject in these years are elements of 

congressional jargon, and in some cases, general political terms and conventions of language (i.e. 

“I said,” “I know”). Thus, in using primarily Democratic phrases, the three newspapers may not 

be biased toward the Democrats, but simply choosing the only rhetorical narrative available to 

them (i.e. the Democratic one) in order to best describe the issue for a general audience.  

 In 2004, while it is difficult to discern media bias from the results of the bigram 

analysis—skewed by the newspapers’ frequent use of the singular Democratic bigram “gay 

lesbian”—the trigram analysis seems to indicate evidence of bias toward the Republicans. The 

three newspapers used exclusively Republican trigrams on the topic, reflecting the “traditional 

marriage” narrative. That said, the novelty of the new Republican narrative may have lent itself 

to description and explanation by the media, regardless of whether the newspapers were 

demonstrating a Republican bias. In fact, the continued, frequent appearance of Democratic 

bigrams in all three newspapers in 2004 seems to reflect not the replacement of the Democratic 

narrative with the Republican one, but instead, the addition of the Republican narrative into 

media rhetoric, reflecting its new relative position in congressional language.  

 In 2016, it may be possible to discern media bias toward Democratic language, since 

Democratic phrases comprise the majority of partisan bigrams and all partisan trigrams on gay 

rights used by the three newspapers. Once again, however, the newspapers may be simply 

reflecting the congressional rhetorical trend: the Republicans had little to say in Congress—and 

thus, it makes sense that Republican phrases have a correspondingly low presence in media 
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language. The three newspapers did not, in fact, have a choice between two equally present 

partisan narratives on the subject, but instead were faced with the relative prominence of the 

Democratic one. Because current events in the political sphere also supported the Democratic 

narrative (i.e. the same-sex ruling), it makes sense that the three newspapers would favor 

Democratic language. In that sense, the newspapers’ partisan phrase usage on gay rights in 2016 

does not represent real media bias (i.e. with partisan intent). 
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6. Conclusion 

 Through an analysis that compares media language to that of congressional Democrats 

and Republicans on three social issues—gun control, abortion and gay rights—over the past six 

presidential election years, this thesis explores the development of partisan language and the 

ways such language has been used by the media to convey information to a general public. A 

comparison of partisan phrases present in congressional speech and media language sheds light 

on the relationship between the two and offers a nuanced perspective of media bias. I find that 

media outlets may have reason to use frequently the language of a particular party, without 

intending to favor this party at the expense of the other—as would be required to demonstrate 

“media bias” in my normative definition of the term. Specifically, an unbiased media outlet may 

appear to favor the language of a particular party simply because that party is the source of the 

only or more effective rhetorical narrative on an issue; emphasizes the established terms for an 

issue; often uses general political terms easily adaptable for media use; and/or relatively avoids 

using congressional jargon inapplicable to the media. These categories of language relevant in 

the interaction between congressional and media language thus interfere with any interpretation 

of media bias based solely on phrase frequency resemblance. 

In analyzing the various elements of partisan language adopted by the media, it is the 

presence of partisan rhetorical narratives that allows for the most gray area in media bias 

evaluation. It is possible that when a newspaper adopts language pertaining to one party’s 

narrative, it is demonstrating some degree of real bias toward that party, defined as an intention 

to favor that party at the expense of the other. But it is also possible that the narrative selected 

was simply the one that would best allow the newspaper to fulfill its broader goals of both 

informing the general public and catering to the ideological predilections of readers whom it 
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hopes will continue purchasing its content. In some cases, the most effective narrative of this sort 

is, in fact, the only or primary narrative available—which puts the media in the position, once 

again, to adopt this narrative in order to achieve its goals, and not with any real bias toward the 

party to which the narrative belongs. Instead of bias, in fact, the media’s adoption of a particular 

partisan narrative is simply evidence of the associated party’s ability to capture the relevant 

terms of discourse. 

Upon a close reading of the partisan phrases used often by the three newspapers in this 

study, it is evident that the media does, in fact, reflect a substantial amount of partisan language 

associated with the narratives of both parties, across subjects and over time. For example, when 

Republicans ramped up language in the individual rights frame on the topic of gun control in 

2004, the media adopted similar rhetoric, using almost exclusively Republican bigrams (i.e. 

“second amend,” “Ronald Reagan”) and trigrams (i.e. “law abid citizen,” “second amend right”). 

In this case, the media’s adoption of the narrative simply reflects the Republicans’ success in 

effectively framing their perspective on gun control in relatable terms—and not evidence of 

media bias. Another notable example was the almost exclusive use of Democratic bigrams and 

trigrams by all three newspapers on the subject of abortion in 2000. The media adopted the 

women’s rights frame, discussing healthcare and family planning, with numerous references to 

the Court decision in Stenberg v. Carhart (i.e. “cardin o connor,” “call partial birth,” “suprem 

court justic,” “suprem court decis”). Once again, the media’s adoption of this rhetorical frame 

simply mirrors the frame’s successful emergence in congressional discourse; to have avoided the 

frame would have been to have ignored the newly refined Democratic perspective on the issue. A 

case in which the three newspapers adopted the only real existing narrative occurred with the 

issue of gay rights. In most years, the Republicans simply did not develop a coherent story as to 
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their views on gay rights—potentially because they struggled to connect these views effectively 

to their larger moral framework (and thus had no real rhetoric to use on the subject). The 

newspapers then naturally opted for the more prevalent rhetoric, which was associated with the 

Democratic narrative (i.e. “gay right,” “lgbt communiti,” “sexual orient”). Thus, by adopting the 

only coherent narrative available on gay rights, the media cannot be accused of bias toward the 

Democrats. 

Because of this tendency for the media to select the only or more effective of the two 

partisan narratives on an issue, the presence of a particular partisan narrative in the media is then 

evidence of its success. Thus, media focus in recent years on partisan narratives in gun control, 

abortion and gay rights provides a useful evaluation of each party’s relative success in portraying 

a story that fits within its moral worldview, as established by Lakoff. The Republicans, whose 

moral worldview comprises Lakoff’s Strict Father model—based on values of self-discipline, 

self-reliance and respect for authority—have had more success than the Democrats in crafting a 

related narrative on gun control, suitable for media use. This may be due partially to the fact that 

the issue of gun control itself can be portrayed more effectively via the Republican moral 

perspective (i.e. self-reliance associated with individual gun rights); at the same time, however, it 

may also be a testament to the Republicans’ fuller understanding of how to effectively position 

the gun control issue in their moral framework. By contrast, the Democrats, whose moral 

worldview comprises Lakoff’s Nurturant Parent Model—based on values of love, empathy and 

mutual respect—have had more success than the Republicans in developing a related narrative 

on abortion, suitable for media use. Similarly, this may be due to elements of the abortion issue 

that lend themselves well to the Democratic moral perspective (i.e. love and empathy associated 

with women’s reproductive rights)—or to the Democrats’ more recent success in co-opting 
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certain Republican ideals of family values. In other words, by expressing the abortion issue as 

one that deeply affects mothers’ quality of life and individual rights, the Democrats may be 

working toward developing their own idea of family values—in order to challenge the 

longstanding Republican presence in this domain. This also seems to be a driving force behind 

the Democrats’ rhetoric on the issue of gay rights, which centers on ensuring equality and 

respecting the marriage and family choices of all people, regardless of sexual orientation. Thus, 

the Democrats’ recent successes (specifically in the past 8 years) in developing narratives on 

abortion and gay rights that have fully permeated media language may be tied to a more effective 

portrayal of their moral perspective—something that Lakoff explicitly noted was previously 

lacking in comparison to the Republicans (Lakoff 2002).  

As each party further defines its narrative on various issues and effectively associates 

each issue with its underlying moral perspective, it makes sense that the narratives will become 

increasingly distinct. In fact, a recent study by Gentzkow, Shapiro, and Taddy finds evidence of 

increasing partisanship of language, with the Democrats framing their party platform in 

increasingly distinct terms from the Republicans (Gentzkow, Shapiro and Taddy 2016). As this 

trend progresses, media outlets may find themselves even more squarely in the position of 

determining which set of distinct rhetoric—Democratic or Republican—is, in fact, more 

effective for portraying the issue at hand to a general audience. It should be noted that in my 

analysis, however, the relatively high usage by a newspaper of Republican phrases in one subject 

did not preclude a relatively high usage by the same newspaper of Democratic phrases in another 

subject. This supports my claim above that the newspapers will choose whichever narrative 

appears to be most effective, per year and subject, for portraying an issue, rather than opt 

repeatedly for the narrative of a single party (a more direct indicator of bias).  
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That said, the media’s focus on the narratives of either party may still represent a fault on 

the media’s part for not formulating a separate, nonpartisan narrative for each issue, in order to 

make clear what is at stake through a less one-sided approach than that of either party. While it 

may be commendable that the media often portrays issues in the very terms established by 

politicians to discuss them, the media’s broader role of effectively disseminating information to a 

general public may dictate that it also does some synthesizing or summarizing of issues to 

represent them in new terms. Thus, the media’s successful adoption of varying partisan 

narratives alone may not be enough to conclude that the media has completely fulfilled its ideal 

function. 

The role of such rhetorical narrative in the relationship between congressional and media 

rhetoric, and the presence of other complicating features of language (i.e. political terminology, 

congressional jargon and established terms) are the factors confounding an evaluation of media 

bias based solely on surface resemblance. By illuminating such factors, the phrase frequency 

analysis conducted in this study, comparing congressional and media language, opens up the 

possibility that an unbiased media outlet may, in fact, resemble the language of a particular party 

in a given subject and year. The reasoning for such partisan resemblance can then be understood 

through a broader interpretation of the media’s role. It functions as disseminator of political 

information in terms both understandable to the general public and congenial to an inherently 

partisan readership. This it works to achieve through the application of political terminology, 

established terms and, most importantly, an understandable and relatable narrative—often simply 

the most effective partisan one available at the time on the issue at hand. Wherever the media 

might use instead its own effective, nonpartisan narrative, it will still achieve this goal, while 

also deflecting often unwarranted accusations of bias based merely upon resemblance. 
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Appendix	A	

Gun	Control:	Detailed	Statistical	Results	of	Partisan	Phrases

The	columns	are	labelled	with	the	following	abbreviations:
dem(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	Democrats
rep(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	Republicans
chi	=	the	chi-squared	value	assigned	to	the	phrase
party	=	the	party	designation	of	the	phrase	based	on	chi-squared	analysis	and	relative	frequency	of	use

Post(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	the	Washington	Post
Globe(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	the	Boston	Globe
USA(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	USA	Today

1996

Table	A.1:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

('95'	u'href') 0 158 101.8 	R ('95'	u'href'	u'bill') 0 157 101.2 	R
('n'	'a') 446 0 87.5 	D ('the'	u'confer'	u'agreement') 374 0 73.3 	D
(u'confer'	u'agreement') 410 3 77.7 	D ('o'	u'href'	u'bill') 0 100 64.4 	R
('the'	u'confer') 379 1 73.4 	D ('a'	u'voic'	u'vote') 0 92 59.3 	R
(u'trust'	u'fund') 48 178 65.5 	R ('95'	'o'	u'href') 0 86 55.4 	R
(u'voic'	u'vote') 1 103 65.0 	R (u'transport'	u'trust'	u'fund') 0 68 43.8 	R
('o'	u'href') 0 100 64.4 	R (u'bill'	u'3755'	'h') 229 2 43.1 	D
('a'	u'voic') 0 92 59.3 	R ('h'	'r'	u'3755') 229 2 43.1 	D
('the'	u'confere') 288 0 56.5 	D (u'3755'	'h'	'r') 229 2 43.1 	D
('95'	'o') 0 86 55.4 	R (u'hous'	u'bill'	u'3755') 229 2 43.1 	D

(u'000'	u'000') 236 0 46.3 	D (u'confer'	u'agreement'	
u'includ')

200 1 38.3 	D

(u'transport'	u'trust') 0 68 43.8 	R (u'href'	u'bill'	u'104th') 1732 617 31.4 	D
('r'	u'3755') 229 2 43.1 	D (u'bill'	u'104th'	u'congress') 1732 617 31.4 	D
(u'bill'	u'3755') 229 2 43.1 	D (u'104th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 1682 600 30.4 	D
(u'3755'	'h') 229 2 43.1 	D ('mc'	u'href'	u'bill') 0 47 30.3 	R
(u'agreement'	u'includ') 222 1 42.6 	D (u'open'	'n'	'a') 146 0 28.6 	D
(u'bill'	u'104th') 1732 617 31.4 	D (u'trust'	u'fund'	u'budget') 0 41 26.4 	R
(u'href'	u'bill') 1732 617 31.4 	D ('95'	'mc'	u'href') 0 35 22.6 	R
(u'unifi'	u'budget') 0 48 30.9 	R ('r'	u'3755'	u'report') 107 0 21.0 	D
(u'000'	u'propos') 157 0 30.8 	D ('h'	'r'	'4') 8 46 20.6 	R

Table	A.2:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('u'	's') 178 155 6.2 R 157 ('right'	'bear'	'arm') 1 10 5.2 R 24
('assault'	'weapon') 143 32 8.1 D 111 ('u'	's'	'senat') 0 12 7.7 R 20
('i'	'think') 144 133 6.7 R 97 ('u'	's'	'hous') 4 13 4.4 R 19
('second'	'amend') 38 51 6.5 R 80 ('talk'	'show'	'host') 0 7 4.5 R 15
('new'	'york') 180 31 14.2 D 80 ('frank'	'r'	'wolf') 0 14 9.0 R 12
('said'	'i') 6 18 5.8 R 75 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 88 9 10.4 D 6
('health'	'care') 83 16 5.8 D 61 ('feder'	'law'	'enforc') 9 27 8.7 R 4
('bill'	'clinton') 0 12 7.7 R 61 ('former'	'u'	's') 0 8 5.2 R 3
('law'	'enforc') 69 112 19.5 R 52 ('state'	'local'	'enforc') 0 12 7.7 R 2
('i'	'want') 55 73 9.2 R 49 ('u'	's'	'militari') 0 6 3.9 R 2

Table	A.3:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('new'	'york') 180 31 14.2 D 132 ('right'	'bear'	'arm') 1 10 5.2 R 9
('assault'	'weapon') 143 32 8.1 D 125 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 88 9 10.4 D 2
('i'	'think') 144 133 6.7 R 43 ('talk'	'show'	'host') 0 7 4.5 R 2
('health'	'care') 83 16 5.8 D 28 ('the'	'hous'	'bill') 24 0 4.7 D 1
('san'	'diego') 0 16 10.3 R 18 ('state'	'local'	'polic') 0 8 5.2 R 1
('said'	'i') 6 18 5.8 R 17 ('cop'	'killer'	'bullet') 1 8 4.0 R 1
('bill'	'clinton') 0 12 7.7 R 16
('he'	'said') 3 11 4.0 R 15
('bear'	'arm') 5 21 8.2 R 15
('i'	'believ') 66 83 9.4 R 14
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Table	A.4:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('u'	's') 178 155 6.2 R 61 ('u'	's'	'hous') 4 13 4.4 R 7
('assault'	'weapon') 143 32 8.1 D 49 ('talk'	'show'	'host') 0 7 4.5 R 7
('i'	'think') 144 133 6.7 R 33 ('u'	's'	'senat') 0 12 7.7 R 5
('new'	'york') 180 31 14.2 D 30 ('cop'	'killer'	'bullet') 1 8 4.0 R 3
('health'	'care') 83 16 5.8 D 28 ('feder'	'law'	'enforc') 9 27 8.7 R 2
('bill'	'clinton') 0 12 7.7 R 28 ('right'	'bear'	'arm') 1 10 5.2 R 2
('san'	'diego') 0 16 10.3 R 20 ('u'	's'	'armi') 0 6 3.9 R 1
('second'	'amend') 38 51 6.5 R 19 ('send'	'clear'	'messag') 0 6 3.9 R 1
('i'	'want') 55 73 9.2 R 18 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 88 9 10.4 D 1
('re'	'go') 1 12 6.5 R 14 ('former'	'u'	's') 0 8 5.2 R 1

2000

Table	A.5:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'000'	u'000') 502 0 81.6 	D ('the'	u'confer'	u'agreement') 200 0 32.5 	D
(u'illeg'	u'narcot') 1 87 57.0 	R (u'budget'	u'emerg'	u'deficit') 161 0 26.2 	D
(u'provid'	'that') 264 1 42.1 	D (u'balanc'	u'budget'	u'emerg') 161 0 26.2 	D
(u'war'	u'drug') 0 59 39.5 	R (u'emerg'	u'deficit'	u'control') 160 0 26.0 	D
(u'entir'	u'amount') 230 0 37.4 	D (u'control'	u'act'	u'1985') 160 0 26.0 	D
(u'gun'	u'safeti') 294 14 37.2 	D (u'deficit'	u'control'	u'act') 159 0 25.8 	D
(u'confer'	u'agreement') 219 0 35.6 	D (u'act'	u'1985'	u'amend') 142 0 23.1 	D
(u'project'	u'exil') 19 82 35.0 	R (u'provid'	'that'	u'entir') 131 0 21.3 	D
('the'	u'confer') 204 0 33.2 	D ('that'	u'entir'	u'amount') 131 0 21.3 	D

(u'emerg'	u'requir') 182 0 29.6 	D (u'confer'	u'agreement'	
u'includ')

113 0 18.4 	D

('i'	u'think') 251 271 27.9 	R ('b'	'2'	'a') 110 0 17.9 	D
('the'	u'confere') 166 0 27.0 	D (u'section'	u'251'	'b') 108 0 17.6 	D
(u'control'	u'act') 165 0 26.8 	D (u'251'	'b'	'2') 108 0 17.6 	D

(u'balanc'	u'budget') 173 2 26.5 	D (u'emerg'	u'requir'	
u'pursuant')

106 0 17.2 	D

(u'act'	u'1985') 163 0 26.5 	D (u'pursuant'	u'section'	u'251') 105 0 17.1 	D

(u'budget'	u'emerg') 161 0 26.2 	D (u'congress'	u'emerg'	
u'requir')

100 0 16.3 	D

(u'emerg'	u'deficit') 161 0 26.2 	D (u'design'	u'congress'	
u'emerg')

100 0 16.3 	D

(u'deficit'	u'control') 160 0 26.0 	D ('2'	'a'	u'balanc') 100 0 16.3 	D
(u'fiscal'	u'year') 194 8 25.4 	D ('a'	u'balanc'	u'budget') 100 0 16.3 	D

(u'public'	u'law') 143 0 23.2 	D (u'requir'	u'pursuant'	
u'section')

98 0 15.9 	D

Table	A.6:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('vice'	'presid') 8 22 7.3 R 400 ('million'	'mom'	'march') 62 0 10.1 D 185
('i'	'think') 251 271 27.9 R 334 ('nation'	'rifl'	'associ') 41 4 3.9 D 162
('new'	'york') 318 65 14.7 D 332 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 17 28 5.7 R 25
('health'	'care') 54 52 4.1 R 272 ('alcohol'	'tobacco'	'firearm') 6 17 5.7 R 19
('year'	'old') 187 49 5.3 D 258 ('new'	'york'	'time') 70 3 9.1 D 15
('tax'	'cut') 34 1 4.7 D 234 ('child'	'safeti'	'lock') 54 3 6.5 D 15
('last'	'year') 64 58 3.9 R 232 ('common'	'sens'	'gun') 60 2 8.2 D 14
('background'	'check') 242 71 5.0 D 207 ('u'	's'	'attorney') 8 28 10.8 R 13
('last'	'week') 36 46 6.5 R 202 ('gun'	'safeti'	'measur') 50 2 6.6 D 13
('million'	'mom') 71 0 11.5 D 201 ('gun'	'show'	'loophol') 68 7 6.3 D 12

Table	A.7:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('new'	'york') 318 65 14.7 D 475 ('new'	'york'	'time') 70 3 9.1 D 267
('york'	'time') 70 3 9.1 D 267 ('million'	'mom'	'march') 62 0 10.1 D 64
('vice'	'presid') 8 22 7.3 R 226 ('nation'	'rifl'	'associ') 41 4 3.9 D 61
('i'	'think') 251 271 27.9 R 153 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 17 28 5.7 R 12
('year'	'old') 187 49 5.3 D 141 ('common'	'sens'	'gun') 60 2 8.2 D 11
('health'	'care') 54 52 4.1 R 119 ('alcohol'	'tobacco'	'firearm') 6 17 5.7 R 8
('last'	'week') 36 46 6.5 R 89 ('clinton'	'gore'	'administr') 0 8 5.4 R 6
('gun'	'violenc') 233 41 13.3 D 83 ('child'	'safeti'	'lock') 54 3 6.5 D 5
('last'	'year') 64 58 3.9 R 81 ('gun'	'show'	'loophol') 68 7 6.3 D 5
('million'	'mom') 71 0 11.5 D 74 ('the'	'new'	'york') 58 1 8.6 D 5
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Table	A.8:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('vice'	'presid') 8 22 7.3 R 174 ('nation'	'rifl'	'associ') 41 4 3.9 D 47
('i'	'think') 251 271 27.9 R 124 ('million'	'mom'	'march') 62 0 10.1 D 46
('new'	'york') 318 65 14.7 D 118 ('child'	'safeti'	'lock') 54 3 6.5 D 14
('health'	'care') 54 52 4.1 R 104 ('alcohol'	'tobacco'	'firearm') 6 17 5.7 R 11
('tax'	'cut') 34 1 4.7 D 83 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 17 28 5.7 R 10
('last'	'year') 64 58 3.9 R 78 ('clinton'	'gore'	'administr') 0 8 5.4 R 9
('background'	'check') 242 71 5.0 D 77 ('gun'	'safeti'	'measur') 50 2 6.6 D 6
('million'	'mom') 71 0 11.5 D 75 ('gun'	'show'	'loophol') 68 7 6.3 D 5
('gun'	'show') 525 135 15.5 D 67 ('new'	'york'	'time') 70 3 9.1 D 5
('social'	'secur') 70 2 9.8 D 63 ('u'	's'	'attorney') 8 28 10.8 R 4

2004

Table	A.9:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'sep'	'r') 0 65 50.6 	R (u'new'	u'budget'	u'author') 315 0 19.9 	D
(u'000'	u'000') 664 0 41.9 	D (u'000'	u'000'	u'fiscal') 300 0 18.9 	D
(u'fiscal'	u'year') 608 2 37.4 	D (u'000'	u'fiscal'	u'year') 300 0 18.9 	D
(u'oct'	'r') 0 42 32.7 	R (u'000'	u'000'	'b') 233 0 14.7 	D
(u'jun'	'r') 0 28 21.8 	R ('a'	u'new'	u'budget') 231 0 14.6 	D
(u'budget'	u'author') 338 0 21.4 	D (u'000'	'b'	u'outlay') 231 0 14.6 	D
(u'new'	u'budget') 315 0 19.9 	D (u'fiscal'	u'year'	u'2004') 197 0 12.4 	D
(u'000'	u'fiscal') 300 0 19.0 	D ('30'	u'sep'	'r') 0 12 9.3 	R
(u'sep'	'd') 0 21 16.3 	R (u'108th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 114 79 8.7 	R
(u'senat'	u'amend') 236 0 14.9 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'108th') 121 80 8.0 	R
(u'000'	'b') 233 0 14.7 	D (u'bill'	u'108th'	u'congress') 121 80 8.0 	R
('b'	u'outlay') 231 0 14.6 	D ('the'	u'senat'	u'amend') 127 0 8.0 	D
('a'	u'new') 231 1 14.1 	D ('i'	u'thank'	u'gentleman') 12 22 7.9 	R
(u'second'	u'amend') 45 55 13.8 	R (u'keep'	u'bear'	u'arm') 1 11 7.4 	R
(u'presid'	u'reagan') 0 17 13.2 	R (u'second'	u'amend'	u'right') 8 18 7.4 	R
(u'year'	u'2004') 199 0 12.6 	D ('0'	u'000'	'0') 112 0 7.1 	D
('r'	u'john') 0 16 12.5 	R (u'law'	u'abid'	u'citizen') 9 18 6.9 	R
('9'	'11') 6 23 12.2 	R (u'000'	'0'	u'000') 106 0 6.7 	D
(u'billion'	'ba') 174 0 11.0 	D ('10'	u'sep'	'd') 0 8 6.2 	R
(u'law'	u'abid') 16 30 11.0 	R ('29'	u'sep'	'r') 0 8 6.2 	R

Table	A.10:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('gun'	'control') 28 28 5.6 R 325 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 8 18 7.4 R 14
('i'	'think') 51 41 5.9 R 101 ('right'	'keep'	'bear') 1 9 5.9 R 11
('second'	'amend') 45 55 13.8 R 95 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 1 11 7.4 R 11
('suprem'	'court') 54 39 4.7 R 52 ('law'	'abid'	'citizen') 9 18 6.9 R 6
('the'	'senat') 159 0 10.0 D 49 ('i'	'would'	'like') 11 15 4.2 R 3
('bear'	'arm') 7 21 10.0 R 36 ('protect'	'act'	'would') 0 5 3.9 R 3
('ronald'	'reagan') 1 7 4.4 R 22 ('men'	'women'	'uniform') 1 7 4.4 R 1
('amend'	'right') 12 19 6.1 R 19
('i'	'would') 33 38 9.0 R 18
('right'	'keep') 1 9 5.9 R 14

Table	A.11:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('gun'	'control') 28 28 5.6 R 74 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 8 18 7.4 R 6
('i'	'think') 51 41 5.9 R 32 ('law'	'abid'	'citizen') 9 18 6.9 R 2
('second'	'amend') 45 55 13.8 R 24
('i'	'believ') 26 24 4.3 R 17
('9'	'11') 6 23 12.2 R 12
('suprem'	'court') 54 39 4.7 R 11
('north'	'carolina') 6 11 4.0 R 11
('bear'	'arm') 7 21 10.0 R 8
('amend'	'right') 12 19 6.1 R 6
('violent'	'crime') 2 15 9.5 R 3
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Table	A.12:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('gun'	'control') 28 28 5.6 R 78 ('law'	'abid'	'citizen') 9 18 6.9 R 3
('ronald'	'reagan') 1 7 4.4 R 16 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 8 18 7.4 R 3
('9'	'11') 6 23 12.2 R 16
('north'	'carolina') 6 11 4.0 R 16
('i'	'think') 51 41 5.9 R 13
('bear'	'arm') 7 21 10.0 R 11
('second'	'amend') 45 55 13.8 R 10
('suprem'	'court') 54 39 4.7 R 7
('i'	'would') 33 38 9.0 R 7
('amend'	'right') 12 19 6.1 R 4

2008

Table	A.13:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'civil'	u'right') 93 7 29.0 	D (u'bill'	u'3567'	'h') 1 35 17.3 	R
(u'small'	u'busi') 37 116 24.7 	R (u'3567'	'h'	'r') 1 35 17.3 	R
(u'presidenti'	u'candid') 0 43 23.0 	R (u'hous'	u'bill'	u'3567') 1 35 17.3 	R
('the'	u'next') 1 37 18.4 	R ('h'	'r'	u'3567') 1 35 17.3 	R
(u'next'	u'chart') 0 34 18.2 	R ('the'	u'next'	u'chart') 0 32 17.1 	R
('i'	u'think') 56 127 18.0 	R (u'embryon'	u'stem'	u'cell') 0 24 12.9 	R
(u'bill'	u'3567') 1 35 17.3 	R (u'keep'	u'bear'	u'arm') 1 19 8.8 	R
('r'	u'3567') 1 35 17.3 	R ('h'	'r'	u'3161') 20 0 8.0 	D
(u'3567'	'h') 1 35 17.3 	R (u'bill'	u'3161'	'h') 20 0 8.0 	D
(u'found'	u'father') 4 41 16.8 	R (u'hous'	u'bill'	u'3161') 20 0 8.0 	D
('d'	'c') 146 49 16.5 	D (u'3161'	'h'	'r') 20 0 8.0 	D

(u'stem'	u'cell') 1 30 14.7 	R (u'appoint'	u'suprem'	u'court') 0 15 8.0 	R

(u'titl'	'v') 1 29 14.1 	R ('v'	u'href'	u'bill') 0 14 7.5 	R
(u'embryon'	u'stem') 0 24 12.9 	R (u'titl'	'v'	u'href') 0 14 7.5 	R
(u'bear'	u'arm') 6 37 12.6 	R (u'lyndon'	u'bain'	u'johnson') 18 0 7.2 	D
(u'minimum'	u'wage') 29 0 11.7 	D ('m'	u'king'	u'hubbert') 0 13 7.0 	R
(u'presid'	u'johnson') 29 0 11.7 	D (u'unsolv'	u'civil'	u'right') 16 0 6.4 	D
('u'	's') 114 41 11.5 	D ('h'	'r'	u'923') 15 0 6.0 	D
('2'	u'percent') 0 21 11.2 	R (u'right'	u'keep'	u'bear') 0 11 5.9 	R
(u'previous'	u'question') 31 1 11.2 	D ('u'	's'	u'troop') 14 0 5.6 	D

Table	A.14:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('d'	'c') 146 49 16.5 D 403 ('gun'	'control'	'law') 0 8 4.3 R 77
('u'	's') 114 41 11.5 D 190 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 1 19 8.8 R 66
('individu'	'right') 2 18 7.1 R 177 ('right'	'keep'	'bear') 0 11 5.9 R 32
('bear'	'arm') 6 37 12.6 R 139 ('law'	'abid'	'citizen') 4 17 4.7 R 8
('i'	'think') 56 127 18.0 R 102 ('u'	's'	'troop') 14 0 5.6 D 2
('gun'	'law') 16 1 5.2 D 96 ('d'	'c'	'vote') 16 1 5.2 D 2
('control'	'law') 0 8 4.3 R 77 ('embryon'	'stem'	'cell') 0 24 12.9 R 1
('keep'	'bear') 1 19 8.8 R 73 ('campaign'	'reform'	'act') 0 10 5.4 R 1
('african'	'american') 21 1 7.2 D 57 ('g'	'i'	'bill') 11 0 4.4 D 1
('right'	'peopl') 3 25 9.6 R 49

Table	A.15:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('bear'	'arm') 6 37 12.6 R 37 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 1 19 8.8 R 14
('i'	'think') 56 127 18.0 R 30 ('gun'	'control'	'law') 0 8 4.3 R 7
('year'	'ago') 17 41 6.4 R 29 ('right'	'keep'	'bear') 0 11 5.9 R 4
('gun'	'law') 16 1 5.2 D 22 ('appoint'	'suprem'	'court') 0 15 8.0 R 1
('individu'	'right') 2 18 7.1 R 21
('new'	'hampshir') 0 13 7.0 R 17
('d'	'c') 146 49 16.5 D 15
('presidenti'	'candid') 0 43 23.0 R 14
('keep'	'bear') 1 19 8.8 R 14
('law'	'enforc') 31 6 6.3 D 12
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Table	A.16:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('individu'	'right') 2 18 7.1 R 74 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 1 19 8.8 R 32
('u'	's') 114 41 11.5 D 67 ('right'	'keep'	'bear') 0 11 5.9 R 14
('bear'	'arm') 6 37 12.6 R 67 ('gun'	'control'	'law') 0 8 4.3 R 13
('d'	'c') 146 49 16.5 D 63 ('embryon'	'stem'	'cell') 0 24 12.9 R 1
('keep'	'bear') 1 19 8.8 R 35 ('law'	'abid'	'citizen') 4 17 4.7 R 1
('right'	'peopl') 3 25 9.6 R 31 ('appoint'	'suprem'	'court') 0 15 8.0 R 1
('i'	'think') 56 127 18.0 R 23
('mental'	'ill') 14 1 4.4 D 19
('mental'	'health') 27 0 10.9 D 16
('bush'	'administr') 20 2 5.7 D 15

2012

Table	A.17:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

('mr'	u'speaker') 46 105 28.6 	R (u'presid'	u'unit'	u'state') 0 21 13.8 	R
(u'unit'	u'state') 73 108 17.8 	R (u'holi'	u'land'	u'foundat') 0 18 11.8 	R
(u'presid'	u'unit') 0 21 13.8 	R ('st'	u'paul'	u'minnesota') 47 0 8.4 	D
(u'10th'	u'district') 0 19 12.5 	R (u'second'	u'amend'	u'right') 14 27 6.2 	R
(u'black'	u'farmer') 0 19 12.5 	R (u'keep'	u'bear'	u'arm') 2 10 4.4 	R
('i'	've') 8 31 12.1 	R ('mr'	u'speaker'	'i') 21 29 4.3 	R
(u'holi'	u'land') 0 18 11.8 	R (u'unit'	u'state'	u'senat') 1 8 4.1 	R
(u'land'	u'foundat') 0 18 11.8 	R (u'right'	u'self'	u'defens') 1 8 4.1 	R
(u'piec'	u'legisl') 1 19 11.2 	R (u'class'	u'action'	u'lawsuit') 0 6 3.9 	R
(u'gun'	u'violenc') 64 1 10.6 	D (u'defens'	u'marriag'	u'act') 0 6 3.9 	R
('st'	u'paul') 53 0 9.4 	D ('and'	'i'	u'believ') 0 6 3.9 	R
(u'tax'	u'cut') 47 0 8.4 	D ('23'	'6'	u'billion') 0 6 3.9 	R
(u'paul'	u'minnesota') 47 0 8.4 	D
(u'seattl'	'wa') 46 0 8.2 	D
(u'religi'	u'belief') 0 12 7.9 	R
(u'thank'	u'god') 0 12 7.9 	R
(u'white'	u'hous') 5 19 7.4 	R
(u'radic'	u'islam') 0 11 7.2 	R
(u'almighti'	u'god') 0 11 7.2 	R
(u'repeal'	u'obamacar') 0 11 7.2 	R

Table	A.18:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post	

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('second'	'amend') 59 67 6.9 R 264 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 14 27 6.2 R 52
('assault'	'weapon') 33 0 5.9 D 218 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 2 10 4.4 R 17
('gun'	'violenc') 64 1 10.6 D 174 ('presid'	'unit'	'state') 0 21 13.8 R 10
('gun'	'right') 42 1 6.7 D 137 ('defens'	'marriag'	'act') 0 6 3.9 R 10
('suprem'	'court') 15 24 4.4 R 121 ('right'	'self'	'defens') 1 8 4.1 R 3
('i'	'm') 26 36 5.4 R 104 ('and'	'i'	'believ') 0 6 3.9 R 2
('unit'	'state') 73 108 17.8 R 95 ('unit'	'state'	'senat') 1 8 4.1 R 1
('white'	'hous') 5 19 7.4 R 91
('year'	'old') 44 2 6.2 D 80
('mental'	'health') 37 1 5.8 D 79

Table	A.19:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('assault'	'weapon') 33 0 5.9 D 127 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 14 27 6.2 R 7
('second'	'amend') 59 67 6.9 R 50 ('presid'	'unit'	'state') 0 21 13.8 R 5
('gun'	'violenc') 64 1 10.6 D 47 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 2 10 4.4 R 4
('elementari'	'school') 23 0 4.1 D 42 ('right'	'self'	'defens') 1 8 4.1 R 1
('gun'	'right') 42 1 6.7 D 38 ('and'	'i'	'believ') 0 6 3.9 R 1
('unit'	'state') 73 108 17.8 R 36
('year'	'old') 44 2 6.2 D 35
('white'	'hous') 5 19 7.4 R 28
('mental'	'health') 37 1 5.8 D 27
('i'	'm') 26 36 5.4 R 26
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Table	A.20:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('assault'	'weapon') 33 0 5.9 D 59 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 14 27 6.2 R 10
('second'	'amend') 59 67 6.9 R 56 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 2 10 4.4 R 6
('gun'	'violenc') 64 1 10.6 D 52 ('class'	'action'	'lawsuit') 0 6 3.9 R 2
('mental'	'health') 37 1 5.8 D 51
('gun'	'right') 42 1 6.7 D 37
('elementari'	'school') 23 0 4.1 D 30
('year'	'old') 44 2 6.2 D 26
('last'	'year') 9 19 4.8 R 15
('i'	'm') 26 36 5.4 R 14
('amend'	'right') 14 29 7.2 R 10

2016

Table	A.21:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'gun'	u'violenc') 481 25 169.1 	D (u'victim'	u'gun'	u'violenc') 84 0 35.1 	D
(u'background'	u'check') 352 39 101.3 	D (u'bill'	u'1217'	'h') 80 0 33.4 	D
(u'moment'	u'silenc') 123 1 50.0 	D (u'1217'	'h'	'r') 80 0 33.4 	D
(u'victim'	u'gun') 84 0 35.1 	D ('h'	'r'	u'1217') 80 0 33.4 	D
(u'1217'	'h') 80 0 33.4 	D (u'hous'	u'bill'	u'1217') 80 0 33.4 	D

('r'	u'1217') 80 0 33.4 	D (u'background'	u'check'	
u'legisl')

75 0 31.3 	D

(u'bill'	u'1217') 80 0 33.4 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 147 29 31.0 	D
('i'	u'ask') 103 9 32.1 	D ('r'	u'1217'	u'bipartisan') 74 0 30.9 	D
(u'check'	u'legisl') 75 0 31.3 	D ('i'	u'ask'	u'unanim') 73 0 30.5 	D
(u'hous'	u'floor') 84 3 31.2 	D (u'ask'	u'unanim'	u'consent') 73 0 30.5 	D
(u'hous'	u'bill') 147 29 31.0 	D (u'bring'	u'href'	u'bill') 71 0 29.6 	D

('h'	'r') 147 29 31.0 	D (u'expand'	u'background'	
u'check')

83 4 29.6 	D

(u'1217'	u'bipartisan') 74 0 30.9 	D (u'bipartisan'	u'expand'	
u'background')

68 0 28.4 	D

(u'ask'	u'unanim') 73 0 30.5 	D (u'1217'	u'bipartisan'	
u'expand')

68 0 28.4 	D

(u'unanim'	u'consent') 73 0 30.5 	D (u'consent'	u'bring'	u'href') 68 0 28.4 	D

(u'bring'	u'href') 71 0 29.6 	D (u'unanim'	u'consent'	u'bring') 68 0 28.4 	D

(u'expand'	u'background') 83 4 29.6 	D (u'check'	u'legisl'	u'honor') 65 0 27.1 	D
(u'consent'	u'bring') 68 0 28.4 	D (u'speaker'	'i'	u'ask') 68 1 27.0 	D
(u'bipartisan'	u'expand') 68 0 28.4 	D (u'never'	u'receiv'	u'moment') 63 0 26.3 	D
(u'never'	u'receiv') 67 0 28.0 	D (u'bill'	u'114th'	u'congress') 158 41 26.2 	D

Table	A.22:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post	

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('gun'	'control') 33 72 9.2 R 715 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 27 61 8.3 R 71
('second'	'amend') 99 140 6.0 R 367 ('gun'	'control'	'law') 1 12 5.0 R 41

('u'	's') 47 71 3.9 R 298 ('expand'	'background'	'check') 83 4 29.6 D 38

('background'	'check') 352 39 101.3 D 275 ('terrorist'	'watch'	'list') 43 11 7.2 D 37

('white'	'hous') 2 26 11.1 R 260 ('background'	'check'	'system') 43 3 14.2 D 34

('suprem'	'court') 10 30 5.9 R 249 ('univers'	'background'	'check')
17 2 4.8 D 27

('mass'	'shoot') 74 21 11.1 D 242 ('reduc'	'gun'	'violenc') 22 2 6.8 D 26
('gun'	'violenc') 481 25 169.1 D 227 ('right'	'keep'	'bear') 3 19 6.4 R 24
('hillari'	'clinton') 0 13 6.9 R 225 ('keep'	'bear'	'arm') 3 29 11.5 R 24
('unit'	'state') 87 130 6.8 R 225 ('law'	'abid'	'american') 1 25 11.8 R 18
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Table	A.23:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('gun'	'control') 33 72 9.2 R 552 ('expand'	'background'	'check') 83 4 29.6 D 49

('second'	'amend') 99 140 6.0 R 300 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 27 61 8.3 R 43
('mass'	'shoot') 74 21 11.1 D 266 ('gun'	'control'	'law') 1 12 5.0 R 32
('hillari'	'clinton') 0 13 6.9 R 264 ('terrorist'	'watch'	'list') 43 11 7.2 D 16
('gun'	'violenc') 481 25 169.1 D 262 ('washington'	'd'	'c') 1 17 7.6 R 13
('assault'	'weapon') 34 4 9.6 D 191 ('gun'	'violenc'	'prevent') 37 0 15.4 D 10
('unit'	'state') 87 130 6.8 R 176 ('victim'	'gun'	'violenc') 84 0 35.1 D 9
('background'	'check') 352 39 101.3 D 157 ('peopl'	'terrorist'	'watch') 10 0 4.2 D 8
('presid'	'obama') 29 51 4.2 R 156 ('reduc'	'gun'	'violenc') 22 2 6.8 D 8

('white'	'hous') 2 26 11.1 R 151 ('univers'	'background'	'check') 17 2 4.8 D 8

Table	A.24:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('gun'	'control') 33 72 9.2 R 145 ('second'	'amend'	'right') 27 61 8.3 R 17

('second'	'amend') 99 140 6.0 R 106 ('expand'	'background'	'check') 83 4 29.6 D 11

('background'	'check') 352 39 101.3 D 86 ('background'	'check'	'system') 43 3 14.2 D 10

('hillari'	'clinton') 0 13 6.9 R 71 ('victim'	'gun'	'violenc') 84 0 35.1 D 7
('suprem'	'court') 10 30 5.9 R 68 ('gun'	'control'	'law') 1 12 5.0 R 6

('u'	's') 47 71 3.9 R 65 ('univers'	'background'	'check') 17 2 4.8 D 6

('presid'	'obama') 29 51 4.2 R 62 ('keep'	'gun'	'hand') 30 1 11.2 D 4
('gun'	'violenc') 481 25 169.1 D 46 ('pass'	'background'	'check') 16 0 6.7 D 4
('white'	'hous') 2 26 11.1 R 44 ('terrorist'	'watch'	'list') 43 11 7.2 D 3
('mass'	'shoot') 74 21 11.1 D 41 ('feder'	'background'	'check') 11 0 4.6 D 3
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Appendix	B

Abortion:	Detailed	Statistical	Results	of	Partisan	Phrases

The	columns	are	labelled	with	the	following	abbreviations:

dem(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	Democrats

rep(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	Republicans

chi	=	the	chi-squared	value	assigned	to	the	phrase

party	=	the	party	designation	of	the	phrase	based	on	chi-squared	analysis	and	relative	frequency	of	use

Post(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	the	Washington	Post

Globe(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	the	Boston	Globe

USA(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	USA	Today

1996

Table	B.1:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'104th'	u'congress') 2098 607 819.8 	D (u'bill'	u'104th'	u'congress') 2061 590 811.7 	D

(u'bill'	u'104th') 2061 590 811.7 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'104th') 2061 590 811.7 	D

(u'href'	u'bill') 2061 590 811.7 	D (u'104th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 2017 584 787.7 	D

(u'congress'	u'hous') 2017 587 784.6 	D
(u'congress'	u'hous'	

u'resolut')
901 209 408.0 	D

('n'	'a') 658 0 529.5 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 1010 348 341.3 	D

(u'hous'	u'resolut') 905 212 407.4 	D (u'open'	'n'	'a') 178 0 143.3 	D

('h'	u'res') 900 209 407.3 	D (u'pre'	u'print'	u'get') 167 0 134.4 	D

('h'	'r') 1011 328 360.3 	D ('n'	'a'	u'appropri') 144 0 115.9 	D

(u'hous'	u'bill') 1017 350 344.0 	D (u'waiv'	u'point'	u'order') 138 4 103.5 	D

(u'monasteri'	u'arrest') 0 457 191.6 	R (u'print'	u'get'	u'prioriti') 128 0 103.0 	D

(u'pre'	u'print') 228 1 181.5 	D (u'prison'	u'current'	u'held') 0 243 101.9 	R

(u'make'	u'order') 217 3 168.8 	D (u'year'	u'prison'	u'current') 0 242 101.4 	R

(u'waiv'	'cl') 206 0 165.8 	D (u'current'	u'held'	u'drapchi') 0 232 97.3 	R

(u'current'	u'held') 0 356 149.2 	R (u'held'	u'drapchi'	u'prison') 0 231 96.8 	R

(u'open'	'n') 178 0 143.2 	D (u'partial'	u'birth'	u'abort') 72 432 91.8 	R

(u'rule'	u'xxi') 177 1 140.5 	D (u'waiv'	'cl'	'2') 92 0 74.0 	D

(u'print'	u'get') 173 0 139.2 	D (u'act'	u'href'	u'bill') 101 6 70.3 	D

(u'point'	u'order') 189 7 138.9 	D ('95'	u'href'	u'bill') 0 157 65.8 	R

('a'	u'monk') 0 316 132.5 	R ('6'	u'rule'	u'xxi') 78 0 62.8 	D

('a'	u'appropri') 144 0 115.9 	D (u'amend'	u'href'	u'bill') 81 3 59.5 	D

Table	B.2:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('washington'	'post') 3 25 6.5 R 1865 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 69 46 9.0 D 136

('i'	'think') 109 225 6.9 R 556 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 72 432 91.8 R 121

('u'	's') 229 238 5.6 D 511 ('world'	'war'	'ii') 4 30 7.4 R 64

('a'	'section') 5 0 4.0 D 493 ('contract'	'with'	'america') 20 5 8.6 D 45

('presid'	'clinton') 39 100 6.4 R 484 ('nation'	'right'	'life') 0 12 5.0 R 44

('balanc'	'budget') 50 34 6.2 D 311 ('presid'	'clinton'	'veto') 5 23 3.9 R 31

('year'	'old') 7 57 14.7 R 268 ('30'	'p'	'm') 6 0 4.8 D 28

('bill'	'clinton') 3 48 15.8 R 244 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 39 11 15.5 D 28

('said'	'i') 1 32 11.9 R 240 ('line'	'item'	'veto') 19 2 11.8 D 25

('dole'	'campaign') 6 0 4.8 D 218 ('balanc'	'budget'	'plan') 8 0 6.4 D 24

Table	B.3:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('i'	'think') 109 225 6.9 R 392 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 69 46 9.0 D 97

('presid'	'clinton') 39 100 6.4 R 317 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 72 432 91.8 R 47

('health'	'care') 134 58 35.6 D 237 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 39 11 15.5 D 43

('year'	'old') 7 57 14.7 R 227 ('world'	'war'	'ii') 4 30 7.4 R 37

('last'	'night') 1 20 6.9 R 171 ('presid'	'clinton'	'veto') 5 23 3.9 R 27

('said'	'i') 1 32 11.9 R 166 ('30'	'p'	'm') 6 0 4.8 D 25

('support'	'abort') 3 23 5.7 R 132 ('confer'	'cathol'	'bishop') 0 10 4.2 R 18

('late'	'term') 78 57 8.1 D 114 ('nation'	'confer'	'cathol') 0 10 4.2 R 17

('bill'	'clinton') 3 48 15.8 R 112 ('nation'	'right'	'life') 0 12 5.0 R 15

('balanc'	'budget') 50 34 6.2 D 112 ('wall'	'street'	'journal') 0 13 5.4 R 9
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Table	B.4:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('u'	's') 229 238 5.6 D 422 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 72 432 91.8 R 68

('presid'	'clinton') 39 100 6.4 R 357 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 69 46 9.0 D 61

('year'	'old') 7 57 14.7 R 205 ('world'	'war'	'ii') 4 30 7.4 R 34

('i'	'think') 109 225 6.9 R 200 ('the'	'white'	'hous') 13 3 5.9 D 17

('bill'	'clinton') 3 48 15.8 R 171 ('presid'	'clinton'	'veto') 5 23 3.9 R 15

('balanc'	'budget') 50 34 6.2 D 136 ('nation'	'right'	'life') 0 12 5.0 R 14

('dole'	'campaign') 6 0 4.8 D 118 ('birth'	'abort'	'ban') 19 66 7.8 R 12

('bill'	'would') 40 28 4.6 D 93 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 39 11 15.5 D 11

('health'	'care') 134 58 35.6 D 91 ('nation'	'confer'	'cathol') 0 10 4.2 R 9

('support'	'abort') 3 23 5.7 R 82 ('confer'	'cathol'	'bishop') 0 10 4.2 R 9

2000

Table	B.5:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'confer'	u'agreement')1 695 182.8 	R ('the'	u'confer'	u'agreement') 0 595 157.9 	R

(u'000'	u'000') 0 676 179.4 	R
(u'confer'	u'agreement'	

u'includ')
0 464 123.2 	R

('the'	u'confer') 6 596 148.0 	R (u'senat'	u'report'	u'amend') 0 347 92.1 	R

(u'reproduct'	u'health') 82 12 130.4 	D (u'unit'	u'state'	u'code') 0 276 73.3 	R

(u'senat'	u'report') 0 489 129.8 	R ('mr'	u'chairman'	'i') 121 94 71.6 	D

(u'agreement'	u'includ')0 466 123.7 	R (u'intern'	u'famili'	u'plan') 43 11 57.3 	D

('the'	u'deleg') 52 0 105.7 	D (u'propos'	u'hous'	u'bill') 0 198 52.6 	R

(u'young'	u'women') 78 20 103.9 	D (u'late'	u'term'	u'abort') 39 10 51.9 	D

(u'famili'	u'plan') 197 174 98.6 	D (u'chairman'	'i'	u'rise') 60 33 50.5 	D

('mr'	u'chairman') 194 172 96.6 	D (u'school'	u'base'	u'health') 29 3 49.5 	D

('i'	u'rise') 137 92 95.6 	D ('mr'	u'speaker'	'i') 141 156 49.0 	D

(u'report'	u'amend') 0 348 92.4 	R (u'propos'	u'senat'	u'report') 0 180 47.8 	R

(u'health'	u'care') 134 93 90.3 	D (u'titl'	'10'	u'unit') 0 179 47.5 	R

(u'right'	u'choos') 75 26 86.6 	D ('10'	u'unit'	u'state') 0 179 47.5 	R

('the'	u'secretari') 0 286 75.9 	R (u'106th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 150 176 46.6 	D

(u'state'	u'code') 0 276 73.3 	R
(u'reproduct'	u'health'	

u'care')
26 2 46.4 	D

(u'fiscal'	u'year') 27 427 72.6 	R (u'state'	u'code'	u'amend') 0 169 44.9 	R

(u'debt'	u'relief') 35 0 71.1 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 139 162 43.7 	D

(u'anti'	u'choic') 35 0 71.1 	D
(u'reproduct'	u'health'	

u'servic')
26 3 43.5 	D

(u'chairman'	'i') 121 95 70.7 	D ('ho'	u'chi'	u'minh') 21 1 39.4 	D

Table	B.6:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('u'	's') 291 395 65.1 D 722 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 58 100 6.2 D 158

('suprem'	'court') 69 77 23.6 D 512 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 54 43 31.0 D 118

('health'	'care') 134 93 90.3 D 470 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 36 14 38.9 D 64

('social'	'secur') 14 110 10.9 R 330 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 39 10 51.9 D 59

('ru'	'486') 22 5 30.7 D 325 ('call'	'partial'	'birth') 8 3 8.8 D 55

('unit'	'state') 238 902 13.8 R 297 ('suprem'	'court'	'justic') 6 1 9.2 D 38

('year'	'ago') 40 43 14.7 D 295 ('suprem'	'court'	'decis') 6 4 4.2 D 38

('we'	're') 7 2 8.9 D 186 ('intern'	'famili'	'plan') 43 11 57.3 D 32

('d'	'c') 22 15 15.1 D 184 ('health'	'care'	'plan') 6 4 4.2 D 26

('i'	'know') 31 37 9.3 D 175 ('health'	'care'	'coverag') 5 1 7.3 D 19

Table	B.7:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('suprem'	'court') 69 77 23.6 D 290 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 54 43 31.0 D 103

('health'	'care') 134 93 90.3 D 235 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 58 100 6.2 D 91

('year'	'ago') 40 43 14.7 D 189 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 36 14 38.9 D 47

('o'	'connor') 1 45 10.3 R 166 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 39 10 51.9 D 41

('ru'	'486') 22 5 30.7 D 161 ('suprem'	'court'	'justic') 6 1 9.2 D 35

('social'	'secur') 14 110 10.9 R 154 ('suprem'	'court'	'decis') 6 4 4.2 D 31

('unit'	'state') 238 902 13.8 R 135 ('health'	'care'	'plan') 6 4 4.2 D 26

('v'	'wade') 54 43 31.0 D 103 ('call'	'partial'	'birth') 8 3 8.8 D 26

('roe'	'v') 54 43 31.0 D 103 ('cardin'	'o'	'connor') 0 15 4.0 R 24

('i'	'know') 31 37 9.3 D 100 ('ban'	'late'	'term') 5 1 7.3 D 18
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Table	B.8:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('u'	's') 291 395 65.1 D 218 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 58 100 6.2 D 53

('suprem'	'court') 69 77 23.6 D 215 ('suprem'	'court'	'justic') 6 1 9.2 D 28

('o'	'connor') 1 45 10.3 R 168 ('call'	'partial'	'birth') 8 3 8.8 D 24

('social'	'secur') 14 110 10.9 R 166 ('health'	'care'	'plan') 6 4 4.2 D 21

('health'	'care') 134 93 90.3 D 121 ('u'	's'	'hous') 4 1 5.4 D 18

('year'	'ago') 40 43 14.7 D 77 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 36 14 38.9 D 17

('anti'	'abort') 10 1 17.2 D 66 ('suprem'	'court'	'decis') 6 4 4.2 D 10

('i'	'know') 31 37 9.3 D 60 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 39 10 51.9 D 8

('i'	'believ') 64 57 31.6 D 53 ('approv'	'ru'	'486') 4 1 5.4 D 7

('unit'	'state') 238 902 13.8 R 50 ('right'	'choos'	'abort') 7 1 11.2 D 6

2004

Table	B.9:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'birth'	u'abort') 108 408 63.8 	R (u'partial'	u'birth'	u'abort') 108 407 63.4 	R

(u'partial'	u'birth') 120 409 56.0 	R (u'108th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 211 130 23.6 	D

(u'district'	u'columbia') 66 2 42.6 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'108th') 234 153 22.7 	D

(u'human'	u'life') 4 88 33.2 	R (u'bill'	u'108th'	u'congress') 234 153 22.7 	D

(u'pregnant'	u'women') 77 16 31.0 	D (u'call'	u'partial'	u'birth') 42 5 21.5 	D

(u'right'	u'choos') 75 16 29.7 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 197 123 21.4 	D

(u'life'	u'health') 44 1 29.0 	D (u'life'	u'health'	u'mother') 32 1 20.6 	D

(u'human'	u'embryo') 10 95 28.7 	R ('with'	u'addit'	u'letter') 24 0 16.8 	D

(u'reproduct'	u'health') 45 2 28.0 	D (u'hatch'	u'feinstein'	u'bill') 0 35 15.5 	R

(u'mental'	u'health') 53 6 27.5 	D
(u'american'	u'colleg'	

u'obstetrician')
21 0 14.7 	D

(u'chamber'	u'commerc')39 0 27.2 	D
(u'colleg'	u'obstetrician'	

u'gynecologist')
21 0 14.7 	D

(u'women'	u'health') 53 9 23.7 	D (u'preserv'	u'life'	u'health') 20 0 14.0 	D

(u'congress'	u'hous') 212 132 23.2 	D (u'hous'	u'bill'	u'1997') 36 8 13.9 	D

(u'unborn'	u'children') 0 52 23.1 	R (u'1997'	'h'	'r') 36 8 13.9 	D

('by'	'mr') 33 0 23.1 	D (u'bill'	u'1997'	'h') 36 8 13.9 	D

(u'href'	u'bill') 234 153 22.7 	D ('h'	'r'	u'1997') 36 8 13.9 	D

(u'bill'	u'108th') 234 153 22.7 	D (u'ban'	u'partial'	u'birth') 9 56 13.6 	R

(u'american'	u'colleg') 32 0 22.4 	D (u'abort'	u'ban'	u'act') 4 43 13.6 	R

(u'young'	u'peopl') 41 4 22.2 	D (u'stenberg'	'v'	u'carhart') 30 5 13.5 	D

(u'woman'	u'right') 61 15 22.1 	D (u'john'	u'paul'	'ii') 0 30 13.3 	R

Table	B.10:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('new'	'york') 35 20 4.6 D 383 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 108 407 63.4 R 124

('suprem'	'court') 186 138 12.5 D 343 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 70 54 4.1 D 118

('stem'	'cell') 51 112 6.3 R 284 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 49 26 7.5 D 51

('health'	'care') 95 54 12.7 D 222 ('call'	'partial'	'birth') 42 5 21.5 D 41

('tax'	'cut') 17 4 6.3 D 181 ('john'	'paul'	'ii') 0 30 13.3 R 39

('bush'	'administr') 25 6 9.2 D 159 ('birth'	'abort'	'ban') 30 81 7.5 R 37

('o'	'connor') 7 0 4.9 D 156 ('abort'	'ban'	'act') 4 43 13.6 R 28

('partial'	'birth') 120 409 56.0 R 145 ('pope'	'john'	'paul') 0 20 8.9 R 25

('birth'	'abort') 108 408 63.8 R 126 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 41 14 11.3 D 24

('v'	'wade') 70 55 3.8 D 118 ('presid'	'unit'	'state') 1 12 3.9 R 22

Table	B.11:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('new'	'york') 35 20 4.6 D 696 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 70 54 4.1 D 60

('stem'	'cell') 51 112 6.3 R 353 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 108 407 63.4 R 60

('suprem'	'court') 186 138 12.5 D 178 ('separ'	'church'	'state') 0 17 7.5 R 26

('health'	'care') 95 54 12.7 D 119 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 49 26 7.5 D 20

('new'	'hampshir') 25 0 17.5 D 117 ('presid'	'unit'	'state') 1 12 3.9 R 18

('bush'	'administr') 25 6 9.2 D 112 ('call'	'partial'	'birth') 42 5 21.5 D 16

('tax'	'cut') 17 4 6.3 D 85 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 41 14 11.3 D 16

('partial'	'birth') 120 409 56.0 R 63 ('second'	'trimest'	'abort') 13 1 7.4 D 15

('v'	'wade') 70 55 3.8 D 60 ('birth'	'abort'	'ban') 30 81 7.5 R 13

('roe'	'v') 70 54 4.1 D 60 ('john'	'paul'	'ii') 0 30 13.3 R 11
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Table	B.12:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('stem'	'cell') 51 112 6.3 R 209 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 108 407 63.4 R 26

('new'	'york') 35 20 4.6 D 168 ('separ'	'church'	'state') 0 17 7.5 R 13

('suprem'	'court') 186 138 12.5 D 151 ('call'	'partial'	'birth') 42 5 21.5 D 9

('o'	'connor') 7 0 4.9 D 99 ('presid'	'unit'	'state') 1 12 3.9 R 8

('health'	'care') 95 54 12.7 D 69 ('pope'	'john'	'paul') 0 20 8.9 R 8

('new'	'mexico') 28 7 10.0 D 66 ('john'	'paul'	'ii') 0 30 13.3 R 8

('new'	'hampshir') 25 0 17.5 D 62 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 49 26 7.5 D 7

('north'	'carolina') 21 0 14.7 D 58 ('birth'	'abort'	'ban') 30 81 7.5 R 6

('tax'	'cut') 17 4 6.3 D 56 ('martin'	'luther'	'king') 0 12 5.3 R 5

('ronald'	'reagan') 2 21 6.6 R 52 ('unit'	'nation'	'popul') 11 1 6.1 D 4

2008

Table	B.13:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'father'	u'drinan') 66 0 255.1 	D (u'global'	u'gag'	u'rule') 13 2 40.7 	D

(u'food'	u'bank') 24 0 92.8 	D
(u'prevent'	u'unintend'	

u'pregnanc')
6 0 23.2 	D

(u'unintend'	u'pregnanc')24 0 92.8 	D (u'spread'	u'hiv'	u'aid') 6 0 23.2 	D

(u'robert'	u'drinan') 13 0 50.2 	D (u'reduc'	u'number'	u'abort') 6 0 23.2 	D

(u'gag'	u'rule') 15 2 48.3 	D (u'area'	u'food'	u'bank') 6 0 23.2 	D

(u'around'	u'world') 18 6 45.0 	D (u'low'	u'incom'	u'women') 5 0 19.3 	D

(u'famili'	u'plan') 53 71 44.7 	D (u'capit'	u'area'	u'food') 5 0 19.3 	D

(u'boston'	u'colleg') 11 0 42.5 	D
(u'reproduct'	u'health'	

u'care')
7 2 18.6 	D

(u'reduc'	u'number') 11 0 42.5 	D (u'stem'	u'cell'	u'research') 15 16 16.7 	D

('mr'	u'speaker') 32 502 40.8 	R (u'chairman'	'i'	u'rise') 10 7 16.5 	D

(u'global'	u'gag') 13 2 40.7 	D ('i'	u'rise'	u'today') 10 7 16.5 	D

(u'access'	u'contracept')10 0 38.6 	D (u'rise'	u'today'	u'strong') 4 0 15.5 	n

(u'bill'	u'provid') 10 0 38.6 	D (u'billion'	u'presid'	u'request') 4 0 15.5 	n

(u'palestinian'	u'author')9 0 34.8 	D (u'reduc'	u'need'	u'abort') 4 0 15.5 	n

('u'	's') 38 48 34.6 	D
(u'georgetown'	u'univers'	

u'law')
4 0 15.5 	n

(u'hiv'	u'aid') 23 18 34.6 	D ('the'	u'hous'	u'bill') 4 0 15.5 	n

('the'	u'bill') 10 1 33.7 	D (u'penc'	u'amend'	u'would') 4 0 15.5 	n

(u'presid'	u'request') 10 2 29.5 	D
(u'reproduct'	u'health'	

u'servic')
4 0 15.5 	n

(u'develop'	u'countri') 10 2 29.5 	D (u'percent'	u'last'	u'year') 4 0 15.5 	n

(u'holi'	u'apostl') 7 0 27.1 	D ('u'	's'	u'repres') 4 0 15.5 	n

Table	B.14:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('u'	's') 38 48 34.6 D 395 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 2 93 12.9 R 59

('i'	'm') 14 17 13.4 D 355 ('stem'	'cell'	'research') 15 16 16.7 D 53

('i'	'think') 13 131 6.0 R 321 ('reduc'	'number'	'abort') 6 0 23.2 D 10

('suprem'	'court') 1 75 11.4 R 221 ('sexual'	'transmit'	'diseas') 3 2 5.1 D 5

('new'	'york') 11 4 26.5 D 212 ('low'	'incom'	'women') 5 0 19.3 D 4

('health'	'care') 25 28 26.4 D 191 ('intern'	'famili'	'plan') 5 3 9.2 D 3

('unit'	'state') 15 144 6.0 R 179
('prevent'	'unintend'	

'pregnanc')
6 0 23.2 D 3

('presid'	'bush') 8 13 5.0 D 160 ('global'	'gag'	'rule') 13 2 40.7 D 2

('last'	'year') 14 19 11.6 D 150 ('famili'	'plan'	'servic') 7 6 9.7 D 2

('i'	've') 6 9 4.3 D 109 ('health'	'care'	'servic') 4 2 8.2 D 2

Table	B.15:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('new'	'york') 11 4 26.5 D 373 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 2 93 12.9 R 42

('i'	'think') 13 131 6.0 R 159 ('stem'	'cell'	'research') 15 16 16.7 D 18

('i'	'm') 14 17 13.4 D 123 ('reduc'	'number'	'abort') 6 0 23.2 D 4

('unit'	'state') 15 144 6.0 R 84 ('famili'	'plan'	'servic') 7 6 9.7 D 3

('i'	've') 6 9 4.3 D 76 ('global'	'gag'	'rule') 13 2 40.7 D 2

('last'	'year') 14 19 11.6 D 59 ('god'	'given'	'respons') 1 45 6.2 R 1

('suprem'	'court') 1 75 11.4 R 58 ('sexual'	'transmit'	'diseas') 3 2 5.1 D 1

('presid'	'bush') 8 13 5.0 D 54 ('creat'	'equal'	'endow') 1 47 6.6 R 1

('said'	'the') 3 52 4.6 R 50 ('equal'	'endow'	'creator') 1 47 6.6 R 1

('high'	'school') 0 22 3.9 R 46
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Table	B.16:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('u'	's') 38 48 34.6 D 325 ('roe'	'v'	'wade') 2 93 12.9 R 54

('suprem'	'court') 1 75 11.4 R 171 ('stem'	'cell'	'research') 15 16 16.7 D 29

('health'	'care') 25 28 26.4 D 124 ('low'	'incom'	'women') 5 0 19.3 D 7

('i'	'm') 14 17 13.4 D 110 ('sexual'	'transmit'	'diseas') 3 2 5.1 D 5

('i'	'think') 13 131 6.0 R 109 ('reduc'	'number'	'abort') 6 0 23.2 D 2

('new'	'york') 11 4 26.5 D 92 ('due'	'process'	'law') 1 44 6.0 R 2

('presid'	'bush') 8 13 5.0 D 88 ('plan'	'parenthood'	'provid') 3 2 5.1 D 2

('last'	'year') 14 19 11.6 D 70 ('health'	'care'	'servic') 4 2 8.2 D 1

('unit'	'state') 15 144 6.0 R 60 ('u'	's'	'fund') 5 2 11.5 D 1

('roe'	'v') 2 94 13.1 R 54 ('global'	'gag'	'rule') 13 2 40.7 D 1

2012

Table	B.17:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'district'	u'columbia') 216 23 128.6 	D (u'afford'	u'care'	u'act') 79 14 39.3 	D

(u'famili'	u'plan') 152 19 86.4 	D (u'112th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 216 131 31.7 	D

(u'women'	u'health') 139 16 81.0 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'112th') 216 132 31.2 	D

(u'creat'	u'job') 82 4 56.4 	D (u'bill'	u'112th'	u'congress') 216 132 31.2 	D

('mr'	u'speaker') 106 388 51.6 	R (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 212 130 30.4 	D

(u'titl'	'x') 126 34 49.3 	D (u'access'	u'health'	u'care') 39 2 26.7 	D

(u'care'	u'act') 92 15 47.5 	D ('h'	'r'	'3') 106 49 24.4 	D

(u'health'	u'care') 426 295 46.4 	D (u'bill'	'3'	'h') 106 49 24.4 	D

('this'	u'bill') 97 19 46.0 	D ('3'	'h'	'r') 106 49 24.4 	D

(u'reproduct'	u'health') 58 0 45.0 	D (u'hous'	u'bill'	'3') 106 49 24.4 	D

(u'afford'	u'care') 82 14 41.5 	D (u'opposit'	u'href'	u'bill') 32 1 23.0 	D

(u'women'	u'access') 52 1 38.5 	D (u'women'	u'health'	u'care') 28 0 21.7 	D

(u'attack'	u'women') 49 0 38.0 	D (u'low'	u'incom'	u'women') 26 0 20.2 	D

(u'home'	u'rule') 49 0 38.0 	D (u'famili'	u'plan'	u'program') 26 0 20.2 	D

(u'american'	u'women') 52 2 36.7 	D (u'rise'	u'strong'	u'opposit') 26 0 20.2 	D

(u'cancer'	u'screen') 53 3 35.7 	D (u'home'	u'rule'	u'act') 24 0 18.6 	D

(u'repeal'	u'obamacar') 0 84 35.7 	R (u'afford'	u'health'	u'care') 26 1 18.3 	D

(u'million'	u'women') 50 2 35.1 	D
(u'reproduct'	u'health'	

u'care')
23 0 17.9 	D

(u'women'	u'famili') 47 1 34.6 	D (u'titl'	'x'	u'fund') 28 4 15.2 	D

(u'hous'	u'bill') 217 130 32.6 	D (u'358'	'h'	'r') 51 20 14.3 	D

Table	B.18:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post	

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('health'	'care') 426 295 46.4 D 395 ('i'	'm'	'go') 6 30 5.7 R 46

('i'	'm') 49 135 10.9 R 369 ('health'	'care'	'reform') 19 3 9.9 D 41

('i'	'think') 56 134 7.6 R 359 ('case'	'rape'	'incest') 17 4 7.3 D 35

('birth'	'control') 47 10 21.4 D 276 ('sex'	'select'	'abort') 15 44 4.1 R 35

('suprem'	'court') 25 67 5.1 R 218 ('health'	'human'	'servic') 4 24 5.3 R 33

('unit'	'state') 86 196 9.6 R 208 ('afford'	'care'	'act') 79 14 39.3 D 33

('year'	'ago') 13 40 4.0 R 203 ('low'	'incom'	'women') 26 0 20.2 D 25

('social'	'issu') 9 0 7.0 D 194 ('women'	'reproduct'	'right') 9 1 5.3 D 16

('white'	'hous') 8 37 6.5 R 192 ('presid'	'unit'	'state') 3 41 13.2 R 14

('tea'	'parti') 31 11 9.7 D 179 ('use'	'birth'	'control') 8 0 6.2 D 14

Table	B.19:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('health'	'care') 426 295 46.4 D 236 ('i'	'm'	'go') 6 30 5.7 R 34

('birth'	'control') 47 10 21.4 D 182 ('health'	'care'	'reform') 19 3 9.9 D 27

('i'	'm') 49 135 10.9 R 177 ('case'	'rape'	'incest') 17 4 7.3 D 21

('i'	'think') 56 134 7.6 R 157 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 20 3 10.7 D 19

('tea'	'parti') 31 11 9.7 D 130 ('afford'	'care'	'act') 79 14 39.3 D 16

('suprem'	'court') 25 67 5.1 R 108 ('access'	'birth'	'control') 6 0 4.7 D 12

('social'	'issu') 9 0 7.0 D 100 ('health'	'human'	'servic') 4 24 5.3 R 11

('year'	'ago') 13 40 4.0 R 76 ('feder'	'fund'	'abort') 44 33 3.9 D 9

('white'	'hous') 8 37 6.5 R 67 ('women'	'reproduct'	'right') 9 1 5.3 D 8

('unit'	'state') 86 196 9.6 R 57 ('wage'	'war'	'women') 5 0 3.9 D 8
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Table	B.20:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('health'	'care') 426 295 46.4 D 93 ('afford'	'care'	'act') 79 14 39.3 D 12

('suprem'	'court') 25 67 5.1 R 70 ('women'	'reproduct'	'right') 9 1 5.3 D 11

('birth'	'control') 47 10 21.4 D 63 ('low'	'incom'	'women') 26 0 20.2 D 11

('white'	'hous') 8 37 6.5 R 51 ('case'	'rape'	'incest') 17 4 7.3 D 7

('i'	'm') 49 135 10.9 R 49 ('access'	'birth'	'control') 6 0 4.7 D 5

('i'	'think') 56 134 7.6 R 48 ('the'	'feder'	'govern') 0 10 4.3 R 5

('year'	'ago') 13 40 4.0 R 43 ('women'	'health'	'care') 28 0 21.7 D 5

('middl'	'class') 32 8 13.2 D 33
('american'	'congress'	

'obstetrician')
5 0 3.9 D 4

('unit'	'state') 86 196 9.6 R 33 ('victim'	'rape'	'incest') 5 0 3.9 D 4

('famili'	'plan') 152 19 86.4 D 29 ('middl'	'class'	'famili') 5 0 3.9 D 4

2016

Table	B.21:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

('a'	u'bill') 202 0 157.7 	D (u'bill'	u'114th'	u'congress') 409 121 150.6 	D

(u'114th'	u'congress') 413 123 151.3 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'114th') 409 121 150.6 	D

(u'bill'	u'114th') 409 121 150.6 	D (u'114th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 401 119 147.3 	D

(u'href'	u'bill') 409 121 150.6 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 346 106 123.9 	D

(u'congress'	u'hous') 403 120 147.6 	D ('a'	u'bill'	u'amend') 89 0 69.5 	D

('by'	'mr') 166 0 129.6 	D (u'committe'	u'concern'	'by') 60 0 46.8 	D

(u'hous'	u'bill') 348 107 124.2 	D (u'case'	u'consider'	u'provis') 60 0 46.8 	D

('h'	'r') 345 106 123.2 	D
(u'within'	u'jurisdict'	

u'committe')
60 0 46.8 	D

(u'purpos'	u'committe') 114 0 89.0 	D
(u'determin'	u'speaker'	

u'case')
60 0 46.8 	D

(u'health'	u'care') 238 94 66.9 	D (u'provis'	u'fall'	u'within') 60 0 46.8 	D

(u'bill'	u'amend') 93 4 65.2 	D
(u'speaker'	u'case'	

u'consider')
60 0 46.8 	D

(u'determin'	u'speaker')60 0 46.8 	D
(u'period'	u'subsequ'	

u'determin')
60 0 46.8 	D

(u'committe'	u'concern')60 0 46.8 	D (u'fall'	u'within'	u'jurisdict') 60 0 46.8 	D

(u'jurisdict'	u'committe')60 0 46.8 	D (u'consider'	u'provis'	u'fall') 60 0 46.8 	D

(u'case'	u'consider') 60 0 46.8 	D
(u'jurisdict'	u'committe'	

u'concern')
60 0 46.8 	D

(u'subsequ'	u'determin')60 0 46.8 	D
(u'subsequ'	u'determin'	

u'speaker')
60 0 46.8 	D

(u'addit'	u'committe') 60 0 46.8 	D (u'committe'	u'way'	u'mean') 55 0 42.9 	D

(u'concern'	'by') 60 0 46.8 	D
(u'committe'	u'energi'	

u'commerc')
50 4 32.0 	D

(u'fall'	u'within') 60 0 46.8 	D (u'concern'	'by'	'mr') 40 0 31.2 	D

(u'speaker'	u'case') 60 0 46.8 	D (u'bill'	u'amend'	u'titl') 40 0 31.2 	D

Table	B.22:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post	

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('suprem'	'court') 88 64 8.6 D 604 ('afford'	'care'	'act') 35 2 23.7 D 42

('i'	'think') 25 63 4.1 R 294 ('whole'	'woman'	'health') 14 0 10.9 D 35

('new'	'york') 47 21 11.4 D 235 ('partial'	'birth'	'abort') 1 13 4.1 R 26

('white'	'hous') 1 18 6.2 R 164 ('fetal'	'tissu'	'research') 5 0 3.9 D 22

('year'	'old') 1 27 10.0 R 158 ('women'	'seek'	'abort') 5 0 3.9 D 20

('abort'	'clinic') 3 21 5.1 R 150 ('center'	'diseas'	'control') 7 0 5.5 D 18

('health'	'care') 238 94 66.9 D 141 ('woman'	'health'	'v') 7 0 5.5 D 16

('presid'	'obama') 5 52 15.2 R 134 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 19 1 13.0 D 16

('d'	'c') 93 56 14.0 D 129 ('protect'	'women'	'health') 14 2 7.7 D 16

('year'	'ago') 12 49 7.5 R 121 ('plan'	'parenthood'	'offici') 0 17 7.2 R 13
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Table	B.23:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('new'	'york') 47 21 11.4 D 202 ('safe'	'legal'	'abort') 24 1 16.9 D 13

('suprem'	'court') 88 64 8.6 D 171 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 19 1 13.0 D 11

('i'	'think') 25 63 4.1 R 118 ('afford'	'care'	'act') 35 2 23.7 D 11

('year'	'old') 1 27 10.0 R 104 ('i'	'know'	'i') 0 11 4.7 R 9

('last'	'week') 5 23 4.0 R 86 ('women'	'reproduct'	'right') 10 0 7.8 D 8

('white'	'hous') 1 18 6.2 R 77 ('rais'	'minimum'	'wage') 5 0 3.9 D 8

('i'	'know') 11 75 17.8 R 72 ('plan'	'parenthood'	'servic') 8 1 4.6 D 8

('presid'	'obama') 5 52 15.2 R 60 ('women'	'health'	'care') 29 18 4.1 D 7

('south'	'carolina') 11 1 6.9 D 59 ('constitut'	'protect'	'right') 15 0 11.7 D 7

('pro'	'life') 6 117 40.9 R 57 ('use'	'birth'	'control') 10 0 7.8 D 7

Table	B.24:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('suprem'	'court') 88 64 8.6 D 118 ('protect'	'women'	'health') 14 2 7.7 D 10

('year'	'old') 1 27 10.0 R 50 ('whole'	'woman'	'health') 14 0 10.9 D 9

('new'	'york') 47 21 11.4 D 37 ('women'	'seek'	'abort') 5 0 3.9 D 9

('abort'	'clinic') 3 21 5.1 R 36 ('afford'	'care'	'act') 35 2 23.7 D 8

('presid'	'obama') 5 52 15.2 R 29 ('woman'	'health'	'v') 7 0 5.5 D 5

('texa'	'law') 18 0 14.0 D 25 ('late'	'term'	'abort') 3 32 9.5 R 3

('south'	'carolina') 11 1 6.9 D 24 ('woman'	'right'	'choos') 19 1 13.0 D 3

('white'	'hous') 1 18 6.2 R 22 ('low'	'incom'	'women') 29 3 17.5 D 3

('year'	'ago') 12 49 7.5 R 20 ('center'	'diseas'	'control') 7 0 5.5 D 3

('last'	'week') 5 23 4.0 R 19 ('taxpay'	'fund'	'abort') 12 40 4.6 R 2
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Appendix	C

Gay	Rights:	Detailed	Statistical	Results	of	Partisan	Phrases

The	columns	are	labelled	with	the	following	abbreviations:

dem(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	Democrats

rep(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	Republicans

chi	=	the	chi-squared	value	assigned	to	the	phrase

party	=	the	party	designation	of	the	phrase	based	on	chi-squared	analysis	and	relative	frequency	of	use

Post(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	the	Washington	Post

Globe(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	the	Boston	Globe

USA(freq)	=	frequency	of	use	by	USA	Today

1996

Table	C.1:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'faith'	u'credit') 48 5 224.7 	D (u'full'	u'faith'	u'credit') 47 5 219.5 	D

(u'full'	u'faith') 47 6 213.8 	D (u'faith'	u'credit'	u'claus') 29 4 130.3 	D

('mr'	u'chairman') 51 25 155.3 	D (u'bill'	u'3396'	'h') 20 2 94.1 	D

(u'feder'	u'govern') 29 2 141.9 	D ('h'	'r'	u'3396') 20 2 94.1 	D

(u'credit'	u'claus') 29 4 130.3 	D (u'3396'	'h'	'r') 20 2 94.1 	D

('this'	u'bill') 22 1 110.9 	D (u'hous'	u'bill'	u'3396') 20 2 94.1 	D

(u'gay'	u'lesbian') 27 6 109.8 	D ('u'	's'	u'constitut') 16 1 78.9 	D

(u'3396'	'h') 20 2 94.1 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 24 11 75.5 	D

('r'	u'3396') 20 2 94.1 	D ('mr'	u'chairman'	'i') 24 14 66.6 	D

(u'bill'	u'3396') 20 2 94.1 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'104th') 25 16 65.6 	D

(u'state'	u'right') 21 3 93.8 	D (u'bill'	u'104th'	u'congress') 25 16 65.6 	D

('s'	u'constitut') 16 1 78.9 	D (u'104th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 24 16 61.4 	D

(u'hous'	u'bill') 24 11 75.5 	D (u'defens'	u'marriag'	u'act') 17 7 56.1 	D

('h'	'r') 24 11 75.5 	D (u'gay'	u'men'	u'lesbian') 10 0 53.5 	D

(u'defens'	u'marriag') 21 7 75.4 	D (u'chairman'	'i'	u'rise') 12 3 47.3 	D

(u'104th'	u'congress') 30 21 74.3 	D (u'public'	u'polici'	u'except') 8 0 42.8 	D

(u'domest'	u'partner') 15 1 73.6 	D ('i'	u'urg'	u'colleagu') 9 1 41.8 	D

(u'gay'	u'men') 17 3 72.9 	D (u'act'	u'record'	u'judici') 7 0 37.4 	D

(u'public'	u'polici') 18 5 68.7 	D (u'record'	u'judici'	u'proceed') 7 0 37.4 	D

(u'bill'	u'104th') 25 16 65.6 	D (u'credit'	u'claus'	'u') 5 0 26.7 	D

Table	C.2:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('sex'	'marriag') 27 23 58.0 D 126 ('gay'	'men'	'lesbian') 10 0 53.5 D 27

('suprem'	'court') 28 24 59.9 D 96 ('defens'	'marriag'	'act') 17 7 56.1 D 14

('gay'	'lesbian') 27 6 109.8 D 74 ('hawaii'	'suprem'	'court') 6 1 26.0 D 9

('gay'	'men') 17 3 72.9 D 73 ('recogn'	'sex'	'marriag') 6 1 26.0 D 9

('sexual'	'orient') 6 4 15.3 D 58 ('u'	's'	'constitut') 16 1 78.9 D 6

('civil'	'right') 6 4 15.3 D 55 ('equal'	'protect'	'claus') 4 1 15.8 D 4

('gay'	'marriag') 6 12 4.9 D 49 ('act'	'record'	'judici') 7 0 37.4 D 2

('health'	'care') 6 4 15.3 D 47 ('constitut'	'full'	'faith') 4 1 15.8 D 2

('world'	'war') 2 60 5.1 R 38 ('equal'	'protect'	'law') 4 1 15.8 D 2

('bill'	'clinton') 0 57 7.9 R 34 ('faith'	'credit'	'claus') 29 4 130.3 D 2

Table	C.3:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('gay'	'lesbian') 27 6 109.8 D 245 ('defens'	'marriag'	'act') 17 7 56.1 D 52

('sex'	'marriag') 27 23 58.0 D 93 ('gay'	'men'	'lesbian') 10 0 53.5 D 14

('gay'	'marriag') 6 12 4.9 D 90 ('hawaii'	'suprem'	'court') 6 1 26.0 D 8

('civil'	'right') 6 4 15.3 D 62 ('equal'	'protect'	'law') 4 1 15.8 D 8

('suprem'	'court') 28 24 59.9 D 58 ('recogn'	'sex'	'marriag') 6 1 26.0 D 6

('defens'	'marriag') 21 7 75.4 D 54 ('equal'	'protect'	'claus') 4 1 15.8 D 5

('marriag'	'act') 18 7 60.9 D 53 ('full'	'faith'	'credit') 47 5 219.5 D 3

('sexual'	'orient') 6 4 15.3 D 42 ('faith'	'credit'	'claus') 29 4 130.3 D 1

('health'	'care') 6 4 15.3 D 41 ('credit'	'claus'	'constitut') 3 2 7.7 D 1

('gay'	'men') 17 3 72.9 D 31 ('i'	'think'	'american') 4 1 15.8 D 1
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Table	C.4:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('suprem'	'court') 28 24 59.9 D 84 ('defens'	'marriag'	'act') 17 7 56.1 D 20

('gay'	'marriag') 6 12 4.9 D 47 ('gay'	'men'	'lesbian') 10 0 53.5 D 5

('civil'	'right') 6 4 15.3 D 41 ('recogn'	'sex'	'marriag') 6 1 26.0 D 4

('sex'	'marriag') 27 23 58.0 D 39 ('equal'	'protect'	'law') 4 1 15.8 D 2

('gay'	'lesbian') 27 6 109.8 D 34 ('peopl'	'die'	'aid') 3 2 7.7 D 1

('marriag'	'act') 18 7 60.9 D 30

('defens'	'marriag') 21 7 75.4 D 20

('bill'	'would') 6 2 21.6 D 18

('everi'	'state') 11 0 58.8 D 17

('human'	'right') 5 10 4.1 D 16

2000

Table	C.5:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'congress'	u'senat') 1 130 43.7 	R (u'congress'	u'senat'	u'bill') 1 130 43.7 	R

(u'senat'	u'bill') 1 130 43.7 	R (u'106th'	u'congress'	u'senat') 1 130 43.7 	R

('u'	u'href') 1 129 43.3 	R ('u'	u'href'	u'bill') 1 129 43.3 	R

(u'establish'	u'claus') 0 114 39.7 	R (u'bill'	u'106th'	u'congress') 8 131 33.8 	R

(u'new'	u'york') 49 10 39.4 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'106th') 8 131 33.8 	R

(u'bill'	u'106th') 8 131 33.8 	R (u'new'	u'york'	u'citi') 20 1 22.0 	D

(u'href'	u'bill') 8 131 33.8 	R
(u'congression'	u'black'	

u'caucus')
14 0 17.1 	D

(u'106th'	u'congress') 9 131 32.4 	R ('u'	's'	u'histori') 9 0 11.0 	D

(u'american'	u'histori') 27 2 28.3 	D (u'world'	u'war'	'ii') 9 0 11.0 	D

(u'law'	u'enforc') 30 4 27.8 	D ('i'	u'urg'	u'colleagu') 9 0 11.0 	D

(u'faith'	u'base') 0 76 26.5 	R (u'hate'	u'crime'	u'legisl') 12 2 10.4 	D

(u'civil'	u'right') 37 11 24.6 	D (u'black'	u'caucus'	u'budget') 8 0 9.7 	D

(u'york'	u'citi') 20 1 22.0 	D (u'declar'	'against'	u'surrend') 8 0 9.7 	D

(u'amadou'	u'diallo') 18 0 21.9 	D (u'top'	u'colleg'	u'univers') 8 0 9.7 	D

(u'care'	u'major') 17 0 20.7 	D (u'faith'	u'base'	u'provid') 0 27 9.4 	R

(u'hiv'	u'aid') 17 0 20.7 	D (u'civil'	u'right'	u'law') 9 1 8.7 	D

(u'patrick'	u'dorismond')17 0 20.7 	D (u'high'	u'school'	u'level') 7 0 8.5 	D

(u'sexual'	u'orient') 17 1 18.4 	D (u'juli'	'2'	u'2000') 7 0 8.5 	D

(u'hate'	u'crime') 35 15 17.7 	D
(u'american'	u'council'	

u'truste')
7 0 8.5 	D

(u'polic'	u'depart') 16 1 17.1 	D (u'michigan'	'mr'	u'conyer') 7 0 8.5 	D

Table	C.6:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('new'	'york') 49 10 39.4 D 230 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 20 1 22.0 D 29

('boy'	'scout') 13 5 7.2 D 205 ('hate'	'crime'	'legisl') 12 2 10.4 D 15

('gay'	'lesbian') 13 1 13.5 D 155 ('world'	'war'	'ii') 9 0 11.0 D 13

('sexual'	'orient') 17 1 18.4 D 132 ('civil'	'right'	'law') 9 1 8.7 D 7

('unit'	'state') 33 31 5.1 D 89 ('equal'	'protect'	'law') 5 0 6.1 D 3

('hate'	'crime') 35 15 17.7 D 80 ('d'	'c'	'govern') 6 0 7.3 D 2

('los'	'angel') 8 2 5.9 D 69 ('crimin'	'justic'	'system') 7 0 8.5 D 2

('civil'	'right') 37 11 24.6 D 68 ('nation'	'endow'	'art') 0 17 5.9 R 2

('i'	'know') 5 36 6.0 R 62 ('u'	's'	'constitut') 6 0 7.3 D 2

('african'	'american') 19 5 13.5 D 54 ('congression'	'black'	'caucus') 14 0 17.1 D 1

Table	C.7:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('new'	'york') 49 10 39.4 D 331 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 20 1 22.0 D 14

('gay'	'lesbian') 13 1 13.5 D 194 ('hate'	'crime'	'legisl') 12 2 10.4 D 11

('boy'	'scout') 13 5 7.2 D 94 ('world'	'war'	'ii') 9 0 11.0 D 5

('sexual'	'orient') 17 1 18.4 D 79 ('civil'	'right'	'law') 9 1 8.7 D 4

('civil'	'right') 37 11 24.6 D 67 ('crimin'	'justic'	'system') 7 0 8.5 D 3

('hate'	'crime') 35 15 17.7 D 55 ('equal'	'protect'	'law') 5 0 6.1 D 3

('i'	'know') 5 36 6.0 R 41 ('violat'	'civil'	'right') 6 0 7.3 D 2

('los'	'angel') 8 2 5.9 D 32 ('congression'	'black'	'caucus') 14 0 17.1 D 2

('dr'	'laura') 0 14 4.9 R 29 ('juvenil'	'justic'	'law') 5 0 6.1 D 1

('unit'	'state') 33 31 5.1 D 29
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Table	C.8:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('new'	'york') 49 10 39.4 D 47 ('new'	'york'	'citi') 20 1 22.0 D 11

('boy'	'scout') 13 5 7.2 D 47 ('world'	'war'	'ii') 9 0 11.0 D 3

('gay'	'lesbian') 13 1 13.5 D 38 ('u'	's'	'constitut') 6 0 7.3 D 2

('o'	'connor') 0 30 10.5 R 27 ('hate'	'crime'	'legisl') 12 2 10.4 D 1

('los'	'angel') 8 2 5.9 D 24 ('civil'	'right'	'law') 9 1 8.7 D 1

('civil'	'right') 37 11 24.6 D 21

('sexual'	'orient') 17 1 18.4 D 19

('unit'	'state') 33 31 5.1 D 16

('first'	'amend') 1 21 5.8 R 13

('the'	'court') 0 21 7.3 R 13

2004

Table	C.9:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'gay'	u'lesbian') 52 2 16.7 	D (u'one'	u'man'	u'one') 3 23 8.9 	R

(u'tradit'	u'marriag') 0 29 16.0 	R (u'man'	u'one'	u'woman') 3 22 8.4 	R

(u'man'	u'woman') 8 33 9.4 	R (u'href'	u'bill'	u'108th') 43 11 5.9 	D

(u'one'	u'man') 3 23 8.9 	R (u'bill'	u'108th'	u'congress') 43 11 5.9 	D

(u'one'	u'woman') 3 23 8.9 	R (u'108th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 42 11 5.6 	D

(u'man'	u'one') 3 23 8.9 	R (u'marriag'	u'man'	u'woman') 0 10 5.5 	R

(u'mother'	u'father') 0 14 7.7 	R (u'call'	u'marriag'	u'protect') 12 0 4.4 	D

(u'108th'	u'congress') 44 11 6.2 	D (u'speaker'	'i'	u'rise') 24 5 4.1 	D

('this'	u'amend') 20 1 6.2 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'bill') 30 8 4.0 	D

(u'redefin'	u'marriag') 0 11 6.1 	R (u'tradit'	u'institut'	u'marriag') 0 7 3.9 	R

(u'bill'	u'108th') 43 11 5.9 	D

(u'href'	u'bill') 43 11 5.9 	D

(u'congress'	u'hous') 42 11 5.6 	D

(u'marriag'	u'man') 0 10 5.5 	R

(u'definit'	u'marriag') 4 18 5.4 	R

(u'court'	u'strip') 23 3 5.3 	D

(u'madam'	u'speaker') 2 14 5.3 	R

(u'homosexu'	u'marriag')0 9 5.0 	R

(u'group'	u'american') 12 0 4.4 	D

(u'new'	u'mexico') 0 8 4.4 	R

Table	C.10:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('sexual'	'orient') 14 1 4.0 D 146 ('marriag'	'man'	'woman') 0 10 5.5 R 38

('gay'	'lesbian') 52 2 16.7 D 129 ('one'	'man'	'one') 3 23 8.9 R 29

('man'	'woman') 8 33 9.4 R 87 ('man'	'one'	'woman') 3 22 8.4 R 29

('health'	'care') 14 1 4.0 D 74

('one'	'man') 3 23 8.9 R 40

('marriag'	'man') 0 10 5.5 R 39

('massachusett'	'suprem')0 7 3.9 R 37

('man'	'one') 3 23 8.9 R 33

('one'	'woman') 3 23 8.9 R 33

('tradit'	'marriag') 0 29 16.0 R 19

Table	C.11:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('gay'	'lesbian') 52 2 16.7 D 466 ('one'	'man'	'one') 3 23 8.9 R 43

('man'	'woman') 8 33 9.4 R 124 ('man'	'one'	'woman') 3 22 8.4 R 43

('sexual'	'orient') 14 1 4.0 D 65 ('marriag'	'man'	'woman') 0 10 5.5 R 30

('health'	'care') 14 1 4.0 D 51 ('tradit'	'institut'	'marriag') 0 7 3.9 R 3

('one'	'man') 3 23 8.9 R 47

('one'	'woman') 3 23 8.9 R 46

('man'	'one') 3 23 8.9 R 44

('massachusett'	'suprem')0 7 3.9 R 43

('definit'	'marriag') 4 18 5.4 R 39

('tradit'	'marriag') 0 29 16.0 R 35
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Table	C.12:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('gay'	'lesbian') 52 2 16.7 D 58 ('marriag'	'man'	'woman') 0 10 5.5 R 21

('man'	'woman') 8 33 9.4 R 41 ('man'	'one'	'woman') 3 22 8.4 R 9

('marriag'	'man') 0 10 5.5 R 21 ('one'	'man'	'one') 3 23 8.9 R 9

('health'	'care') 14 1 4.0 D 19

('tradit'	'marriag') 0 29 16.0 R 13

('one'	'woman') 3 23 8.9 R 12

('sexual'	'orient') 14 1 4.0 D 11

('one'	'man') 3 23 8.9 R 10

('man'	'one') 3 23 8.9 R 10

('massachusett'	'suprem')0 7 3.9 R 7

2008

Table	C.13:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'head'	u'start') 0 20 14.5 	R No	partisan	phrases	identified
(u'religi'	u'belief') 2 23 14.4 	R

(u'faith'	u'base') 0 16 11.6 	R

(u'religi'	u'organ') 1 16 10.4 	R

(u'govern'	u'fund') 0 10 7.3 	R

(u'religi'	u'exempt') 0 10 7.3 	R

(u'hate'	u'crime') 107 9 6.1 	D

(u'polici'	u'council') 0 8 5.8 	R

(u'religi'	u'freedom') 0 8 5.8 	R

(u'charit'	u'choic') 0 6 4.4 	R

(u'hire'	u'exempt') 0 6 4.4 	R

(u'staff'	u'share') 0 6 4.4 	R

(u'gender'	u'ident') 44 1 3.9 	D

Table	C.14:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('sexual'	'orient') 111 16 3.8 D 48 No	partisan	phrases	identified
('religi'	'belief') 2 23 14.4 R 8

('faith'	'base') 0 16 11.6 R 4

('religi'	'freedom') 0 8 5.8 R 2

('religi'	'organ') 1 16 10.4 R 1

('gender'	'ident') 44 1 3.9 D 1

Table	C.15:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('sexual'	'orient') 111 16 3.8 D 5 No	partisan	phrases	identified
('gender'	'ident') 44 1 3.9 D 4

('religi'	'belief') 2 23 14.4 R 2

('hate'	'crime') 107 9 6.1 D 2

('faith'	'base') 0 16 11.6 R 1

Table	C.16:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('sexual'	'orient') 111 16 3.8 D 10 No	partisan	phrases	identified
('hate'	'crime') 107 9 6.1 D 8

('gender'	'ident') 44 1 3.9 D 1

('religi'	'belief') 2 23 14.4 R 1

('faith'	'base') 0 16 11.6 R 1

2012

Table	C.17:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'health'	u'care') 0 22 13.9 	R No	partisan	phrases	identified
(u'natur'	u'gas') 0 11 6.9 	R

(u'stimulus'	u'bill') 0 10 6.3 	R

('ve'	u'got') 2 12 5.3 	R

(u'radic'	u'islam') 0 8 5.1 	R

('i'	'm') 6 17 5.0 	R

(u'barney'	u'frank') 20 0 4.3 	D
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Table	C.18:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post	

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('i'	'm') 6 17 5.0 R 133 No	partisan	phrases	identified
('health'	'care') 0 22 13.9 R 67

('ve'	'got') 2 12 5.3 R 17

('barney'	'frank') 20 0 4.3 D 4

('stimulus'	'bill') 0 10 6.3 R 3

('natur'	'gas') 0 11 6.9 R 1

Table	C.19:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('i'	'm') 6 17 5.0 R 61 No	partisan	phrases	identified
('health'	'care') 0 22 13.9 R 28

('barney'	'frank') 20 0 4.3 D 13

('ve'	'got') 2 12 5.3 R 12

Table	C.20:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('health'	'care') 0 22 13.9 R 16 No	partisan	phrases	identified
('i'	'm') 6 17 5.0 R 11

('barney'	'frank') 20 0 4.3 D 3

('ve'	'got') 2 12 5.3 R 1

2016

Table	C.21:	Phrases	with	the	highest	chi-squared	values	in	Congress

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party

(u'pride'	u'month') 21 0 29.7 	D (u'unit'	u'state'	u'america') 11 1 13.0 	D

('i'	u'proud') 18 0 25.4 	D (u'bill'	u'114th'	u'congress') 9 0 12.7 	D

(u'jeann'	u'jule') 12 0 17.0 	D (u'114th'	u'congress'	u'hous') 9 0 12.7 	D

(u'lgbt'	u'communiti') 10 0 14.1 	D (u'href'	u'bill'	u'114th') 9 0 12.7 	D

(u'state'	u'america') 11 1 13.0 	D (u'congress'	u'hous'	u'resolut') 9 0 12.7 	D

(u'bill'	u'114th') 9 0 12.7 	D (u'recogn'	u'sex'	u'marriag') 7 0 9.9 	D

(u'sexual'	u'orient') 9 0 12.7 	D (u'329'	'h'	u'res') 6 0 8.5 	D

('this'	u'resolut') 9 0 12.7 	D (u'hous'	u'resolut'	u'329') 6 0 8.5 	D

(u'hous'	u'resolut') 9 0 12.7 	D ('h'	u'res'	u'329') 6 0 8.5 	D

(u'href'	u'bill') 9 0 12.7 	D (u'jeann'	u'jule'	u'manford') 6 0 8.5 	D

('h'	u'res') 9 0 12.7 	D (u'resolut'	u'329'	'h') 6 0 8.5 	D

(u'114th'	u'congress') 9 0 12.7 	D ('i'	u'thank'	u'gentlewoman') 5 0 7.1 	D

(u'like'	'i') 8 0 11.3 	D (u'congress'	u'unit'	u'state') 5 0 7.1 	D

(u'congress'	u'hous') 9 1 10.3 	D ('i'	u'know'	u'like') 5 0 7.1 	D

(u'lgbtq'	u'communiti') 9 1 10.3 	D (u'lgbt'	u'pride'	u'month') 5 0 7.1 	D

(u'recogn'	u'sex') 7 0 9.9 	D (u'lgbtq'	u'pride'	u'month') 5 0 7.1 	D

(u'jule'	u'manford') 7 0 9.9 	D ('i'	u'want'	u'thank') 5 0 7.1 	D

(u'want'	u'thank') 7 0 9.9 	D
(u'resolut'	u'highlight'	

u'import')
5 0 7.1 	D

('i'	u'thank') 10 2 9.6 	D ('i'	u'rise'	u'today') 6 1 6.2 	D

(u'gay'	u'right') 11 3 9.2 	D ('this'	u'resolut'	u'celebr') 4 0 5.7 	n

Table	C.22:	Frequenty	used	phrases	by	the	Washington	Post	

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Post(freq)

('gay'	'right') 11 3 9.2 D 293 ('unit'	'state'	'america') 11 1 13.0 D 2

('new'	'york') 8 4 4.4 D 167 ('i'	'would'	'like') 6 2 4.5 D 1

('white'	'hous') 0 12 3.9 R 71 ('i'	'know'	'like') 5 0 7.1 D 1

('sex'	'coupl') 7 1 7.5 D 54 ('lgbt'	'pride'	'month') 5 0 7.1 D 1

('human'	'right') 6 2 4.5 D 54 ('recogn'	'sex'	'marriag') 7 0 9.9 D 1

('gay'	'lesbian') 6 0 8.5 D 53

('sexual'	'orient') 9 0 12.7 D 48

('religi'	'freedom') 0 15 4.9 R 39

('lesbian'	'gay') 5 1 4.8 D 39

('lgbt'	'communiti') 10 0 14.1 D 39
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Table	C.23:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	the	Boston	Globe

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party Globe(freq)

('gay'	'right') 11 3 9.2 D 106 ('unit'	'state'	'america') 11 1 13.0 D 3

('new'	'york') 8 4 4.4 D 41 ('i'	'want'	'thank') 5 0 7.1 D 1

('gay'	'lesbian') 6 0 8.5 D 26

('white'	'hous') 0 12 3.9 R 19

('human'	'right') 6 2 4.5 D 18

('look'	'like') 6 1 6.2 D 14

('lgbt'	'communiti') 10 0 14.1 D 7

('would'	'like') 7 3 4.4 D 6

('like'	'i') 8 0 11.3 D 5

('sexual'	'orient') 9 0 12.7 D 5

Table	C.24:	Frequently	used	phrases	by	USA	Today

bigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq) trigram dem(freq) rep(freq) chi party USA(freq)

('gay'	'right') 11 3 9.2 D 39 ('unit'	'state'	'america') 11 1 13.0 D 1

('white'	'hous') 0 12 3.9 R 11

('new'	'york') 8 4 4.4 D 10

('religi'	'freedom') 0 15 4.9 R 6

('gay'	'lesbian') 6 0 8.5 D 6

('look'	'like') 6 1 6.2 D 3

('equal'	'right') 5 0 7.1 D 3

('lgbtq'	'communiti') 9 1 10.3 D 3

('radic'	'islam') 0 17 5.5 R 3

('lesbian'	'gay') 5 1 4.8 D 3
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